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CHAPI'ER 1 

roLICE-PROSECUIDR ccx)RDINATION AND CASE ATIru:TION 

I. Intrcxiuction 

A. Background 

In the 1920's a series of crime commissions documented the patterns of 

case attrition from crirni,'lal justice systems in several states (Illinois 

Association for Criminal Justice, 1929; Missouri Association for Criminal 

Justice: 1926; Pound and. Frankfurter, 1922 i united states National commission 

on I.aw Observance and Enforcement, 1931). These "lnortality charts" revealed 

some unsettling things: 

o OVer half of felony arrests resulted in dismissal of all cba:rges 

o From 4% to 67% of felony arrests were reduced to mis
demeanors 

o From 50% to 86% of convictions were the result of 
guilty pleas, not jury trials 

o Only 6% to 14% of felony arrests went to trial and only 
some of those trials were with juries. 

These findings provoked grave concern. What did they mean? Should the 

community be alanned or gratified, soberly critical or morally outraged? Were 
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the agencies of criminal justice failing to do their jobs? Was radical refonn 

needed? 

investigate and prepare cases? Were prosecutors and judges throv.ring out 

prosecutable cases? If some attrition is necessary, how much is appropriate? 

Given the variety in the patterns of attrition that were found to exist, would 

it be possible to say that one pattern was better or worse in some sense than 

another? 

These and other questions were raised but have yet to be adequat.ely 

discussed, much less settled. Answering them required both additional 

empirical work to understand attrition and, most importantly, philosophical 

and policy analyses of the nonnative as well as the practical merits of 

alternative patterns of attrition. 

In the intervening years, especially since the 1970's, empirical research 

on attrition as has mushroomed (e.g. ,Brosi, 1979; Vera Institute of Justice, 

1977; and Boland and Brady, 1985). But little progress has been made regarding 

the nonnative side of this matter. A jurisprudence of attrition has yet to 

develop. 

Some consensus has formed within a certain group of thinkers. I.ocal and 

national crime commissions and standard-setting groups have generally 

converged in support of the proposition that some cases (for reasons of 

equity or the de minimis nature of the offerL~ or the weakness of the 

evidence) should be screened out of the system as early as possible and that 
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this decision &'1ould be made by the prosecutor (as opposed to the police or 

a judicial officer) (McDonald, 1985). 

But as a practical matter early case screening by prosecutors is not 

feasible in many jurisdictions. Also, it leaves unanswered many hard 

questions like: "How weak is 'weak'?" and; "How early is 'early'?" And, most 

irrportantly, it is a consensus that is largely limited to elite standard-

setting groups and not widely shared among practitioners. Moreover, even 

among the commentators and standard-setters the consensus breaks down over the 

details of specific issues, such as what constitutes proper charging 

(McDonald, 1985). 

B. Three Perspectives on case Attrition 

Among attrition studies, three distinct focal concerns can be identified.: 

fairness, efficiency and effectiveness. Scholars suspecting bias in the 

operation of the criminal justice system have tried to detennine whether 

extra-legal factors (such as race, class, or sex) significantly influence the 

dispositions of individual cases. 

For others the question of fairness has been approached from the 

perspsctive of due process of law. 'Ibey have been critical of the justice 

system's reliance on the institutions of plea bargaining and on something 

loosely called "overcharging" (i.e. the practice by police and/or prosecutors 

of charging cases with the maximum number and degree of charge only to be 

reduced subsequently in exchange for a guilty plea) . 
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Reform groups, such as the early crime commissions, concerned with 

improving the efficiency of the court- ~yst.e.."'n a..~ ~llizi1~ that many cases 

do eventually drop out of the system, have recommended that cases should be 

screened as early as possible; that this be done by the prosecutors' office; 

and that a very high standard of legal proof be used as the threshold 

criterion for admitting cases in to the court system. 

Researchers concerned about effectiveness have tried to identify those 

aspects of the criminal justice system and its environment which adversely 

affect the disposition of cases. This line of research has been directed at 

reducing to a minirmnn the extent to which poor or inadequate law enforcement 

or judicial practices prevent cases from being disposed of strictly on their 

evidentiary merits ( as opposed to errors or inefficiencies in the system that 

processes them). The hope has been to identify aspects of case handling that 

criminal justice officials can control and could do something about such that 

the existing local patte:r:n of case attrition could be changed (such as the 

quality of police investigation or training or the quality of communication 

between police and prosecutors) . 

Writers working on anyone of the three focal conce:r:ns sometimes use the 

phrase, "inappropriate case attrition". But clearly this salubrious phrase 

means different things to different users. Imbedded in it are crucial 

nonnative choices about which reasonable people do disagree. 

It may be used to refer to case dispositions that are considered 

inappropriate because they were influenced by extra-legal factors; or were 

4 
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disposed of at a later stage in the justice process than they could have been 

had there been rigorous early 5.-'"T1?P11i.1!';J: c:::- T;;c....--C dispcr.:;W of too early ill the 

process; or were given a disposition considered to be too lenient or too 

severe or too inaccurate (because of charge bargaining) . 

sometimes the phrase, "inappropriate case attrition, II refers to cases 

that are given dispositions that are different (usually meaning, more lenient) 

than they should have and would have received but for some flaw or deficiency 

in the criminal justice system's operation. 

It is this last meaning of the phrase that underlies our project. as well 

as the five other related projects funded by the National Institute of 

Justice. They grew out of a series of earlier NIJ studies vlith a sllnilar 

focus. 

II. The Proposal 

A. Project Purpose 

OUr project ';o;as an atterrpt to reduce inappropriate case attrition in two 

Ylays: directly by improving the quality of case infonnation transmitted by the 

police to the prosecutor and indirectly by improving the quality of the police 

investigations. The direct effect was to occur through the use of a computer 

p~ designed to silllulate as far as possible the kind of interview that 

might occur between a prosecutor and a police officer during a case review. 

Police officers give their case reports by interacting with a computer 

tenninal which prorrpts them for the infonnation needed. 

5 
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'Ibe inclirect effe...~ of the p~..m \ . .r=..s. t8 ~..::r througil Ule leaxning 

function associated with the use of the software. 'TI1at is, after repeated 

entry of cases with the assistance of the computer, it would be expected that 

police officers would begin to alter their investigative teclmique in the 

direction of being able to respond to the questions asked by the computer. In 

as much as the computer asked for more detailed and. comprehensive infonnation 

than is obtained from the traditional, manual police report, this change 

should be in the direction of improved investigative teclmique, Le., 

obtaining more infonnation in the field. (Although this indirect effect was 

hypothesized, there were no plans in this project to test for it because the 

effect would not have occurred until after the timefrarne permitted by the 

project. ) 

B. Previous Research 

'This proj ect grew out of the findings of several earlier NIJ studies 

particularly the sUIVey of police-prosecutor relations in the United states 

by McDonald and associates (1982). They found it useful to conceive of the 

criminal justice process as a COlIlfU!.lIrlcation process in which the police serve 

as gathers and transmitters of data (evidence) to prosecutors (and judges) who 

interpret it and. make decisions. Thlli5 the quality of the decisions being made 

by prosecutors (and judges) is detennined in part by the q'.Ja.lity of the 

comrm.mication process through which case-related data is transmitted from the 

police to the prosecutor (and judge) . 
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'Ihe study also found the prosecutors everywhere complained that they were 

making less than optimal decisj ons hA:'e.1...1Se t..'1C police failt:::!.l Lo supply them 

with adequate infonnation. 'Ibis failure was attributed to several factors 

includi.J"B~ 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

inadequate incentives (the police culture and. reward 
system emphasizes arrests rather than convictions as 
measures of police perfo:rmance) 

inadequate training (the police are not given the 
opportunity to learn the problems of prosecution 
particularly the crucial importance of detail, nuance, 
comprehensiveness and redundancy in the case files used 
for prosecution) 

inadequate feedback (the police do not learn of the ways 
that they contribute to inappropriate case attrition 
.because they get virtually no feedback on the dispositions 
of their cases or the reasons for the dispositions) 

escalating costs (face-to-face case screeni.J"B between 
police and. prosecutors is bei.J"B reduced in jurisdictions 
that once could afford them because of increased costs of 
police overtime) 

attitudes (for various reasons of their own the police 
deliberately withhold or fail to transmit data to 
prosecutors: e. g. to hide evidentiary weaknesses or 
questionable practices; to prevent prosecutors from giving 
the case away to defense attorneys; to minimize their 
report-writing efforts) 

t~hnology (the physical TIl""-.-aI1S by which police reports are 
produced, copied, stored, and transmitted to prosecutors 
causes data degradation e.g. poor handwriti.J"B, illegible 
xerox copies, inadequate fonnat for capturing data 
elemo-nts, poor spelling) 

coordination (ntlIl¥"-.Xous separate documents from several. 
different agencies and. different branches within the same 
agency must be assembled but often parts are missing, e.g. 
rap sheets, results of forsenics tests, warrants r results 
of line-ups, supplemental investigation reports) 

organization (police and prosecutors in many places do not 
meet with each to review cases 
and can not easily reach each other to discuss cases). 
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c. UnderlYllB Ass\.lITPtions 

'Ihe most effective method of case-related. communications between police 

and prosecutors was identified as the early face-to-face case review betweo..J1 

experienced prosecutors and the police officers involved in the particular 

ca~....s. 'Ihe fact that these reviews occurred close to the time of arrest meant 

that missing infonnation and hot-leads could be identified and. pursued with 

a greater chance of success. Unfortunately, however, this method was also 

the most costly and was being cut back in some jurisdictions. 

Among the possible solutions to the problems of police-prosecutor 

communication suggested by McDonald et al. was to try to simulate this 

optimal-but-costly face-to-face review with a computer-assisted case reporting 

program that could operate on the relatively inexpensive microcomputers. 

Our present project was in effect an attempt to implement the solution 

suggested by our earlier study. 

'Ihe idea for such a program had several attractive features. If the 

program could operate on micrcx::orrputers then it would be affordable by most 

police deparbnents. The fact that reports would be typed would reduce the 

problem of the illegibility of handwritten reports. 'Ihe ability of the 

computer to branch off into a series of sub-questions contingent upon answers 

to earlier questions allCTwed for the possibility of mllnicking the kind of 

questioning mat would occur between a p:>lice officer and a prosecutor in a 

live case review. 
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'!he software was not intended to be just an ela..~onic version of the 

standard police rep:>rt fOnTI. Tt ~.s !!ct tG di::;play sin1f:.Jly a template of items 

of infonnation to be filled in. It v,1ould probe for subsequent details 

contingent 'llpOn initial details. 'Ihese probes would be particularly designed 

to obtain the kind of infonnation needed by the prosecutor in order to have 

the strongest evidentiary position that the available facts could support. 

It was recognized from the start that even the best computer p~ 

would be a big step down from a live, face-to--face case review between a 

prosecutor and a police officer. Some of the problems of connnunication 

might continue. 'Ihe police might still tJ::y to withhold info:r:mation, for 

example. All of the nuance and body-language of the reporting officer would 

be lost. We had no illusions about the limitations of any computer simulation 

of live hmnan interactions. 

But, on the other hand, the canputer seemed to offer a solution to a 

probl~ll that many prosecutors had reported, namely, that the police are often 

aware of a lot more infonnation than they actually transmit to prosecutors 

because they do not recognize its importance for prosecution or simply are not 

asked for it. (For exanple, the police often fail to report false exculpatory 

statements by the defendant evidently because they erroneously think that 

anyt.hing less than a full confession is worthless to a prosecutor.) 

with its ability to branch and probe, the computer offere::i the potential 

for extracting such infonnation in a cost effective way. Also, the computer 

would bring a degree of standardization to the quality of police reports. All 

9 
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officers entering cases would have to, at least, address all relevant 

quf? ... ~tj on}=:. SCJnlA 0ffic.er=; 1!Iigb.t still c..l;Q0:)5e to e..~t.er- "nQ e.."1SVlcr" ~r 1I~~mor"~1f 

to some questions in order to delibo....rately \-.'ithhold infonnation. :&It controls 

could be built into the software so that such answers would not be accepted 

for many items; and for still other items (such as, dates, case identification 

numbers, officer identification numbers and other items) ranges of legitbuate 

values could be built in so that illegitbuate values would not be accepted 

(regardless of whether they were being entered deliberately or accidently). 

Such controls would be a maj or improvement over the existing manual system of 

report-writing wherein the only control is the typically superficial revie\v 

of the commanding officer. 

OUr goal was not to produce software that would make the best police 

report writers even better; or even to make the worst writers as good as the 

~-st. Rather it was to bring the overall average quality of all police 

reports up to a min.iJnurn, predictable standard of thoroughness. 

'Ihe mod.el that we hoped to approxbuate was something like a computerized 

version of a case preparation unit operated by t'I-J.e Nashville Police Department 

(described in Chapter 4). McIbnald and associates had discussed this unit 

as an illustra-tion of the potential feasibility of a computer-assisted case 

preparation computer program. 'Ihe unit consists of typists and supervisory 

police officials. Police officers dictate their reports :.nto magnetic tapes 

under the guidance of the unit I s supt='-..rvisors who may interrupt the dictation 

for clarification or expansion of the details. 'Ihe tapes are then 

transcribed. 

10 
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When the unit first be.gon it develapcd ;::< ::;ct of c.t.LllIe-specitic 

interro;ratories which were designed to ensure that the legal elements of the 

case were adequately addressed by the reporting- officer. These were used by 

pck""a-legals (law students) to guide reporting police officers through their 

reports. It was cla:i.me:i that the typists became so familiar with these 

interrogatories that even they were able to ask for clarification. 

The main disadvantage of the case preparation unit is its costs. It 

operates almost twenty-four hours a day seven days a Weeki and for most of 

that time there are two command-level police officials and two typists on 

duty. SUch an expense is out of the question for most police departments. 

OUr proposed computerIzed version of tJhis unit would eliminate most of 

this expense. The crime-specific interrogatories would be built into the 

software and the police would do their own typing-. 

The main disadvantage of our proposal as far as we could anticipate was 

that it \vould require that the police do their CNm typing. We wrongly assumed. 

that this would be one of the major obstacles to the success of our software. 

That is we assumed that the police would resist having to type reports and 

that they would be slow and inaccurate in their typing. In effect, Wfa 

accepted as unchallengeable a fundamental premise which ill retrospect we now 

seriously challenge, namely, that the police should not be required to be 

reasonably good typists. 
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In reality the police in our test site (Nashville, Tennessee) and in 

other sites that we contacted have demonstrated =. '.·,rill:L .... ..gr-.a55 to typE;!. repon:s 

and. the ability to do so with reasonable speed and accuracy. We now realize 

that any future attempts to develop software for use by the police in 

applications such as the one we attempted should proceed on the assumption 

that the police can and should be expected to be competent typists. 'Thus in 

the choice of the programming language and in the design of the application, 

itself, no undue consideration need be given to trying to minimize the amount 

of typing by the p:::>lice. 1 

One of the major considerations in our choice of programming language and 

in the design of our "screens" (i.e. the visual displays on the computer 

monitor) was this mistaken belief that interactive software for use by the 

p:::>lice must minimize the amount of typing on their part. Ironically, it was 

in part the pursuit of this objective that contributed to making our software 

less "user-friendly" than it might have been. In our attempt to spoon-feed 

the p:::>lice, we choked them. 

1 This is not to say that software design does not have to 
be efficient. Asking the p:::>lice to type in more infonnation than 
they need or making them back in and out of files will defeat the 
pro;;ram's utility. In the Nashville Police Department we observed 
the nonuse of a computer program that was unrelated to our proj ect 
but happened to be located in the adjoining office. The program 
operates on a microcorrputer and is intended to help the "Cr.irne
stoppers" unit keep track of infonnants, defendants, criminal 
events and rewards. 

The officers in the unit gave up using the pr~ in part 
because it asked them for details that served no purpose of theirs 
and because it seemed to them inefficient in that it required 
t.lJem to enter case infonnation into three different files. 
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Both because of our erroneous belief that we had to minimize typing by 

the police and because of our fund;:lTTlIS'ntal p::::-c.'ni::;c tllat t11~ police had to be 

led through a series of questions whic..l-:. they might not otherwise answer, we 

proceeded to ma}~e a f:.mdamental error. We underestimated the :i.nq;xJrtance of 

the free-fom narrative section of the police report. We tried to convert 

as much as of the infonnation that might be given in the free-fom narrative 

sections of the report into questions about discreet aspects of the overall 

case. 

HOVlever, our field test has shown us that while this nay insure that 

certain questions will get ans.vered it does not eliminate the prosecutor's 

need for the free-form section of the lX'lice report. 'Ihe reporting officer 

must still type a narrative and some of the infonnation in it will necessarily 

repeat infonnation already given in the question-and-answer section of the 

report. 

The narrative sev--tion is essp..ntial because i t gives prosecutors a grasp 

of the entire event as a whole and the whole tells them something more than 

the sum of its parts. It allows them to see how the parts are connected 

together and to make inferences about missing infonnation and the credibility 

of infonnation that was reported. 

D. Problems in J:rrq;>lert'P..-Iltation 

In the end, our project proved to be a less rigorous test of the 

potential of the computer to substantially improve the quality of police 

case preparation for pros6...--ution than planned. 'Ihe main obstacle was the 
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fact that approximately one-third of the project's time was in effect lost 

m,1P to rr.atters beyond 0'..1Y COr:tr.::l. 

'Ihe programming language we adopted, namely, Better Basic, has deep bugs 

in it that not only delayed our software development schedule but seriously 

degraded the quality of the final software application that we wrote. Some 

bugs could not be remedied and had to be "progranuned around ll with a consequent 

loss in program efficiency and user-friendliness. 

'Ihe scheduling delay had a domino effect on the balance of the project. 

It meant that the project had to use the first fully operational versj,on of 

the program. No refinements based on initial field use were possible. No 

full-time project personnel were available to stay in the field with the 

computer; to get the police detectives to use it; to train them on its use; 

to solve program failures that occurred; and to do those various things 

necessary for a good field test. As a result our evaluation has been reduced 

to a smaller base of experience and more qualitative approach than planned. 

It consists of a r&"'~rd of our insights gaL,4ed by this experience 

regarding faulty assumptions and other problems of trying to achieve such a 

goal; and the opinions of th~ police who either used our software or were 

directly familiar with it; the opinions of the 10 prosecutors who used case 

files created with the assistance of our software; and, the results of a 

quasi -exper.i.mo....ntal design comparing differences in prosecutors I s ratings of 

the quality of case preparation of cases prepared with the assistance of the 
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---------------------------------

computer prcgram and the samE' cases preparerl 'idthout the eu-ntputer's 

assis~. In addition we have i nr.nrp':'!"at.ed t.."1c :L-.sights We ~o.lned from 

contact with other jurisdictions. involved in using the computer in ways 

similar to ours. 

Moreover, one part of the proposed software was deleted entirely. The 

software was supposed to include two "e:>.-pert systems" features: help the 

police select the relevant charges in the case; and feedback a list of 

additional investigative actions that must be taken. Although we did not 

develop an expert system for selecting charges, we did review a prdcotype of 

such a system that has been developed by coastal computers, a private vend.or. 

III. Methodolc:gy 

A. The Original Evaluation Design 

OUr proposal called for both a process and an impact evaluation. The 

process eValuation was to be based on several typc>....s of data. Firstly there 

was to be a description of field observations regarding the problems of 

developing, installing and administering the software. This was to include 

the difficulties in prcgra:mming the various features that were planned for the 

software. In addition interviews were to be done with police and prosecutors 

regarding their experiences with and opinion of the software. Also, any legal 

or rx:>litical challenges to or ramifications of the use of the software were 

to be reported. And, COTI1l1l""-I1ts on the appropriate type of computer hardware 

ne-cessa:ry to support the system were to be given. 
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The impact evaluation was to be based on a before-and-after I quasi

experimental design. cases prepars:'l "Tit~ t'1e ~tzr/s Clb~.istance were to 

be compared with a matched sample of casP-S prepared under the traditional 

nanual methcd to detennine whether the computer irnpruved the quality of case 

infonnation transmitted to the prosecutor and. whether this resulted in a 

difference in the pattern of case attrition. 

This vraS to be done by having prosecutors rate the cases along several 

diJn.o...nsions. One series of questions would ask for the prosecutors' rating of 

the quality of case preparation regarding specific aspects of the case report 

(e.g., its comprehensiveness, coherence and overall strength). Another series 

of questions would ask prosecutors to estimate what the likely disposition of 

each case would be. 

The hypotheses to be tested were that the cases prepared with the 

computer's assistance would be rated as being better prepared and more likely 

to result in more severe dispositions than the manua.lly prepared cases. 

B. The Revised D2sign 

rue tu the problems in developing the software the evalua.tion design was 

substantially altered. Most of this report is li1nited to the process 

evaluation. It reports the underlying lcgic of what the software was intended 

to do; the problems in implementation; and. observations relevant to future 

efforts of this kind. It includes findings from our field oLservations in the 

test site (Nashville) and interviews with police and prosecutors familiar with 
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the software that we create1. But, tl-}ese :interviews are limited to ten police 

detectives and ten prosecutors vIDn hn0 di!"ect: c.xpw:-i6J.1c:e wi tll our soft:ware. 

In addition we have :interviewed police official~ fram three other 

jurisdictions where prc:grams :involving police use of computers in ways related 

to our proj ect. 

our inpact evaluation was reduced to a shadow of its original plan. A 

greatly weakened quasi -experimental design was used :in an effort to preserve 

some of the rigor of the orig:inal design. Two sets of the same three burglary 

cases were prepared. 'Ihe "control" set consisted of the original manually-

produced police case reports. 'Ihe" experimental" set consisted of the exact 

same dcx::urnents plus for each case a special report produced with the 

assistance of our sof:t:ware. Each of the three cases :involved burglary cb.a:rges 

and each had been orig:inally written by different police 6,~tectives. 2 

Prosecutors w'ere askecl to rate the cases along the dimensions of quality 

of case preparation and estimated disposition as orig:inally planned. The 

prosecutors who received the computer-assisted reports were also intervieWed 

for their opinions of the value of the computer enhancemo...nt. 

2 Neither set of case reports conta:ined the special report 
fonus prepared by Nashville Police Department I s caS€. Preparation 
Unit. A comparison against that standard would not have been 
appropriate for our purposes. 

That is, we wcmted to compare our software I s case reports 
with the kind of manual case reports that one usually finds in 
most other police departments, the kind of depa.rbnP....nts that were 
to be the beneficiaries of our software. The question to be 
answered 'WaS I "How much better would a cqmputer-assisted case 
report be compared to the manually produced reports that are done 
in most jurisdictions?" 
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It must be pointed out that under 'thj ~ t·1t2a}:.e.."1ed design t...~c • ..atUl.-~ u[ Ule 

J;Otential inIpact of the computer-assisted case report is limited to the impact 

of the fom of the report rather than to any possible increase in infonnation 

content. 'Ihat is, the experiJnental case reports contained no more infoDl'lCltion 

in them than was contained in the original manual reports from which they were 

copied! This is because the computer-assisted reports used in this part of 

our eValuation were prepared by us and not by the police officers who reported 

the cases. This compromise was necessary because the case reports that police 

officers produced with the assistance of the computer were not usable. 

IV. Findings 

In brief, it might be said of our proj ect that the operation was a 

failure but the patient lived. The police did not ID3.ke significant use of 

our software application. But they favored the idea behind it and they 

favored the development and use of a friendlier version of it in the future. 

Tne prosecutors liked the police report produced with the assistance of the 

software and believed it would make them more efficient. Finally, the quasi

experiJnental evidence suggests that the software ID3.kes a difference in the 

prosecutors' estimate of the case preparation and in the probable disposition 

of the case. 

The particular software application that we managed to prexiuce was never 

really used by the police to any significant extent. Tne nonuse was due 
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prirrerily to three factors: the delay and consequent il1ability to have a staff 

person in the field coaxincr and trajnirry 0ffic:e..~ i..'1 the U5C of tllt:~ equipmoJ1't.; 

the user-unfrien::lliness of the software as it: was finally written;· and the 

fact that the reports produced on the computer were not scheduled to replace 

the harrlwritten reports. Rather, they constituted duplicate work for the 

officers. 

However, although the police made very little use of our software, it was 

not because they were opposed to the idea behind it. Indeed virtual I y all 

detectives familiar with our software were in favor of it in principle; hoped 

that further work would be done to develop it; and indicated that they would 

prefer to use such a prCX¥ffiU rather than write reports manually (assuming the 

software met certain conditions discussed below). 

They felt that if prosecutors had to choose between manually produced 

reports and. ones produced with the assistance of a software application such 

as ours, the prosecutors would prefer the computer-assisted reports because 

of their greater legibility f clearer organization and because the computer 

method seemed to help the police include more information relevant to proving 

the case. 3 Moreover, even though they found it slow and difficult to use our 

software, they believed that with practice they would be able to produce 

reports as Bstasbyhmrl. 

3 One dissenting view was expressed by a detective who is 
notorious among prosecutors for filing poor case reports. He 
believed that prosecutors would prefer manually produced reports 
because in court handwritten reports might "seem more affective 
rather than 'just a computer number'''. 
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On the other hand, when asked to ~e thp v;::,l1.le ()f t..'1c rej?0r--L5 

prcrluceCi with our software to the special prosecution rep8rts prexluced by 

Nashville Police Deparbnent's case Preparation Unit, most of the detectives 

believed that prosecutors would find the latter mo;t:"e useful. 

There are four conditions that the detectives regarded as essential 

before they would use such software: (1) the software must be highly user

friendly; (2) the police would have to be adequately trained, on it; (3) the 

re}?Ort that they would type on the computer must not duplicate any other 

re}?Ort that they would have to give; and, (4) hard-copies of the reports 

Illl1St be readily available if wanted. (None of these conditions were met by 

our program.) 

The response among prosecutors to the sarrple case reports produced with 

the assistance of our software was largely positive but with some 

qualifications. With no traming in the use of our re}?Orts, prosecutors were 

able to read them and understand them ilmnediately. They liked numerous 

particular features of the computer-assisted case re}?Ort including its 

legibility; its level of detail; its consistenc.::y (among different authors of 

re}?Orts); its smrrrnary of the roles enacted by everyone in the case; itr;; 

fomat; and its cornprebensi veness. 

The prosecutors reported that the computer-assisted reports made it 

easier for them to quicJrJ.y review the highlights of the case, an important 

advantage when one has to disIX>se of a large daily caseload without much 
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time for thorough preparation. But, prosecutors also pointe::l out some 

limitations of the computer-assisted reports. The lTlOSt: cdtica~ 1 il!'.itati(J!1 

is that °dhe program can not eliminate the need for a free-form, narrative 

section ,to the police report. It is to the narrative that the prosecutors 

ultimately go in order to determine how all the parts of the puzzle fit 

together. 

Prosecutors could not say whether having the computer-assisted report 

would result in any difference in what they decide to do with the case. 

But I we found that in two of the three cases I the presence of t.l1e computer

assiste::l case report had a significant effect on the prosecutors' evaluation 

of the quality of the case and the estima.ted disposition of the case. 

However I the effect was in opposite directions. 'Ibat is, in one case the 

presence of the computer report resulted in prosecu:tors regarding the case as 

stronger and in the other case, weaker. 'Ibis result is not what we had 

pre::licte::l but it is not altogether une>..-pected or negative. 

The general hypothesis was that the presence of the computer report would 

ilrprove the quality of all cases and result in estima.tes of more seVere 

dispositions. But! we also acknowledged the fact that infonnation is neutral 

with respect to conviction or acquittal. More or clearer infonnation could 

sometiTIl"'....5 result in cases being dropped that might otherwise have gone 

further. our findings appear to confirm this possibility. 

Although our particular SOITvrcrre design doo....5 not TIl"'..-rit further 

development, we have inquired about alternative software designs that hold 
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promise. One is based on a design that we considered and rejected because it 

s:i.rrplicity seems to be the key to its success. It is the one that underlies 

the proprietary program called AlliCS by Coastal Computer Systems. It is 

currently fully operational and being used by two police deparbnents who give 

it high praise. 4 

This software does not attempt to simulate an interview with a prosecutor 

(as ours does) and it does not aSSLTIne weak typing skills among police lofficers 

(as ours does). It prompts officers to fill in items on a screen which is 

just an electronic version of the usual police report fonu. At the end of the 

report the officer types a narrative account of the event as one would do on 

existing police forms. The software gives no special directions or any 

assistance in this open-ended section of the report. 

Also being prepared for optional use with AlliCS is an expert system that 

selects c.l1arges based on a few questions that the computer asks the officer. 

Tne limited prototype :mc:del of this expert system that we reviewed 

demonstrates the technical feasibility of using an expert system to assist 

in making this limited decision. But the desirability of the use of an 

4. The system was produced by Coastal Computer Systems, 
TInc., long Beach, New York. Its development was initiated by Lt. 
Joseph Lauriano of the Lynbrook (New York) Police Deparbnent. It 
operates on a minico1!1puter and can be configured to support as 
many as 150 tenninals at one time. It does on-line booking and 
arrest processing a."'1d preparation of the prosecution report. It 
also perfonns other functions. 
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expert system for this purpose is far more problematic than the use of the 

rest of the syst--e.m_ 

A second type of software is knovm as "CATI" (computer-assisted telephone 

interviewing) systems. Tnis technology emerged in the late 1970's for use in 

survey research (Groves and Kahn, 1979 i Freeman and Shanks, 1983; Shanks and 

Tortora, 1985). It has some similarities to the type of application we 

attempted. It presents the inte:rviewer with the questions to be asked. He or 

she then keys the responses directly into the computer. Among the advantages 

of the CATI systems are that they pennit the research much greater control 

over the interview process and they eliminate the time and cost associated 

with data transfer in manual systems. 

An intriguing feature of some CATI systems is their ability to take the 

responses to discreet questions and assemble them into a cornputer-generated 

narrative report. Thus, in theory a CATI system might be adapted to the 

purpose of erlIacting a report from a polk "'"ficer and then generating a 

report that contained not only a sa..-tion with the fixed-fonnat-type answers 

~.~L1t also a section with a chronological narrative of the event. Hoewever, 

what is -Lrue in principal may not bs practical in a given application. 

Whether or not CATI systems might provide a solution to the report

producing problems of the police remains to be seen. According to one leading 

expert in CATI systems, Dr. Merill Shanks, 5 those systems have not yet been 

5. Director, Computer-Assisted Su:rvey Methods Divsion, Su:rvey Research 
Center, University of California, Berkeley, telephone interview, August 3, 
1988. 
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used for applications such as writing police reports. Moreover, he cautions 

that while the CATI system that he uses can pro:::luce a narrntjv~ rep::>rt based. 

on the dis...'Yeet infonnation it obtains from specific questions, the quality 

of the narrative nay not be adequate to deal y.,rith the k.ind. of complexities 

that oc::cur in criminal cases. The best way to answer that question is to 

construct a prototype and test it. 

V. Conclusions 

our major conclusion is that it is not currently feasible to 

substantially simulate a face-to-face case-report-preparation session between 

a police officer and a prosecutor using a micro-computer and conunerially 

available software like BetterBasic. More specifically, it is feasible to 

develop software that will extract the fixed-fonnat, discreet items of 

infonnation (such as the naIl"P....s and addresses of the parties involved in the 

case) • 

Software programs like ALECS that do this produce police reports that are 

neater, more compactly organized and more legible than traditional manually

produced reports. But this is a long v..ray from being the equivalent of the 

kind of report that can be prcxluced by a police officer interviewed/guided 

by eib~er a prosecutor or a case-preparation unit such as Nashville'S. 

There are narravJer limits to what can be done with a microcomputer than 

the enthusiasts lead one to believe. Although the computer can be prcgranrrned 

to branch and probe for infonnation, only so many questions can be asked 
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before the program ber'...omes tiresome and unfriendly. Moreover, this approach 

can not eliminate or substantially reduce the need for a fr€*"-t.PIT n~..r!:C.tive 

of the incident. In fact I if there are to:) many questions I users will 

probably be discouraged from writing gcx:xJ. narratives. Many of the details 

would have to be given twice and thus may be seen as tir€.-~ redundancies 

not worth repeating. 

'Ihe narrative chronology of the event is an essential source of 

information for prosecutors and can not be omitted or replaced by a series of 

answers to specific questions. 'Ihe narrative provides the primary l1P-CmS by 

which the prosecutor gets a sense of how the pier'.,..e5 of the puzzle fit 

together. 

Some software currently available, such as certain computer-assisted 

telephone intervievling programs, has the capacity to generate chronological 

narrative accounts of events based upon answers given to specific questions. 

However, its application to a situation as complex and variable as t.hat 

involved in the reporting of criminal cases from police to prosecutors has not 

yet been demonstrated. Serious consideration should be given to funding the 

developrno-.nt and testing of a prototype of such a system. However, given our 

~ience with trying to identify all the right questions and to find. 

language sufficiently generic to fit them, we would warn that constructing 

an adequate version of such a system would be an enonnous task. 
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Of course it should be re.trf"-Il'iJ:>o-red that even if software is developed that 

would exO..act information f:ram th~ pol ir.p nnn gPnP..,.-ntp nrrrT-ntjv,? as '\o1'?1l as 

fixed-format sections of reports, there are still other problems in the 

cormmmication prcx:::ess between police and prosecutors that can not be solved 

by inIproving the technology of connnunication. 

Prosecutors will still be suspicious of the credibility of the reports 

of certain police officers who they have corne to distrust. The motivation 

among police to transmit the most complete report possible may rema.in 

tmchanged. Police memories will fade and the quality of police reports will 

suffer if the police do not make their reports as close to the incident as 

possible. (Some prosecutors believe that this should be done in the field 

at the crime scene and immediately after arrest.) 

Notwithstanding these qualifications I however, police reports produced 

with the assistance of the computer will be accepted by prosecutors as an 

important inIproVe.trf"..nt over handwritten reports. Most importantly, in some 

cases depending upon the fact-pattern involved, such reports will have a 

significant influence on the prosev~tors' estimates of the quality of case 

preparation and the probable disposition of the case. SometiJne:>--s computer

assisted reports will make the cases seem stronger than they would othel:Wise 

have seemed; and sometiJne:>--s, weaker. Inasmuch ?.is information is neutral with 

respective to guilt or innocence, such an outcome. is in keeping with the 

interests of justice. 
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It is technically feasible to prcx:1uce an expert system that will select 

criminal charqes based on a literal reading of the penal ccrle; but the 

usefulness of such a systerr remains to demonstrated. A system that selects 

all relevant charges based. on a literal reading of the penal ccx:le would 

please the police but would not be in keeping with professional standards 

regarding proper charging. A system that incorporates a lcx:::al prosecutor's 

policies of downgrading or rej ecting charges in certain cases will involve 

substantial political risks for the prosecutor. A system that weighs case 

strength as one of tha criteria for case acceptance has yet to be developed. 

It seems feasible but it may have to rely on police judgments about case 

strength which could prove unreliable. 

One of the crucial functions of the police is to gather infonnation and 

transmit it to the prosecutors for disposition decisions. Prior research 

supports the working hypothesis that greater amounts of infonnation in the 

police reports results in cases being more likely to be resolved on their 

J[}P...rits. In effect this means that they are more likely to reach a more 

severe disposition than might otherwise have occurred. Thus the police 

should be required to have the skills and technology appropriate to this 

crucial function. They should be able to type and should have data processing 

equipmo...nt and software to support this function. Moreover, their personal 

evaluations should be based in part upon the guali ty of their };p...rfonnance of 

these skills. 

Attrition rates either for individual officers or for depa.rt:rna...nts as a 

whole are inappropriate measures of police perfonnance relative to the 
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prosecution of cases. 'Ihe more appropriate measure is the quality of case 

preparation. However, instruments for measurin::! thE" (!lvll j ty of (:e.se 

preparation have not yet beat') perfa..'"ted. Before p:Jlice perfonnan:::::e from the 

point of view of the prosa..~tor can become subj ect to quality control, these 

instnnnents will have to be further refined. 
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CHAPI'ER 2 

MEASURING POLICEWORK F'RCM A PROSECUTION PERSPECl'IVE 

I. Intrcx:luction 

Traditionally the police regarded their responsibility for crilninal cases 

as ending with arrest. The subsequent disposition of the case was seen as 

strictly the responsibility of the prosecutors and the courts. Therefore, the 

police have never measured their perfonnance in tenus of what happened to 

cases after they had been arrested and/or cleared. 

This tradition has been changing. Some police leaders are now saying 

that the police must be concerned about the post-al.'Test outcome of the case 

(National Advisory COllunission, 1976). Also, research initiatives have bec-n 

exploring the extent to which the quality of policework is responsible for 

what happens to the case after arrest (cannavale and Falcon, 1976; Petersilia, 

1976; Knudten et al., 1979 i Forst et al., 1981 i McD:Jnald et al., 1981; 

McElroy et al., 1981; Feeney et al., 1983). Among the current six NIJ -funded 

studies of which ours is a part, the central theme is police responsibility 

for case disposition. 
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This development has raised difficult questions about ho;..' to measure 

'Ph.:. n"Y'":'lr+i ("';:11 nrnh 1 Am fnr ---- L----- ---- J..------_ .. ---

both the researcher a'"1:t the police exe8Utive bo..nt on rewa....-.uing "gocx:l" 

policework lies in choosing appropriate independent and dependent variables. 

'Ihat is, what TIF-.-asurable aspects of policework should be regarded as the 

crucial aspects that make a "good" case; and I how does one determine that 

the best possible policework has been done in a case? 

So far the trend has l::Jet:>..n to measure the quality of policework in tenns 

of the quantity of information contained in the police case reports 

(Peters ilia , 1976; Forst et al., 1977; Knudten et al., 1979; Domash et al., 

1980; Forst et al., 1981; Feeney et al., 1981). 'Ihe dependent variable 

(that is, whether the case was as strong as the police had it within their 

control to ma.ke it) has usually been measured in tenus of the actual 

dispositions of cases (Petersilia, 1976; Forst et al., 1977; Forst et al., 

1981; Feeneyet al., 1981; McElroy et al., 1981). 

Both of these measures are problerratic and should be the subj ect of 

future research to refine them, if a system of rewarding gocx:l policework 

from the perspective of the prosecutor is ever to be institutionalized. 'Ihe 

problems with these mo-.-asures are discusse1 below and an alternative measure 

of t.he dependent variable is presented. Instead of using attrition patterns 

for police units as a whole or conviction rates of inciividual officers, we 

recarrrrI\l"Jld using prosecutors to score the quality of information contained in 

police reports according to some standardized eValuation instrurno..nt. 
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Tnis methcd was used in our evaluation of the COI!puter-assisted case 

reports prcduced by our ClL."Tent proj e..-:±.. We he 1 i eve the met..hcx3 he) os prom; se 

for wider application in this area of policework. If :perfected and 

standardized, it could lay the basis for an institutionalized ~..Al1S of scoring 

the quality of policework from the prosecutor's :perspective. 

We first address the problems of using case attrition as a measure of 

the quality of policework. We then turn to our alternative and to the 

problems of measuring the quality of infonnation in the police report. 

II. The Meaning of case Attrition 

A. Nonnative D~....nsions 

The aSS1.ll11ption that existing rates of case attrition are too high or in 

some sense inappropriate bears careful examination. A distinction needs to 

be made between the limited sense in which this can be usefully regarded as 

true, and the larger sense in which it masks an area of criminal justice 

policy that is complex, anomic and subj ect to dispute. A close examination 

of this concept of inappropriate case attrition is particularly critical for 

research programs attempting to remedy the police contribution to it. 

Many aspects of the case disposition process are points of disagreemo.....nt 

among cornrno.....ntators and practitioners. 
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What should the threshold-level of evidentiary case strength that should 

be required for admittinq a criminal case into the court system (mere probable 

cause or something approachin? beyond a reasonable doubt)? Should the 

standard be the same for all criJn.:>-s/criminals or should lower standards be 

used in more serious cases? 

To what m..tent should standards other than merely legal ones be used. in 

admitting and disposing of cases. For example, should certain common types 

of incidents (such as "barroom-brawl-homicides" or "domestic disputes") be 

routinely disposed. of as minor crimes? If so, how are those incidents to be 

defined.? 

Who should do the post-arrest-pre-court-filing screening of cases for 

admission into the court system (the victim, the police, the prosecutor, the 

judicial officer, the court clerk)? How far should cases be allowed. to 

proceed beyond arrest before they are rigorously screened.? Should this be 

done at the police station wi:'-Jlin a few hours of arrest or at the courthouse 

within a few hours, or days, or weeks. Should it occur at the initial app=>...a

rance, the preliminary hearing, the grand jury, the preparation for trial, 

or at some special screening meeting with the prosecutor, or not at all? 

Ho-vI many and what degree of criminal charges should be used. in cases, 

the maximum allowed. by law or something else? If something else, what? 

Should the initial charges filed. be the charges to which cases of that type 

usually plead guilty? Should "overcharging" be eliminated.? What constitutes 

"overcharginq"? Wnat constitutes the charging decision? Is it the initial 
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charges recorded by the police, the initial charges approved by the court 

issuinq the warrant/complaint, the initial charges requested by the 

prosecutor, or the formal charges listed in the indictrJ¥:>...nt or information? 

Should plea bargaining be eliminated or restricted in some way? If so, how? 

B. 'Ihe Ambiguity of Standards 

'Ihis litany of points of dispute about how case attrition should be 

handled ought to warn analysts against Wlcritic:al adoption of the concept of 

"inappropriate case attrition". It is not that there is a total absence of 

stanjards regarding these matters. Some standards do exist. Professional 

associations (such as the American Bar Association (ABA) and the National 

District Attmneys I Association (NDAA.)) and gOVerrTI1'P...nt commissions have 

recommended some standards. But for various reasons these standards have not 

resolved the issues or precipitated a consensus. 

The standards themselves are ambiguous on certain points (e. g. on what 

constitutes "overcharging", see McConald, 1985) and disagree on others (e.g. 

whether plea bargaining should be allowed). Moreover, consensus has been 

prevented by the great diversity among local jurisclictions in the ways they 

have organized their criminal justice process. 

I.oc:al history f differences in physical size f crime problems, laws, 

politics and other factors have proouced enonnous variability in the social 

organization of the criminal justice case processing SystwLl. These 

differences make national standards seem like remote ideals f easy to ignore 

and politically difficult and risky to try to implE!l'lPJ1t. When local 
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prosecutors have attempted to implement ce....~in national standards they have 

met strong opposition. 1 other prosa.--u.tors have been reluctant to ent-..er the 

battle. still others have yet to agree that early case screening is a 

critical part of the role of prosa.--u.tor (Jacoby, 1980). 

c. The Relativity of standards 

1. One stan::1ard that has enjoyed fairly consistent support 
since the 1920's is that case screening should be done by the 
prosecutor as early as possible in the process and the threshold 
standard for case acceptance should be high in order to conserve 
the limited court resources for stronger and more serious cases. 
DJring the 1970's the National Institute of Justice's predecessor, 
the National Institute of law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
(NIIECJ) sponsored numerous early case screening programs in line 
with this standard. 

Daspite this support prosecutors who have attempted to 
implement such programs have had major political obstacles to 
overcome. One of the strongest sources of opposition has been the 
police. Ironically, even when one prosecutor's office set out to 
eliminate plea bargaining (a practice which the police universally 
complain about), the police objected. (For accounts of police
prosecutor struggles over implementing rigorous screening policies 
see generally, McDonald, 1979 i McDonald et al., 1981 i and 
McDonald, 1985.) 

Tne main justification for early case screening is simple 
efficiency. Weak. and trivial cases that probably would have been 
dropped or reduced for pleas to minor offenses can be quickly 
eliminated. The enormous savings of such screening have been 
anply demonstrated. For instance, such a prcgram in Philadelphia 
found that 41% of 20,000 arrests could have been immediately 
eliminated £rom the Syste.tLl (Savitz, 1975:262). In Chicago the 
prosecutor's review unit concluded that "crimes had not been 
committed" in 41% of the murder cases brought by the police and 
95% of the armed robberies, 87% of the forcible rapp-s, and 97% of 
the aggravated robberies (McIntyre and Ninrrner, 1973:20). 

Nevertheless, efficiency is not the value that everyone thinks 
should be maximized. Many police and others would prefer to see 
weak a11d trivial cases alIa-wed into the court system and pursued 
for whatever can be gotten. A plea to a minor offense is better 
than none at alIi and even if the case is dismissed, the offender 
has been inconvenienced. 
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'Ibis diversity means that comparisons of case attrition patterns among 

different jurisdictions is problematic at best. Ultimately, the lack of 

standards and the existence of the wide di versi ty in practice lTP-CmS that 

there is no way of saying that a particular pattern of case attrition is 

goo::i, bad 0X" indifferent in some universally accepterl sense. 

statements such as the one with which we openerl this discussion, namely 

that "case attrition rates seem high," are lTP-Cmingless if userl in an absolute 

sense. Unlike other areas of the law (such as the requirelTP...l1t of equal 

protection and the exclusion of inappropriate considerations in 

decisio~cLng) there is no absolute standard against which patterns of 

attrition can be measurerl. All patterns of attrition must be measured 

relative to some policy objective. Thus, a particular pattern may be regarderl 

as "appropriate" or "inappropriate", "high" or "low" depending upon one's 

policy obj e.....--ti ves. 

Consequently, if one could compare two hypothetical jurisdictions which 

were identical in all respects except their patterns of attrition, it would 

not be lTP....aningful to say that one pattern was better or 'Vlorse than the other 

except relative to the policy objectives of the local officials. Then, of 

course, one still must decide which of the local officials' policy objectives 

should be userl. Jacoby (1977) suggests that it should be the prosecutor's 

(but local police and others may well disagree) . 

This relativity of standards means that inappropriate case attrition 

must also be lTP...asurerl in relative tenus. That is, a case may be considererl 
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to have been inappropriately disposed. if it is disposed of differently than 

preferred by local policy. Hence, police responsibility for inappropriate 

dispositions refers to those instances V.nere cases reached dispositions 

other than the ones preferred by local policy because of actions which the 

police could have done differently. 

III. An Al ternati ve Approach 

A. Previous Research 

The implications of the foregoing discussion for studies of the police 

responsibility for case attrition are critical. Tne problem is to find ways 

of linking differences in police work to differences in patten1S of case 

attrition while controlling for all the other confounding factors that may 

determine the pattern of case attrition. 

Researchers concerned with police responsibility for inappropriate case 

attrition have varied in the extent to which they have controlled for the 

confounding effects of differences in local policy. Tne least degree of 

control was achieved in comparisons between different local jurisdictions 

in different states (e.g. Feeney et al's (1983) comparison of San Diego, 

California and Jacksonville, Florida) and even between different local juris

dictions within tl:le saT[l8 state (see e.g. Petersilia, 1976). Greater control 

was achieved. by evaluations of programs designed to reduce inappropriate 

case attrition due to police error where before-and-after measures of matched, 

exp=>.ximental and control police precinc'-I.-S were used. (IvlcElroy et aI, 1981). 
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More generally, the problem is one of finding some meaningful way of 

measurinq the quali tv of policewor}: from the pe.rspecti ve of the prosecutor. 

Forst et al. (1977) have used the concept of arrests that result in 

conviction; but it has many of the same problems as using the general pattern 

of attrition. Factors other than the quality of policework nay account for 

the differences among individual officers in their arrest-convictability 

rates. 

Given the problems of the noncomparability of attrition patterns among 

different jurisdictions and the difficulty of obtaining truly matche:3. precinc

ts, we recorrrrnenCi that an alternative approach be considere:3.. Instead of (or 

in conjuction with) using attrition patterns or individual police officer 

arrest-convictability scores, a surrogate rna....asure which is much less subject 

to extraneous confounding influences should be use:J.. 

The quality of case reports produce:3. by individual officers should be 

reviewe:3. by persons experience:3. in prosecution using a standardize:3. set of 

questions intended. to rate the case from the point of view of the prose...-utor. 

In other words, we propose that the appropriate mo....asure of the quality of 

policework-from-the-point-of-view-of-the-prosecutor is the quality of 

information contained. in the police report. After all, it is the quality of 

this information that is the one thing that the police can (partially) control 

that in turn influences (but does not necessarily determine) what the 

prosecutor will do with the case. 
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Rating the quality of information in police reports presents problems 

of its CM1J1. HCM7 should "qualitv of information" be defined.? Should it be 

simply the amount of infonation o!" the accuracy of information or more 

information of a particular kind? Two approaches have been usecl. 

One was simply to count the presence or absei1ce of specific items and 

to sum to an overall score (e.g. Petersilia, 1970). But, that raises problems 

of how to count missing items ,;<Jhen the items are not expected. to be present 

(e. g., the report contains not information about a weapon used because no 

weapon was used) (McD:::mald et al., 1981). 

A second approach is one we adopted in the present study and rer'~ 

for further refinemo...nt. It builds upon the work of Ibmash and associates 

(1980). In their evaluation of the case Preparation unit of the Nashville 

Police Department, they developed two :I'l¥'....asures of the quality of };X)lice case 

reports. In one they scored the percentage of case elements (i. e. the legal 

eleJIP-l1ts necessary for prosecution) that were dCJCl.lITlO...nted in the case re};X)rts. 

This was done by consulting a checklist of case elements for 11 felonies 

(adapted from the Tennessee Cc:de Armotated). comparisons were then made 

between samples of case re};X)rts prc:duced before and after the inauguration 

of the case Preparation Unit. Significant improvements in the documentation 

of case elemo...nts were found. (The rates of dO---'"'l.lIIP...ntation jumped from betweo...n 

40%-60% to between 96%-96%.) Secondly f they had prosecutors rate various 

aspects of the quality of case preparation. 
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The advantages of this approach over thE=' c.(")untjng r,f iTpm~ of info::r1'1'rltioD 

containerl in the police report are that it avoids the problem of countin:] 

missing-but-not-relevant information and its units of analysis (legal 

elements) are more dira.-tly related to purpose of measuring case strength. 

The main disadvantage is that it somewhat less objective than other approach. 

The question of whether a legal elell'P.-I1t is present or not involves some 

judgment. It is not synonymous with the presence of an item of information. 

However, ti!a reliability of these judgment calls could be checkerl and one 

would expect that for general comparativ,,:: purposes it should be reasonably 

high. 

B. OUr Approach 

OUr approach to measuring the quality of case preparation and its impact 

on disposition vms to use prosecutors to evaluate the case reports and to 

indicate what they thought the disposition of the case would be if it 

proceeCied. through normal channels in Nashville. We used. Likert-type scales 

and Osgood Semantic Differential-type scales (Babbie, 1986). 

That part of the evaluation sheet which askerl prosecutors to rate the 

quality of the case preparation built upon the work of Damash and associates 

(1981). '!he second part of the sheet which asked prosecutors to estimate the 

likely case disposition was m;x1eled on our own previous work (McDonald, 

1985) on prosecutorial decisionmaking and that of others particularly Jacoby 

(1980). 
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Same of the questions on our evaluation sheet ~~ specifically tailored 

to the crime of burglary (which was the only crime t.h<':lt thE'! pr()~Jt()rs 

would be evaluating). Tnis restriction could be removed if this instrument 

were to become the basis for a general-purpose "infonna.tion quality control 

check" to be used in the future for this purpose. 2 

Prosecutors were directed to read the attached police report and to 

respond to the specific questions asked on the evaluation sheet. Tne 

trickiest part of crafting this instrument was in trying to restrict the 

scope of what the prosecutors were going to evaluate. We did not want them 

to evaluate the overall investigative effort in the case. Rather, we wanted 

them to fO-..~ on the quality of the connnunication from the police about what 

happened in the case. 

'!his distinction between what happened in the case and how well the 

police describe what happened in the case is, of course, not an easy one to 

maintain in practice. Nevertheless, it is the latter that is the primary 

interest of our project and must be the focus of any efforts to evaluate the 

quality of case-related connnunications from the police. 

Prosecutors were asked for ratings of 1 to 7 of the extent to which the 

police report provided them with infonna.tion required to reach sound judgID"'-l1ts 

about each of the following legal/factual issues: (1) whether defendant had 

an intent to commit a felony within the premises; (2) whether an actual 

2. See Ter-Jmical Appendix for a copy of the case Preparation 
Evaluation Fonn. 
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breaking and entering occurreCl.; (3) whether the defendant was unlavl:fully 

upon the premises; (4) whether the report establishes the suffid ency of the 

lfJranCia warnings; (5) ",nether the rep6rt establishes the legality of any 

searches; (6) whether the report establish~ eyewitness testimony linJr.ing 

the defendant to the crime; (7) whether the report establishes physical 

evidence linJr...ing the defendant to the crime; and (8) how well or poorly the 

report was prepareCl. overall. 

These questions were developed by asking Nashville prosecutors to 

identify the most crucial legal elements and other items of infonnation in 

burglary cases that they neeCl. to have addresseCl.. other questions might be 

developed for other crimo-s. 

Prosecutors were also aske:i to rate the cases along four continua: 

comprehensive-minimal; weak-strong ; serious-trivial; and understandable

confusing. They were also asked how much more information tl1ey would seek 

from the police officer who prepareCl. the case if they had the opportunity to 

speak to himjher. Tnis answer was scoreCl. from "none" (0) to "a lot" (7). 

They were then askeCl. what the most probable disposition of the case 

would be in Nashville; what would be the most lenient plea offer that would 

probably be given (if one were given); what the probability of conviction of 

the case would be if it were normally prosecute:i in Nashville; how confident 

they were of their estimate of the probability of conviction; and how serious 
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they rated the case compared to a burgla..ry of a residence in which no one 

III. Conclusion 

In keeping'V,rith the current movement to find ways to reward high quality 

policework from the point of view of the prosecutor, we propose that research 

be done to more fully develop, test and refine the types of instnnrP-nts that 

we and Dornash and associates have used. Conceivably, it may be possible to 

develop an infonnation auditing/rating system that might be applied at the 

lev,el of individual officers or of larger police units (precincts, divi

sions, or whole depa.rt::rno-nts) to assess the quality of their work from the 

point: of view of prosecution. 

We believe that an information evaluation instrLn:r¥=>-nt of the kind we 

have described would be a more appropriate method of measuring this aspect 

of policework than alternative measures such as actual conviction rates (or 

related attrition rates) because of the numerous confounding factors involved 

in the latter. 

In our experience and that of others (Jacoby, 1980; D::>mash et al. 1981), 

instruments such as the ones we have described can have face validity and a 

3. For the results of the analysis of this data see Chapter 
6. 
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high degree of reliability. 'fuus they hold considerable promise. However, 

There are limitations which must be addressed and overcome in ft:.ture 

refinemo....nts . 

Tne prliPa:ry limitation of any method of :measuring the quality of case 

preparation of individual police officers is that the great majority of case 

files contain the reports of more than one police officer. A typical case 

file contains the reports of at least two officers, the patrol officer who 

responded to the person who reported the incident and the detecti ve-/

inve~.tigator who did the subsequent work in the case when an arrest was 

made. Frequently there are several other officers contributing supplemental 

and other spe:::::ial reports such as identification unit reports or affidavits 

in support of arrest warrants. 

It obviously would not be appropriate to rate the quality of work done 

by a given police officer based on an overall rating of a file that contained 

reports that he/she did not produce. This problem is mitigated but not 

eliminated if one shifts ones unit of analysis fram individual officers to 

large police units. These complications will take additional research and 

testing to be resolved. Never-Lheless the prospe<..--t of devising a method of 

structuring police concern for the enhancing the prosecutabili ty of cases 

seems worth it. 
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CHAPI'ER 3 

~HJNICATION AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESS 

Facts are guesses 

- - Jerome Frank 

I. The Problem of communication 

A. Ambiguity 

Human COlThnunication is at once nrnazingly easy and amazingly difficult. 

People cormnunicate with each other everyday in a thousand successful ways. 

"Pass the salt" and the salt gets passed. Seems easy! Yet, miscornmunications 

abound. "Didn't you hear me? I said .... " Moreover, all communications 

whether accurate or inaccurate carry more than one meaning. There is the 

manifest mo...ssage: "Pass the saltll (I need it for my meat). Then there are 

the meta-messages, the possible connotations and innuendCJl='...s: "Pass the salt" 

(you inconsiderate hog with all the condin¥=>..nts at your end of the tabl~) . 

These meta-messages often rely for their expression on dimensions of the 

COIl1lTlll11ication other than the mere words spoken, such as tone of voice. An 

additional complication is that the meaning of the e.h'act same words can 

change with the s08ial context in which they are spoken. "Pass the salt" 

mo...ans sornething different in the context of a do:::tor-patient relationship 
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wrlere the patient is on a low-sodium diet and has delivered a specimen for 

intended to tell the ,mole truth or even part of it. Human cornrtllll'1ication is 

so problematic and rich in complexity that an entire discipline, linguistics, 

is devoted to understanding this basic human process. 

To the man-on-the-street daily ~!ication is largely unproblematic. 

When errors occur they are usually of little consequence. But in certain 

social enterprises accurate conununication is critical. Errors, omissions 

and. distortions can have highly significant consequences. Tne criminal 

justice system is one such enterprise. In deciding the guilt or innocence 

of a defendant the law wants "the truth, the v.1flole truth and nothing but the 

truth." By extension the same high standard of accurate communication applies 

as well to cases disposed of prior to trial through pleas, dismissals, rej ec

tions and diversions. 

In theory, the criminal trial with its adversary process is supposed to 

assure that. the "truth will out" and that the factfinders (the jury or the 

judge) will be able to determine whether the defendant is ind.eed guilty based 

on t.he facts presented. But the process of human communication through which 

these fact-~ are transmitted is so fraught with bias, and distortion that 

Jerome Frank (1949) argues that these facts are really nothing IDOre than 

guesses. He counsels an attitude of "fact skepticismll
• Justice decision

makers do not "fincP' facts. They "make" them. 
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In reality most cases are not disposed of by an adversary prcx:::ess at 

key decisiornnaker. The faC+-L.S about a case which prosecutors want to know 

are those v.nich permit them to reach conclusions about the follCJ'i.Ving four 

dimensions of a case: the seriousness of the crime; the strength of th,e 

evidence; the seriousness of the criminal; and any circumstances requiring 

that the case be treated differently than it would normally merit (McDonald, 

1985) . 

Each of these four dimensions represents a profw~;ional judgrno....nt-call 

based on the interpretation of "facts". The diJno....nsion is a global unit that 

is not reducible to any of the facts upon which it is based. For instance! 

the conclusion that the defendant is a serious criminal is heavily influenced 

by but not synonymous with the defendant's prior record. Any given prior 

record must still be interpreted. 'TWo prior robbery arrests could mo-an the 

defendant is a serious threat to the community. But if both arrests were 

dismissed and if both had been made by Officer Jones who is reputed to be 

rnaJr-ing bad arrests in his effort to bolster his arrest record, then maybe 

the defendant is not so dangerous after all. 

Notice that we have distinguished between "the fac+-..s" and the "dimen

sions" of a case. This allCJ'i.Vs us to extend Jerome Frank's insight about 

facts being guesses. In order to hint at degree of the complexity and uncer

tainty involved in the prosecutor's decisionmaking, we di~:~inguish betwe<=>....n 

what we will call first-order guesses and second-order gue..\ 5es. Tne conclu

sions that the prosecutor draws about the diJno....nsions of a case (e. g. whether 
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it is weak or not) are second-order guesses based on "facts" 'Which are first--

else's guesses. 

More generally, the whole connnunication process that linY.s justice 

decisionrnakers with the persons, places and events they must decide about 

consists of a series of mini -communication systems in 'Which one man's conclu

sions are the next man's facts and both the conclusions and the facts are 

guesses. One can trace this sequence back to its original source searching 

in vain for bedrock facts. 

'!he prosecutor's conclusions are based on the "facts" reported by the 

police officer. But to the police officer those "facts" are conclusions he 

drew about the crime based on the "facts" reported by the wi'blesses; but the 

"facts" known to the witnesses are really conclusions which the witness drew 

about what he thought he heard and saw. Experiments shawing the inaccuracy 

of eye witness memories have long since established that even the observers 

who are closest to the original incident can not be thought of as establishing 

"the facts" (in the sense of a completely accurate description of what act

ually happened.) (see generally, Marshall, 1969). Nevertheless, the "facts" 

reported by the witnesses, defendants and other parties involved in a case 

will become the nominal or alleged facts which decisionrnakers will have to 

use to interpret what happened. Their conclusions become the official version 

of the "real" facts of the case. 
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The hope is that the official version of t~e real facts does not depart 

knov;r. Tne lay: of evide.'1::::e and the adversarial trial process are legal safe-

guards designed to minimize such departures. But those safeguards only 

operate for the fe",,l cases that go to trial. For the vast maj ority of cases 

whose diSJ;XJsitions are decided adminj~stratively at some pretrial stage, one 

of the main safeguards against. inappropriate case dispositions is the quality 

of the connnunication system through which the prosecutor learns about the 

persons, places and events involved. 

B. Police-Prosecutor communication Channels 

Jurisdict-:'ons differ significantly in the mnnber, kind and quality of 

connnunication channels they provide for the prosec.'Utor. The two basic kinds 

of channels are the written dOCl.lIl'l"'...nt and the verbal report of a knowledgeable 

party such as a witness or police officer. Each type of channel has its 

advantages and disadvantages. '!he written report can be written at the 

convenience of the author and read at the convenience of the prosecutor. It 

can be formatted to systematically collect the same items of information for 

all cases. It can be stored and retrieVed; reproduced and distributed; 

counted and added to. But the written report is tedious to write; requires 

good spelling, penmanship and legibility; may not reproduce clearly; and 

doo...s not allow the reader to probe the author for clarifications, omissions f 

meta-messages or indications of the author's veracity or persuasiveness as a 

witness. 
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Verbal reports made between the police officer or witness arrl the pros-

prose::utor lTI'..1c.r" greater oppo~unity to learn more about the ease, to probe 

for all the detail and nuance that he feels he needs. But the verbal report 

is labor-intensive; costly; difficult to schedule; less systematic and. re

liable; and immediately lost (unless transcribed into hardcopy) . 

Ideally I in order to meet the whole-truth standard, prosecutors should 

have available to them both high quality '\\1I"itten reports and. the opportunity 

to question the relevant parties directly. Some jurisdictions have this. 'Ihe 

prosecutor meets with the police officers and the victims and witnesses 

shortly after arrest. He reviews the police reports; interviews the people; 

makes his decision as to whether to proceed and on what charges; and then 

fills out his own report. In other jurisdictions prosecutors must make do 

with much less opportunity to get at the "Whole truth. 

C. Sources of Communication Breakdown 

'Ihe underlying technology that police and prosecutors o:p::>....rate in common 

is that of infonnation processing. In oversimplified tenns, the police act 

as data gatherers and transmitters to prosecutors who are the decisionmakers. 

Yet this critical task of the police has never received the recognition and 

enphasis it deserves. It is hard for the prosaic image of infonnation proces

sor to compete with the romantic irnage of law enforcer . Little in police 

culture, training, or reward structure emphasizes the infonnation processor 

function. Indeed there is a classic mismatch between Training and reality. 

All police officers receive some training in the use of fireanns. Yet many 
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never use their weapon for years on end. In contrast, virtually no police 

ficers fill out repor'-...s by the score .. 

The police neglect of typing skills is part of a larger blindspot in the 

traditional police definition of their role. They have always held that their 

responsibility far a case ends at arrest. As soon as one case has been made 

(Le. the defendant arrested) they want to move on to the next one, like the 

fisherman who is more intrigued by the sport of fishing than the art of 

cooking fish. They do not see themselves as scribes or communication channels 

between the crime, the criminal, the arrest and the prosecutors. For various 

reasons they do not worry about what the prosecutor needs to know about a 

case. 

They are not exactly sure what it is that he needs to know. They do not 

get the right kind of feedback on the consequences of providing or not provid-

ing certain infonnation. They can re:r£li=>...mber the time they wrote something in 

a report that came back to haunt them, something that bec:ame the opo-n1.ng wedge 

for the defense to learn about something the officer did not want him to 

know. They resent prosecutors with loose lips who would reveal the entire 

case to the defense if you put everything in the report. They get no "atta-

-boys" for well-prepared reports or demerits for cases the reach dispositions 

that might have been different had the case infonnation been more or less 

thorough. They figure that the quality of case infonnation could hardly 

make any difference because most cases are dropped or plea bargained. But, 

most of all, they simply do not see it as their job. Why do the "prosecutor's 
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worklf for him! He I S got illVestlgators a.nd subpoena p:JWer. let him get what 

expect. 

Same of these views are reflected in the parting shot of a retiring 

police chief, a veteran of 34 years of p:llicing, whose broaclside was entitled, 

"OUr Judicial System Is A Mockery. If He wrote: 

During the initial on-scene investigations, additional person
nel are not available to solve crimes as easily as shown on those 
television programs. In actual practice the officers must do the 
best they can with the available facts and whatever else they may 
be able to uncover between assignments. certainly the cases cannot 
be solved as meticulously as the courts, in their sterile environ
ment, want -- as desirable as that may be. 

The court system makes these de:rrands while making it difficult 
or inpossible to obtain evidence to fulfill their de:rrands. Pros
ecutors want the ideal case, but the Ifschool" solution is seldom 
attainable in the streets. 'Ihe police officer must deal with the 
facts that are available -- legally available. Frequently, 
these facts are elusive and are lost with time. 

The gocd prosecutor should be able to help the officer streng
then the case and then demonstrate his ability to successfully 
prosecute, not "wheel and deal, If as is often the case I to avoid a 
long trial. (Bishop, 1983). 

Chief Bishop's remarks typify the traditional police view of case attri-

tion (see McDonald et al., 1981). Tne ideolcgy is that prosecutors "wheel 

and deal" because of same less-than-professional quality in prosecutors not 

because of anything the police fail to do. It is not that prosa..~tors have 

to reject, dismiss or plea negotiate cases because the evidence is weak or 

inadmissible because of same due process violation. Rather, they do so 

because they are lazYI inept or protecting their "track rer'....ords". In con-

trast, prosecutors contend that to some (unspecified) extent the pattern of 
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case attrition is due to the police failure to supply the necessary admissible 

Tne prosecutors ' critique has two parts. On the one hand it is that the 

police fail to obtain the evidence (don't dust for prints: don't interrcgate 

all the witnesses; don't ask all the right questions). On the other hand, it 

is that the police do not corrnmmicate to the prosecutors all the evidence t'ney 

have obtained. Most of the reasons for this latter breakdov.lJ1 have already 

been :rno-.ntioned. But one bares elaboration. 

The police do not tell the prosecutor about things they do not realize 

he needs to know. The most frequently cited example of this was the defen

dant's false exculpatory statements. Prosecut0rs everywhere report that the 

police frequently fail to mention that the defendant gave them some alibi, 

for L"1Stance that he was somewhere else at the time of the crime. Such 

statemo-.nts could be of considerable value to the prosecutor especially if 

the alibi had been checked out and found to be false. The statement could 

give the prosecutor a tactical advantage in plea negotiations or trial. At 

trial it might prevent the defendant from taking the witness stand. Or, it 

might be used in cross-examination to find inconsistencies in his story. 

Another aspect of the prosecutor's infonnation needs that the police do 

not appreciate (or, more correctly, misL"1terpret) is the need for redundancy. 

Many things can go wrong with a case between arrest and disposition. Wit

nesses can die, disappear or forget. Evidence can be lost, suppressed. or 

destroyed. Confessions can be recanted and claimed to have been coerced. 
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Consequently ( from a prosecution point of view all angles in a case should 

another vl'ill be able tc ca....·r~y the pro:Jf. 

From the police perspective: however, this strategy is seen as asking that 

the case be "over-prepared". It is interpreted as an unreasonable demand for 

the "ideal" case. For the police, redundancy means eAtra work that is not 

seen as serving any useful purpose. Most cases are going to be settled 

without trial anyway. So, what difference does it make if you get the addi-

tional information. 

A third aspect of the prosecutor's information needs that the p01ice do 

not fully appreciate is the level of detail needed. The difference between 

a strong case and a weak one is frequently just a matter of the degree to 

which the police transmit the specific and legally-relevant details that 

they do in fact obtain in the case. Here the problem is not a matter of the 

police deliberately withholding information or not knowing the legal elements 

of the crime. Rather it is a matter of not realizing how much of a difference 

nuance and fine detail can make to the "guesswork" of prosecution and adju-

dication. 

D. Tne Social construction of the case Disposition 

The police like everyone (except pr?sa..~tors, defense attorney and 

linguists) overestimate the ease and accuracy of communication and underest

imate all the potential ambiguities (especially when one of the parties to 

the communication [the defense attorney) has the duty to search out and 
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exaggerate any potential ambiguity). Also, like everyone else, the police 

to as "professional j udgrne.."1t" ) invol ved in prosa."'"Ution. 

When a prosecutor accepts I rej ects, dismisses or plea bargains a case, 

he is making a statement a}:x)ut his estimate of the probable outcome of an 

immensely complicated set of contingencies that might happen if the case 

went to jury trial. 'Ihe n1.lIt1b=>-r of contingencies are mind-boggling, far more 

than the human mind can intelligently weigh and balance at one time. 

In practice all of these probabilities are stnmned up as one overall 

estimate, the likelihcxxi of conviction at a hypothetical jury trial. What 

this hwolves in any given case is the probability that some unknown jury 

with all of its prejudices, a jury that is (usually) not even piCked and 

whose camposition would depend upon the outcome of the voir dire which in 

turn depends upon the skills of the attorneys involved plus the luck of the 

particular draw from the pool of potential jurors plus the legal proclivities 

of some yet-to-be-assigned judge; sitting before that yet-to-be-assigned 

judge who has certain tendencies a}:x)ut how he will allow the trial to be 

conducted and what instructions he will read to the jury; and before some 

defense attorney ( who may not yet be assigned) with a certain level of 

skill; and before some prosecutor (who may not yet be assigned) with some 

level of skill; and opo-rating in some climate of public opinion which may 

suddenly change in favor or against the particular type of crime or criminal 

because of some unexpected, highly visible event such as a celebrated crime, 

or a police scandal or a moral crusade, would unanimously find that the 
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evidence against this particular defendant supp:>rts a verdict of guilt beyond 

It is this very human and highly probabilistic nature of the adjudica

tion prcx::e..ss that Oliver Wendell Holmo....s, Jr. had in mind when he wrote his 

famous definition. "Law," he said, "is not a brood.ing omnipresence in the 

sky ..... [AJ legal duty so called is nothing but a prediction that if a man 

does or omits certain things he will be made to suffer in this or that way 

by judgment of a court .... The prophecies of what the courts will do in fact, 

and nothing more pretentious, are what I Jl1t:>-an by the law" (Schur, 1968: 44). 

Tt) paraphrase Holmes, it is the prosecutor's prophecy of what some jury 

will do tiJat largely determines case disposition ("law", in Holmes's terms). 

These prophecies become all the more 

problematic V.nen one learns how prosecutors "know" what juries are likely to 

do irl certain kinds of cases. Remember that jury trials are rare events 

COl:1lfY.::tred to the overwhelming proportion of cases that are disposed of without 

jury trials. So it is not as if the prosecutors in an office (either collec

tively or individually) have a lot of experience with juries upon which to 

base their estimates of what juries are likely to do. Not only is their 

exp:>..rience-base limited but there is goo:i reason to believe that it is also 

skewed. cases that go to trial can not be asst.nned to be like cases that 

reach non-trial dispositions. 

Thus the prosecutor's estimate of the probability of conviction repres

ents an act of creative imagination in which he extrapolates from a limited 
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and. skewed experience-base to what a hypothetical jury would do. Moreover I 

this estimation process is subj ect to the moral editing of the prosecutor. 

If he does not approve of what he thinks the jury vli11 do, he substitutes 

his own stanciards. A prosecutor in one mid-Atlantic jurisdiction justified 

plea ba..1"'CJa.ining in rape cases on the grounds that local juries "refused to 

convict" rape cases. 

In practice what often happens is that one jury trial sets what is 

considered to be "the norm" for what local juries will do. 'Ihis one group 

of twelve people who were chosen through the selection biases of the voir 

dire from a pool of citizens that is itself not a representative sample of 

the whole community comes to be regarded as representing the moral standards 

of the community. For instance the mid-Atlantic prosecutor based his rather 

sweeping conclusion on the results on only'Ovo cases that had gone to jury 

trial in several years. 'Ihe more recent case was regarded as confirming 

that the norm had not yet changed since the last time it had been tested in 

the prior case which had happened much earlier. 

In estimating the probability of conviction a prosecutor will be influ

enced by the degree of detail in the police report. This is particularly 

relevant to the process of "fact negotiation", that part of the guesswork 

wherein prosecutors and dE.:fense attorneys argue over what the real facts of 

the case are, or more precisely, what a hypothetical jury would be likely to 

conclude the real facts are. Tne greater the detail in the police report I 

the smaller is the zone for fact negotiation. 
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Consider the following three versions of a report of the same incident. 

The first slinpl y says there is a witness to the crime. ThE? RI?("'.()r\-1 ~yR thp 

witness saw the defendant corning out the v,rindC>'W. The third says the v,Ti tness 

was ten feet away; under a bright light;with an \.ll10bstructed vision am 

remembers that the defendant tore his shirt when he carne out of the window. 

Obviously, version three leaves much less room to argue over how convincing 

that witness would be to a jury. In contrast, version one leaves the door 

wide open for the defense attorney to raise doubts about whether the state IS 

key vlitness will be very convincing. Not knowing hOv,T convincing a wit.ness 

he has, the prosecutor will feel more inclined to plea bargain if he had not 

intended. to, or willing to give a large plea concession than he intended. 

II. Information and the Pattern of case Attrition 

A. The Irctpact of Information 

It is ilnportant to point out what the relationship is between the quality 

of case preparation and the pattern of case attrition. In theory, information 

is neutral. More infonnation does not necessarily rno...an that the case will be 

stronger and more likely to result in conviction. It might just as likely 

reveal some weaknesses in the case or the innocence of the defendant. 

Indeed, as mentioned earlier, the police are not always forthcoming with 

their infonnation to prevent the discovery of certain things such as impropo..x 

searches that might subvert a case. 

In reality f however f better prepared reports should generally mean 

stronger cases (everything else being equal). Tnis is so because the selec-
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tion of defendants for arrest and prosecution is not done by rand.am chance. 

~lready exists that t.'1ey are factually guilty (i. e. they actually did the 

act that violated the law) . As best we }mow, the end product of this selec-

ti ve process is highly accurate. compared to the total mnnbo..x of persons 

convicted in this country, the number of factually irmocent deferrlants who 

have been discovered to have been wrongly convicted is minuscule. 

stronger cases, however I do not necessarily mean a greater number of 

trials or convictions. Indeed, cases might be made stronger by some innova-

tion and the pattern of case attrition may not change at all. 'Ihe same 

percenta9es of incoming cases (controlling for type of crime) may be rejected, 

dismissed, plea bargained, tried and aCQIitted. Nevertheless, lli!pOrtant 

albeit less visible and quantifiable changes may have occurred~ '!he mix of 

cases in the post-innovation pattern may differ from what it would have been 

but for the innovation. Whereas blLrglaries x, y, z might have been dismissed 

under the pre-innovation system. '!hey may now be plea bargained and a dif-

ferent three cases dismissed. Yet from the net change it would appear as 

though the innovati.on had no impact. 

'!he relationship between the general level of case 

preparation of cases entering a court system and that system's pattern of case 

attrition is not well }mown. Moreover, there are many factors other than 

quality of case preparation that determine the patterns of attrition for 

various types of cr.irrr=>--s. Among those are the policies of the polic.e and the 

prosecutor. Certain types of crimes are usually going to be dismissed or 
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plea bargained no matter hov,r thorough the police report. Domestic and neigh

bortlocx:l disputes are frequently dropped; crimes beb.,ee11 people who know each 

other are frequently reduced an::i plea bargained; in big cities, connnercial 

burglaries are reduced to misdemeanors. Improving the guali ty of case infonn

ation in those cases may not have any impact or, at best, may convert some 

would-be dismissals in to gull ty pleas. 

B. Literature Review 

For our purposes, case preparation has two distinct meanings. Tne first 

refers to how well the police investigate a case. The second, to how well they 

carnrnunicate to the prosecutor what their investigation consisted of and what 

it revealed. The prosecutor needs to know not only what infonnation was 

obtained but also whether it was obtained lawfully; what degree of credibility 

it has; and what leads might yield more knowledge. For convenience the 

first aspect of the case preparation can be called the "investigation" and 

the second, the "reporting" of the case. OUr project is designed to directly 

inprove the reporting process and indirectly ( as a result of officers antici

pating the questions that the computer would ask them) improve the investiga

tion prcx::ess. 

The available research on the relationship between case p.:eparation and 

the pattern of case attrition is limited to a few studies of varying degrees 

of rigor; and, the studies do not always allow one to distinguish between 

faults in the investigation from faults in the reporting of cases. 
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A Dallas Police Deparbnent study estimated. that "police error" was 

felony dismissals (National Institute of law Enforcemp-nt and criminal Justice, 

1979:9). Unfortunately, neither "police error" nor the method used to deter-

mine whether a dismissal was due to police error were defined. (It is belie-

ved. that these judgments were made by police officers.) When a case review 

unit (called. the "Police Legal Liaison" program) staffed. by attorneys was 

maugurated (with fed.eral funding), the attrition due to police error dropped.. 

to 4.3% of the no-bills and 2.6% of the dismissals. However, it is hard to 

tell whether this improvement was due to llllproved investigation, improved. 

reporting or simply weak cases being screened out by this new review unit. 

In Nashville, Tennessee a case enhance:tnt='-nt unit (called. the "case Pre

paration Unit") * used legally trained assistants to help police officers 

prepare especially designed case report fonns intended. to benefit the pros-

ecutor including a typed narrative account of the cases. Obviously, this 

project was aimed at improving the quality of the reporting process. An 

evaluation found that it succeeded but the evaluation did not link the im-

proved quality of the reports to case dispositions (Domash et al., 1980). 

SUccess was :mo~'ed along several other criteria. 

Percentages of case eleJ1P..-Ilts documented. in report narratives were col-

lected by having a data analyst read narratives and consult a checJr.list of 

case elements for 11 felonies to determine the number of eleJ1P-nts that were 

1. In Dallas the bulk of the fonnal charging decisions are 
rrade by the grand jm:y. 
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dOCl.lIl1eJ1ted. '!his measure showed significant increases in the percentages 

of elements documented (fram flO9,:; nncl .1()9,:; in thp b:l.c:u:':'1i.1!'? conclition to 98% 

and. 96% duri."1g the test condition). AmofB the 17 officers \\no prepared 

reports under ooth methods there was an average :i.nq:>rovement of 64% (range 

= 0 to 100%) in the number of case elements dOCl.lIl1eJ1ted. When prosecutors 

were asked to rate sanples of cases along eight dimensions of usefulness to 

the prosecutor, the case Preparation cases were rated significantly better 

than the case prepared by the baseline manual method. 

McDonald and associates (1979) obtained estimates fram prosecutors as 

to the proportion of cases rejected at initial screening in their jurisdic

tions due to police error (defined as "bad search, sloppy investigation, 

incomplete interview, etc."). The estimates among seven prosecutors attending 

a prosecutor's professional meeting ranged from 5% to 100% wit..'1 four respond

ents giving estimates of 50% or above. other prosecutors in the sixteen 

jurisdictions visited nationwide attributed widely varying estimates of 

police responsibility for overall case attrition. 

Rand (Petersilia, 1976) established that a rel~+:ionship exists between 

the quality of case reporting and. the pattern of case attrition; but, due to 

the small sample size and the inability to control for confounding variables, 

the relationship must be regarded as suggestive at best. 

Samples of robbery case reports fram two california jurisdictions were 

rated in terms of the presence or absence of 39 items of infonnation which 

prosecutors said they need. The case acceptance standards of the two pros-
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ecutors' differed substantially. 'Ihe prosecutor's office in Jurisdiction A 

was extreme] Y stri ct. i 11 RCrp(=>n i ng rR. <:::J?S fo!" fil i r:q _ 

that could be proven to a ju..''''Y and would not file cases if the basic elements 

were missing from the police report or if the facts were not convincing. On 

the other hand, once it accepted a case Jurisdiction A was reluctant to plea 

bargain it to a lesser charge. '!he other office (denoted B) was much more 

willing to file cases that had been minimally prepared by the police. 

Tne samples consisted of cases that were accepted for prosecution (N for 

sample A = 21, for sample B = 22). Given these differences in prosecution 

policies any comparison between the tWo jurisdictions is confounded at the 

outset. A difference in the patterns of case attrition between them may be 

due in whole or in part to this policy difference. Other potentially con-

founding variables such as status characteristics of the offenders and the 

mix of relative seriousness of the robberies involved were also not control-

led. 

With these restrictions in:mind, the quality of the case reports in the 

two jurisdictions can be compared and their apparent link with case attrition 

examined. G=>..-I1erally, the police deparbnents in both jurisdictions provided 

the prosecutors with less than half the infonnation that prosecutors said they 

needed. But in Jurisdiction A with the strict screening policy, the police 

repor-0-8 were of higher quality than in Jurisdiction B. 

Eac.'1 of the 39 questions was an...swered on the average in only 45% of the 

cases in the A sample and only 26% of the B sample. The police reports filed 
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in Jurisdiction B were harrlwritten, difficult to follow, and. usually contained 

;nfnrm~+;nn ~nn~O~;nN +ho ~~qo ------------- -----------::J --- ----

ces to any follow-up i.."1Vestigative war}:. In contrast, the report in Juris-

diction A were typewritten, easy to follow, and. contained minute details. 

In addition, separate reports documented the activities of the follow-up 

investigation in A. 

In Jurisdiction A all the cases had follow-up investigations and these 

provided the prosecutor with the following: 

o Verbatim accounts from more than one person concerning the details 
of the offense. 

o Detailed accounts of lineups and mug shot showings. 

o Inclusion of infonnation concerning physical evidence recovered. 

o Investigator summaries of the cases, often corrnnenting on the quality 
or c-yedibili ty of a witness I or pointing out inconsistencies in the 
facts. 

o Infonnation from the suspect aOOut himself and his relationship to 
the case. 

In contrast, there were no follow-up investigations in the sample of B Juris-

diction cases and Rand inferred that the aOOve infonnation was virtually never 

presented -to the prosecutor. 

The difference between the two jurisdictions in the attrition of these 

cases is shown in Table 3.1. The difference 
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Table 3.1 

comparison of Jurisdictions A and B In Dis:positions of 
Robbe...ry cases Accepted for Prosecution 

Disposition 

Dismissed 
Plead guilty to original charges 
Plead guilty to original charges 

but with special allegations 
strickerl or not considered 

Plead guilty to 2nd degree robbery 
reduced from 1st degree robbery 

Plead guilty to other lesser offense 
Trial by court 
Trial by jury 

Total 

Jurisdiction 

A B 
(N=21) (N=22) 

0.0 22.7 
61.1 18.2 

27.7 22.7 

5.5 18.1 
5.5 4.5 
0.0 4.5 
0.0 9.0 

99.8 99.7 

Adapted from Petersilia (1976). Error due to rotmding. 

----------

is considerable. In Jurisdiction A no cases vlere dismissed and none went to 

trial. Moreover, there was little reduction in charges. Except for the 

striking of the special allegations in exchange for guilty pleas, the majority 

of Jurisdiction A I s guilty pleas were to the original charges. Tne fact 

that no cases went to trial may mean that the casas were so well prepared 

that there were no perceived chance of winning at trial. 

In contrast, in Jurisdiction B where police reports are of substantially 

poorer quality, 23% (5/22) cases were dismissed and 

13.5% (3/22) went to trial. Tne reasons for t..i1e dismissals were: 

Number of cases Reason 
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Dismissed 

) ................ . 
1 
1 
2 ................. II> ........ .. 

A~nr..p nf ; nd; sppnsrthJ p p;'lrty 
995 PC (lac}~ of probable cause) 
Prosecution not ready 
1538.5 PC (wrongful search an:I 

seizure) . 

It is doubtful whether these dismissals could have been avoide1 by better 

police investigation or reporting. But, on the other hand, if the investiga-

tion or reporting had been more thorough Jraybe these cases would not have 

been accepte1 for prosecution. (Of course, it is equally plausible that the 

fault here lies with the prosecutor's indiscriminate acceptance of cases. 

Better prepared cases might still have been rej ecte1. ) 

Also in Jurisdiction B there is considerable instability in the charges. 

Comparatively few cases plead guilty to the original charges with no apparent 

plea bargaining considerations given (18.2% compared to 61.1%). (Again, we 

must admit that this major difference could be due to factors other than 

diff~ences in the quality of police reports. It would crucial to know 

whether the same pattern of attrition would have occurre1 if the police 

reports fram Jurisdiction A were used in Jurisdiction B.) 

Forst and associates (1977) found something old and something new in 

their analysis of the causes of case attrition. As expected, att..rition was 

lower when the evidence was stronger . Generally for most crimes the rate of 

conviction per 100 arrests increase1 (usually by a statistically significant 

amount) when tangible evidence was recavere1, when two or more lay witnesses 

were identifie1 and when the crllno...s were between strangers. 
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Of 141/ hm'-gl ;:ny ("'.?!~~ t-rllOC]iJol'? ,?videnC''? ~.l?S reC'0Vered ; "1 54% :::Iryi h!'.:) 

or more lay v!itnesses were identified in 46%. The conviction rate for burg

laries with tangible evidence. was significantly higher than those without it 

(47% compared to 38%); as was the rate for those with two or more lay wit

nesses (45% as compared to 38%). Clearly these findings suggest that the 

police influence case attrition to the extent that it is within their control 

to obtain tangible evidence and lay witnesses. 

The new and surprising part of the Forst findings suggests t.l)at the 

police control over these evidentiary matters is s1..lbstantial. Contrary to 

what one might assume, the presence or absence of tangible evidence and lay 

witnesses is not determined solely by the nature of the crnne" Rather they 

appo-ar to be heavily determined by the efforts of the individual police 

officer investigating the case. The arrest of same officers are far more 

likely than those of others to result in conviction. 

In 1974 only 54% (2,418) of the 4,505 sworn officers who served on the 

District of Columbia Metropolitan Police Ceparbnent (MPD) made arrests. Of 

all the MPD officers who made arrests, 31% made no arrests in 1974 that led 

to conviction. Even more striking is the fact that as few as 368 officers 

(15% of all officers who made arrests) made over half of the 4,347 MPD arrests 

in 1974 that ended in conviction. Eighty-four percent of all the convictions 

were produced by less than 1,000 officers (41% of all arresting officers). 

OVer half of the 2, 047 MPD arrests for felony offenses that led to conviction 

were made by a handful of 249 officers. 
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It would be imoortant to kn()V,T whether these differences in convi cti on 

productivity were dUE- to differences among the officers in the ways in v..nich 

they investig3.te an::i/or rep:Jrt cases. This issue was addressed indirectly in 

the original study and i.ri a subsequent replication (Forst et al., 1982). The 

conclusions in brief are a definite maybe. 

Officers who produce higher rates of conviction per arrest are not 

distinguishable from officers who produce lower rates of conviction in most 

respects for which data was available to measure them. They are not consist

ently and even moderately strongly distinguishable in terms of personal, 

demCXJIO.phic or even attitudinal factors (including age, sex, place of resid

ence, marital status, rank, experience, knowledge of the law and the value 

of evidence, the importance they attach to 16 factors in evaluating their 

own performances, the self-rep:Jrted quality of their arrests and the frequency 

of their collecting evidence, the types of disp:Jsitions they prefer, the 

importance they believe their supervisors attach to the convictability of 

their arrests, and their interest in knowing the outcome of their arrests) . 

They were distinguishable in terms of their answers to the researchers I 

questions about how they investigate cases. But these differences did not 

always happen in both of the two jurisdictions in which this part of the 

analysis was done. 
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lJ:::M conviction rate prcxiucers were more likely to say that it was import

ant to "preserve the crime scene" _ Tn C'..ontrnst; hi gh pr("l('lnrpn:; wpre mQre 

likely to say it is important to search the surrounding area and locate and 

question witnesses. High prooucers listed more teclmiques for obtaining 

evidence that could prove a crime was cornmi tted and evidence that could 

prove a victim was at the crime scene. 'Ihere ~'""ls a general tendency for lCJV.1 

producers to say that "nothing could be done" when queried about solving 

specific evidentiary problems. High producers were more likely to report 

that they were more persistent than other officers and they follCJV.1 through 

on their arrests. Some high prooucers said they had special ways of obtaining 

the cooperation of reluctant witnesses. 

Feeney and. associates (1982) established that the police do impact case 

attrition by virtue of their arrest and investigation policies. 'Ihey also 

confinned that the strength of the evidence is the most important factor in 

prc:d.ucing convictions. But their findings indicate that one must be cautious 

about cross-jurisdictional generalizations regarding the importance of partic

ular types of evidence (e. g. confessions , witnesses, tangible evidence) . 

'Ihe particular evidence factors that were important in one jurisdiction were 

not the same in the other. And, as one might expect, the particular evidence 

factors that are important for one offense-type are not the same for the 

next. 

For robbo....ries in San Diego the most important evidence factor was identi

fication evidence, specifically a positive identification by a victim/witness. 

But in Jac)ruSonville it was the availability or willingness to cooperate of the 

victim/witness. 
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'!he maior pro:>f problems in burglary cases diffe.r from tho.c;p in rohhPr

ies. Eye v.'itness identifications playa smaller role in burglaries. Tne 

strongest evidentiary linkages between the offender and the crime for burglar

ies are: arrest at or near the scene of the crime; possession of the stolen 

property at the time of arrest i or a confession or statement by a co-partici

pant. 

Police arrest, release, charging, and investigation policies differed. 

between the two cities. '!he evidentiary standard for making arrests was 

higher in Jacksonville, as was the standard for adding on serious charges 

(such as burglary) when suspects had been initially arrested. for minor crirno-s. 

'!his doo-s not mean that the San Diego police were making illegal arrest. 

But it did mean that there were more facto:rs linJr,ing the suspe...--t to the 

crime at arrest in Jackonsonville and that there were fewer arrests with a 

very low number of linking factors. 

Jacksonville police did not release arrestees whereas the San Diego 

police did (39% of robbery arrestees, 13% of burglary arrestees and 29% of 

felony assault arrestees). Naturally where police release arrestees the 

subsequent attrition pattern will differ from what it would otherwise have 

been. 

Of crucial relevance to our purposes is Feeney's finding that the number 

of evidentiary linkages bet:r>leen the offender and the crime is detenn.ined by 

police investigative policies and is NJr determined solely by the nature of 
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the criminal incident itself. The police can create linkages by investigative 

practices. "What is more. in contrast to the Forst research which imp1 j es that 

individual police officers apparently differ in their ability to create these 

linkages ner-...essa..ry for conviction, Feeney identifies particular investigative 

practices that are correlated with higher conviction probabilities. 

'Ihis is a crucial find.ing because it leads directly to policy inlplica

tions. It means that conviction-proo.ucing investigative practices are not 

dependent upon the individual talents, knowledge and motivation of particular 

officers. 'Ihey can be imposed upon entire police forces via explicit polic

ies. 

For instance, eye witness identification is a powerful evidentiary 

linkage. It is also something that the police can partially contrvl. Obvi

ously they can not make witnesses that do not exist. But through field 

interrogation and photo lineups they can convert potential witnesses into 

real ones. In robbery cases, the Jacksonville police attempted 20% more 

out-of-court identifications than San Diego and got nearly 25% more out-of-

court positive identifications. 

Confessions and admissions are also powerful evidence. Conviction rates 

were from 40% to 180% higher in cases with confessions than those without. 

This too is a function of policework. Jacksonville police obtained b.,rice as 

:many confessions in robbery cases and nearly 60% as many in burglary case as 

did San Diego police. Similarly, the rate of co.:1efendant statements, another 

powerful piece of evidence, was much higher in Jacksonville. 
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Also of special interest is Feenev's substudy to detennine the salvage

ability of arrests that ended in non-conviction. The pollce and. prosa,~tors 

involved in samples of robbery and. burglary cases not resulting in conviction 

were interviewed and. the cases reexamined by the research team in Jackson

ville. Both police and. prosecutors believed that 80% or more of the suspects 

whose cases had been dropped were guilty. 

Interestingly, paralleling McDonald's (1981) findings, the police and. 

prosecutors interpreted the salvageability of dropped cases in ways that were 

most sympathetic to their institutional self-interest. 'Ihe prosecutors 

thought the salvageability of the dropped cases was unifonnly low whereas 

the police thought that in about 25% of the dropped cases the salvageability 

was fairly high. 'Ihey thought these cases had been investigated as thoroughly 

as possible and. were disappointed with the prosecutor's decision to drop 

them. Upon reviewing these cases the research team concluded that many of 

these dropped cases "could be salvaged by earlier police investigation, 

greater investigative effort to solidify cases and. more risk-taking by pros

e.....~tors" (Feeney et al., 1982: 41) . 

Vera Institute of Justice (McElroy et aI, 1981) found that increasing the 

amount of infonnation in police reports has a significant impact on the case 

attrition pattern in the direction of more severe dispositions. 'Ihe finding 

was based on an evaluation of the Felony case Preparation Proj ect, an experi

lftoO-nt implemented by the New York city Police Department in collaboration 

with the Bronx District Attorney's Office. 
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'!he no:rmal repol..'ts prcxiuce:1 bv the Nev.' Yor}~ city Police in cases of 

adult felony a....--rests are de minimis "repor-\..S" am::>unting to little more than 

a sentence or two s;-iving fach, necessary to establish probable cause. Any 

additional info:rmation has to be sought by the assistant district attorneys 

(ADAs) during the interview between them and the police (and sometimes the 

victims/witnesses) in "b"le "Conplaint Room" at the courthouse within a few 

hours after arrest. 

In effect, in New York city the bw:::den of doa..nnenting the case for 

prosecution (in the sense of creating a written narrative record of the 

evidence necessary for the prosecutor's case) has until now been left to the 

prosecutor. 2 '!he axperimental Felony case Preparation Project shifted some 

2. '!he question of who should bear thE~ cost and 
responsibility of preparing the case for prosecution (the police 
or the prosecutor) is one of those hidden 'questions about the 
d.i vision of labor between these two agencies that has been 
answered at some point in time differently in different places. 

'!here is always S()lDP documentation resulting from an arrest 
in virtually all jurisdictiop.s. But the extent to which that 
documentation is oriented to the needs of the prosecutor and is 
comprehensively prepared varies widely. '!he New York city 
example represents an extreme minimum. Detroit and los Angeles 
where after a felony arrest the police do an immediate follow-up 
investigation and complete a llpolice pros~=cution rerort" (McElroy 
et al., 1981:80) represent a middle ground. 

The experimental project in New York was an attempt to bring 
the New York Police in line with D2troit and los Angeles 
regarding the preparation of the prosecution dOCU1'1'¥'>....ntation. But 
it is rossi.ble to go even further as was done in Nashville. 
'Ihere the l?olice D2part:rnent has a.ssurned an even greater 
responsibility fur this task. They have established as case 
preparation unit that improves the work-product of the 
investigator who does the case work-up aftl:rr arrest. For details 
see Chap:ter 4. ' 
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of that burden back to the police. All felony arrests (except for homicide r 

narcotics and. organized. crime) were assigne:'l a detective to conduct immediate 

follow-up investigation including interviewing all parties (the arresting 

officer, the victims and. witnesses) and even visiting the crime scene; re-

questing forensic analysis or conducting line-ups. 

Upon completion of his/her investigation the detective prepared a special 

report (an Arrest Investigation Report) 3 which described the kinds of details 

needed by the prosecutor to assess the strength and seriousness of the case. 4 

The detective was also responsible for selecting the charge. (The policy 

was to select the highest charge for which probable cause could be demon-

strated..) The detective could also recommend that the arrest be voided, 

which could be done at the precinct house. 5 

3 This reports sounds like the equivalent to what is known 
as the ":poliC"'..e prosecution report" in other jurisdictions 
especially ones using the rePJrting system designed and 
distributed by the International Association of Chiefs of Police. 

4 It included the follawing: 
-- how the cr.irne came to the attention of the police; 
- the nature and circumstances of the offense; 
-- the way in which the suspect was identified; 
-- the way in which the suspect was apprehended; 
-- statements made by the complainant, witnesses, and 

the defendant; 
-- physical evidence t.hat has been voucheredi and 
-- the willingness of the complainant to prOC"'..eed with 

the prosecution. 

S. This proj ect seems similar to the expo..x.im=>J1tal police 
prosecutor liaison project operated by the Dallas Police 
Department except that in Dallas the case review in the police 
station was c.onducted by an attorney without investigation 
experience (NILEGJ I 1979). 
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The impact of the enhal1ced information was impressive. 'Ihe attrition 

pattern for cases from the experimental precinct was chanqed in the direction 

of more severe disposi t.ions. Tnere were increases in the conviction rate; the 

indictment rate; the incarceration rate; the felony sentencing rate; and the 

long-tenn sentencing rate. 

Unfortunately for our purposes, Vera's evaluation did not use our 

distinction between improving the investigation of the case (i. e. I collecting 

more evidence in the field) and improving the reporting of the knovm facts. 

So it is unclear as to how rnuC"l1 of this impressive project impact was due 

simply to extracting and transmitting more of the information that the ar-

resting police officers already knew. However, Vera does say that only 

seven percP..nt of the project's detectives' time was spent on post-arrest 

investigations. 'rhus, it seems that most of the project's impact was due to 

simply increasing the flow of information that: was already in the possession 

of the police (and witnesses/victims) . 

III. Conclusion 

SUccP-ssful prosecution of a criminal case dep:>...nds upon the quality of the 

infonnation supplied by the police to the prosecutor. Differences in the 

amount and kind of infonnation in case files will result in different pat-

terns of case attrition regardless of the merits of the case. Some unJmcyvm 

but substantial portion of felony arrests result in dispositions that are more 
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lenient than would have occurred if a more comprehensive prosev~tion case file 

To same extent irrprovements in the :funj of information in police prose-

cution reports can be achieved by irrproving the quality of the investigation 

in the field. But under certain con:ii tions a substantial improvement can be 

made by programs that increase the amount of information that is already 

known to the arresting police officer(s) that gets reported to the prosecutor. 

The amount of improvement achieved by experi..rnental new prcgrams will be 

related to the quality of the case preparation system that exists. In 

jurisdictions like New York City where t~e police formerly did virtually no 

case preparation for prosecution in most felonies the irrprovement is likely 

to have a substantial impact on the pattern of attrition in the direction of 

more severe case outco:rno...s. In other jurisdictions where the police devote 

substantial resources to preparing a prosecution report, i.e., a documo~tation 

of the elemo-..nts of the case need to prove the case at trial, the incremental 

inprovement in the quality of case preparation may reach a point of diminish-

ing returns. 
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NASHVILLE DAVIDSON, TENNESSEE: 

'mE FIEID TEST SITE 

I. The Environment 

A. Political Organization 

Nashville-Davidson, Tennessee is a city and coW1tyarea which has cons

olidated its governrnoJltal operations into one governmental unit known as the 

Metropolitan GovernrnoJlt of Nashville and Davidson COW1ty. Thus, the geograph

ical jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Police Deparbnent is virtually congruent 

with that of the COW1ty'S public prosecutor, known in Tennessee as the Dis

trict Attomey-Gen~ral. 

consequently, unlike most American urban jurisdictions where the prose

cutor's office must deal with cases prepared by a dozen or so different 

police agencies, the prosecutor's office in Nashville-Davidson receives 

virtually all of its cases from one police deparbnent. Al- _ _ ,typical of 

the police-prosecutor interface elsewhere is the close and convenient physical 

proximity between the police depart:rnoJlt and the prosecutor's office. Unlike 

jurisdictions wbere a visit to the prosecutor's office involved a lengthy 
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trip across town or county, the Nashville-Davidson police Irf>.xely have to 

While these two features of the police-prosecutor interface 

in Nashville-Davidson are unusual they do not detract in any 

significant way from the generalizability of the results of our field test. 

The success of the software prototype we developed was not dependent upon 

these features of the tes c site. If anything, the case preparation experience 

in Nashville-Davidson prior to the mid-1970's (descril:led below), underscores 

the need and potential value of a computer-assisted case intake program. 

Despite the advantages of the physical proximity and having only one 

police deparbnent to deal with, the cases transmitted to the prosecutor's 

office prior to the mid-1970's were of uneven quality. Dissatisfaction 

with them led the police deparbnent to obtain a grant from the law Enforce

ment Assistance Administration to improve the quality of case preparation. 1 

As a result of that grant and several related improvements, the quality 

of case preparation has increased irrrrneasurabl y and is now regarded quite fav-

1. Grant Number 76-A47R4301, "Criminal case Preparation-A 
Police/Prosecution Coordinated Proj a..~," a block subgrant to the 
Metropolitan Governmo~t of Nashville and Davidson County. Project 
surmnary: Paraprofessional aids will be employed to structure, 
organize, and type police investigations at the time of booJrJ.ng 
or warrant issue. This procedure should lead to improvements in 
the thoroughness of police crime investigations in the sense that 
there will be less omissions of vital case prosecution 
information, fewer overt investigative errors which lead to case 
dismissal or radical plea bargaining, and a srna.ller time lapse 
:between arrests and the time that the details of the case 
fo:t:warded to the District Attorney/s Office for prosecution. 
(Taken from a computer search of Deparbnent of ;Justice research 
grants related to police-prosecutor coordination performed by the 
National Criminal Justice Reference Service.) 
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orably by prosecutors. But, the Ctl...."'7ent system of case preparation (in-

represent a m~el which could be adopted. by medium or small deparbnents or 

even some la.rg-e deparbnents. 

B. Burglary in Tennessee 

The crime we used. in developing our software for assisting case prepara-

tion is burglary. Tennessee law distinguishes three degrees of burglary 

plus five other offenses that are burglary-related. The relevant sections 

of the 1982 Tennessee Cod.e Annotated (TCA) are presented below. 

Burglary, First degree (TCA 39-3-401) 

Burglary is the breaking and entering into a dwelling house, or any other 
house, build:L"'1g, room or rooms therein used and cx:::cupied by any person or 
persons as a dwelling place or lodging either pennanently or temporarily and 
whether as owner, renter, tenant, lessee or paying guest, by night, with 
intent to commit a felony. 

Burglary, Second degree (TCA 39-3-403) 

~rglary in the second degree is breaking and entering 
into a dwelling house or any other house, building, room 
rooms therein used and occ..-upied by any person or persons 
as a dwelling place or lodging either pennanently or temp
orarily and whether as owner! renter, tenant, lessee or 
paying guest, by day! with the intent to commit a felony. 

Bxpglary, Third degree (TCA 39-3-404a) 

Burglary in the third degree is the breaking ani entering 
into a business house, outhouse, or any other house of an
other, other than a crwelling house, with the intent to com
mit a felony. 

Safecracking (TCA 39-3-404b) 

Any person who! with intent to commit crime! breaks and enters, either by 
day or by nigh'!:, any building, whether inhabited or not, and opens or attempts 
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to open any vault, safe, or other secure place by any means, shall be pun
ished .... 

Breaking A.!.~er Ent. ... "'T (TeA 39-3-402) 

My person who , aft.er having entered upon the premises mentioned. in 39-3-401, 
with intent to commit a felony, shall break any such premises, or any safe 
or receptacle therein, shall re'""....ei ve t..'l-J.e same punishment as if he had broken 
into the premises in the first instance. 

Breaking Into Vehicles (TCA 39-3-406) 

My person who shall break and 6i'lter into any freight or passenger car, 
automobile, truck, trailer or other motor vehicle. either in the day or 
night with intent to steal therefrom anything of value, or to commit a felony 
of any kind, shall be guilty of burglary .... 

carrying Burglar's Tools (TCA 39-3-408) 

My person who carries concealed. about. the person any false or skeleton 
keys, jimmies, or any article of the kind intended. for effecting secret 
entrance into houses or motor vehicles, for the purpose of committing theft, 
or other violations of the law, is guilty of a felony .... 

Burglary With Explosives (TCA 39-3-702) 

My person vIDO, with intent to commit crime, breaks and enters, either by 
day or by night, any building, whether inhabited or not, and opens or attempts 
to open any vault, safe, or other secure place by use of nitroglycerine, 
dynamite, gunpowder, or any other explosive, shall be deemed guilty of burg
lary with explosives. 

'Ihe sentencing provisons were modified. by the Criminal sentencing Reform 

Act of 1982 which divided. all existing sentencing ranges into two ranges, 

one more severe than the other. "Range I" sentences range from not less than 

the rnini:rnum sentence to not more than the minirmnn plus one-half of the dif-

ference between the maY..irmnn and the minimum. "Range 11" sentences are not 

less than the min:i.rm.nn plus one-half of the difference between the maximum 

and the minirmnn and not more than the maximum. Judges retain the power to 

fix the exact sentence but must sentence offenders defined as "standard" or 

as "especially mitigated." to a term within Range 1. 'Ihose defined. as "persis-
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tent" or as "especially aggravated" must receive terms within Range II (TCA 

40-11=i-JOQ). 

Twice in the last four years the legislature has shortened Tennessee 

sentences in efforts to cope with severe prison overcrowding and a court 

order to do something about it. In 1982 the nonnal parole time was cut by 

30% and was cut again as of January 1,1986 by an additional 35% (thereby 

constituting a 65% reduction since 1982). Prosev'"'Utors say that this latest 

cut has made it "impossible" to plea negotiate in certain cases. 

C. D2:m0graphic Profile 

The Nashville-Davidson area covers 501 square miles and is 

the second most populous incorporated place in Tennessee with a 1980 popula

tion of 477,811 (Bureau of the Census, 1980:Vol.I: part 44, sec. a-c). The 

1980 population represents a 6.7% increase over the 1970 figure. The popula

tion is 22.3% black and 25.0% is under 18 years old. In 1979, 12.6% of the 

435,080 persons living in the city of Nashville-Davidson were earning incomo....s 

below the poverty level (Bure.au of the Census, 1980:Vol. 1. ,part 44, sec.D, 

Table 245). 

In 1984 the Nashville-Davidson Police D3parbnent employed 1,212 people 

of which 961 were officers and 251 were civilians (Federal Bureau of Inv~ti

gation, 1985: Table 76). The Departmo...nt has a burglary unit staffed by 38 

detectives. The number of index offenses kno-Wl1. to the Nashville-Davidson 

police in 1984 was 31,125 of which 8,788 were burglary (see Table 4.1). 
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.J.t.lJ...J.LC ~' • .1. 

Index Offenses l\nov,'l1 To The Police 
Nashville, TN. - 1984* 

Murder and 
non-negligent 
mmslaughter 

Forcible rape 

Robbery 

Aggravated assault 

Burglary 

Larceny-theft 

Motor vehicle theft 

Arson 

Index Crime Total 

* Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1985. 

72 

410 

1,438 

1,184 

8,788 

17,379 

1,854 

31,125 

D. Court Structure and case Attrition 

Tennessee has a two-tier court structure for criminal matters. The 

general sessions court (i.e. the lower court) has the authority to issue 

warrants and to set a bond schedule for the release of bailable prisoners. 

Tne general sessions court also holds preliminary hearings on criminal char-

ges. The judge may try the case if the charge is a, misdemeanor within the 

jurisdiction of the sessions court, if the defendant has waived his right to 

indicbnent, presentmo..nt, grand jury investigation and jury trial, or if a 

plea of guilty to the misdemeanor charge has been entered. Otherwise, the 

case is transferred to the criminal court (i.e. the court with the general 

criminal trial jurisdiction (Tennessee state Supreme Court, undated: 140) . 

Davidson County is served by the 20th Judicial District Criminal Court. 
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Nashville fo:::- 1984. But a tally of the Janua.."'j", 1984 dcx::ket of the General 

sessions court found that 108 defendants involved in burglary-related charges 

were listed. This projects to an annual rate of approximately 1242 cases per 

year. 

In 1984 a combined total of 938 "burglaryll cases (Le. the initial 

charges written by the police were burglary-related) were disposed of by the 

General sessions and the Criminal courts in Davidson County. In the General 

Sessions Court the most corrrrnon disposition was for the cases to be dropped 

without a detennination of guilt. Of the 442 Go....neral Sessions burglary cases 

only 19.5% were convicted. The rest were dismissed, not prosecuted ("noll

ied") , retired (a slow dismissal), or reached an lIother" disposition (see 

Table 4.2) • 

In contrast, the most corrrrnon disposition of 1984 burglary cases in the 

Criminal Court was a convidcion. Of the 496 cases disposed, 65.% were con

victed; o. 8% acquitted; and the balance were dropped. Adding the data from 

the two courts together one gets an overall conviction rate of 43. 6%; acquit

tals at 0.4% i and 56% of the cases dropped without a detennination of guilt 

for all burglary cases disposed of by all courts in Davidson County in 1984. 

The Criminal Court's pattern of case attrition for burglaries mimics 

the general pattern of attrition for all felony cases disposed of by that 
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Table 4.2 

Burglary Dispositions By C0urL and By leur, Davidson CounLy, 1984-85,1-

DiBposiL iun Gen,'ral 
Sessions 

CourL 
(lO\~cr Guurt) 

198,1 19t1S 

-~--.----.. _-----_ .. - - --._.- ... _-------- ".--..,.---

t10t Uui1ly 0.0 0.0 

Gu ilL '1 19.:> 10.0 

tli)11e prt):,eCjui 17 .1, i·} . 2 

LJisllIiGsed 33. :. JS.6 

Hr~ L i rud 21 .. 1 16.6 

tl,) I. l' II C b i 11 0.0 0.0 

OLh0r 7.9 3.5 

100.0 99.9*:' 

[N=,1.12] [11=33';] 

(' rim j 11<l1 

Court 
( [01 on y I:OU r t ) 

1 9 H·I 1 ~) a '> 

----------.. ----

0.8 1. '. 

65.1 .: 3 . .} 

2.8 :' . 1 

H.7 11 .8 

1 ~ . "/ B .. \ 

(J.D D.n 

n.B 2.1 

99.9':'* 1110.1*.1-

[tl=4%J [1l"'·i(iGl 

T/)t·'ll 

1 ')!!l I ',lll" 

Ii. ·1 
f! • "' 

.J3. G ',J • 1 

'.l. '.l g.l 

24. \ 21. "' 

18.~ I :' . ') 

0.0 iI .1 

.1. 3 2.8 

99.'.:1"* 100.0 

[11= 9Hlj (tI:fl OJ 1 

'" SUUl,'!::: Offi...::c of tlte Crir:linal Court Clerk, r-Iet!o~l)lililn Nasll'.'illc, ulipubli~lled dat.,L 

** l:rro( dlle to rounding. 
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Court in 1984 J as shown in Table 4.3. These data also show that 92% of the 

(as opp:::>sed to trials} . {N:J co:rrpa.....'Oble data exist that separate out guilty 

pleas fram convictions at trial for burglaries alone. 

Compared to other jurisdictions I the overall drop-out rate for burglaries 

in Davidson County (i. e. combining all the drop-out from both the general 

sessions court and the criminal court) is high I see Figure 4. 1. Davidson IS 

rate is fram two to five times higher than the six comparison jurisdictions. 

Why this is so is unclear. It can not s:iJnply be attributed to the lack of 

Table 4.3 

case Dispositions For All Felonies 
Criminal Court, Davidson County, Tn., 1984* 

Acquittal 
Convicted after trial 
Dismissal 
Guilty plea 
Remanded to general sessions 
Special remedy relief 
Transferred to other court 
Defendant not apprehended 
Nolle prosequi 
other 

Grand Total Disposed 

1.8 
5.9 
7.8 

64.2 
0.06 
4.7 
0.03 

5.6 
9.7 

99.8** 

[N=3092] 

* Tennessee state Supreme Court, undated: 89. 
** Error due to rounding. 

case screening in Davidson because the comparison is with what happens to all 

arrests in the other jurisdictions. 
C4a 
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Y'::gurE 4.2. 

BURGLARY DISPOSITIONS FR.OM 
ARREST THROUGH TRIAL 

(N='475) (N=395) (N=242) 

.......... , ........ : .. : .. : .. : .. : .......... .. .. .. .. .. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .... 
.. .. .. .. .. 

:f'i~J. : .. . ~ 

(N=106) (N=800) 

.......... .. .. .. .. .. 

.......... .. .. .. .. .. 

(N=222) (N=9~8) 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
:::::::':: 

~ .......... 

.. .. .. .. .. .......... 

:;..v..~ 
:~ .......... 
::::: : : :: .. 
.......... .. ........ .......... .. ........ 
: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. .......... 

Los Angeles District of New Cobb Co. Detroit Indiana- Davitison 
Columbia Orleans Georgia 

~ Dropped 

~Acquitted _Other 

polis T E'M. 

Trial 
Conviction 

*About 6 pl.:'iCent of the nones .and dismissals wererefp.rred to other jurisdictions 
for prosecution 

*'% Includes 2 perC1J.1i1t conviction~ and 2 perc-ent acquittal 

*** Includes 3 percent acquittal 
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II. Felony case Prueessing 

A. Three Routes to Disposition 

Burglary cases move through the Davidson court systems along three 

routes. The differences are in tenus of the quality of case preparation and 

the likely case disposition. 

One route begins with a report of r.be burglary by a victiln/wi tness to 

the police. A patrol officer vlill respond to the event and file a report of 

it with the central records office which in turn distributes copies of the 

report to the burglary de'tective division. When an arrest is made, the 

arrest report is filed with central records and a copy is sent to the burg

lary division where it is assigned to an individual detective. 

As D=>..-St we can tell, cases made by the police tend to be stronger than 

those made by citizen victims and are less likely to drop out at the lower 

court. C"lses which have been made by detectives are more likely to be dis

posed of in the criminal court than in general sessions. In theory burglary 

det&..~i ves are responsible for enhancing the quality of all burglary cases 

that flow through the system no matter how they were entered. But as a 

practical matter detectives are primarily concerned with their own cases and 

not the ones that originate arrests by patrol or arrests on warrants initiated 

by citizens. 
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cases in which patrol officers catch burglars red-handed (route 2) 

usually are processed through the system based entireJy upon t..he potroJ 

officer's repor-...s \\ith virtually no supplemental wor}: done by the detective. 

A substantial but unknown proportion of the burglary cases follow this route. 

The third route is where citizens obtain arrest warrants directly from the 

court. The only "case preparation" in these cases is the staterrp-nt made by 

the victim on the affidavit upon v.hich the al'Test warrant is issued. These 

and all arrest v.rarrants are served by a special warrant unit of the Police 

Department who have no further responsibility for these cases than simply 

serving the warrants and maJr-ing related arrests. 

It is believed that these cases usually get dismissed or nollied at 

General sessions Court. If there is some merit to them, they will be nollied 

at General sessions Court and rebrought by presenting them to the grand 

jUIy. At that point the prosecutor to whom the case is assigned will notify 

the police case Preparation Unit to send over the police folder on the case. 

The unit in turn will have to track down the detective to whom the case had 

000-n assigned and request his investigation report and other repor-...s. But 

the detective will regard the case as one that waS not really one of his 

because he did not make the arrest. Moreover, by the time the case finally 

reaches him it will be cold. 

The critical time for getting confessions, denials and other statements 

from defendants is during the arrest. Trying to get that type of evidence 

several days or weeks later is considerably more difficult. Consequently, 
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detectives do not look at these citizen-initiated cases as ones wor-J'l invest-

After arrest a deferdant is presented in the general sessions court for 

the setting of bond. If the defendant can not make bond, then he will be 

given a preliminary hearing which will be held within two days. If he can 

make bom, then the preliminary hearing may occur within three to ten weeks. 

If probable cause is found, then the case is bound over to the grand jury. 

If indicted, the defendant is then arraigned in the criminal court and later 

disposed of. 

B. De Facto Screening 

'Ihere is no fonnal case screening by either the police or the prosecu

tor's office. 'Ihat is, there is no organizational unit that systematically 

reviews cases for the purpose of identifying for rejection or disnussal 

cases which because of evidentiary weakness or for other policy reasons are 

regarded as not meriting further attention. Rather the responsibility for 

the process of winnowing cases is spread among various actors, judicial, 

prosecutorial, :FOlice, and private citizen; and it is done on an ad hoc, 

case-by-case basis, as opposed to a policy-guided review. It begins with the 

police-ci tizen interaction and continues to the decisions made in the lower 

and uppo-x cour-L.S. 

one of the remarkable features of the ad hoc approach to case selection 

in Nashville is the extent to which the private citizen (victim or witness 

of the crime) is given official standing and responsibility for prosecuting 
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the case. In Tennessee the custom is to refer to the crime victim (or com-

plninil'¥} witnp!=;c:;) ?Ie::, "t-hp rr0~_1t0r" (;n.5te~d of "t.~e C'(.'!!IPJ.~;TE...l"'!.t" e.s i.s 

corrnnon elsev..nere}. The public prosecutor is referred to as the "district 

attorney general" or "the general" for short. 

The tenn, "the prosecutor," is always carefully reserved and used by 

all actors in the system to refer to the private citizen who is the chief 

complaining witness and who is publicly regarded as the person who decides 

whether the case will go forward. 

Thus, for instance, an outsider is astonished to sit in General sessions 

Court during the call; ng of tne morning docket. A case will be calle::i and 

one expa.-ts it will be prosecuted. because a "general" ( an assistant district 

attorney general) is present in the courtroom and has been prosecuting other 

cases. But when the court calls for "the prosecutor I" the general steps away 

and everyone looks around to the audience for the private citizen prosecutor 

to came forward and prosecute the case. If the citizen prosecutor is not 

present, the defendant is instructed by the court to move for dismissal for 

want of prosecution and the case is dismissed due to "nolle prosequi". 

Tms attitude toward the victim as a controlling agent in the screening 

process extends to the street-level screening that is done by the police. 

Research (Black and Reiss, 1967) in other cities has shown that in exercising 

their discretion as to whether to report a crime the police are strongly 

influenced by the wishes of the victi...'l1l as well as the relationship between 

the victim and the offender and the victim's deference towards the police. 
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It is fair to assume that these same factors influence the Nas.~ville police 

to some atent. But in Nashville there is an added factor thi'lt. pl <'\(,J?$ P'Vpn 

greater e..."1phasis OD thE y,'ishes of thE: victim. 

The Nashville police have a conscious albeit infornal policy of leaving 

the responsibility for the actual filing of the report with the victinylwitness 

as often as possible. The citizen is told that he/she must go dovmto-vm to 

the courthouse and swear out a complaint. This relieves the police officer 

of the burden of roaJdng out the report and of the responsibility of being in 

general sessions court at the preliminary hearing. Although the police say 

they are trying to change this practice and encourage officers to take the 

responsibility for more of these cases, they also point out that the practice 

has its impor-l-CiDt benefits. 

In addition to saving police time and effort, it saves court time and 

effort. What better way to filter out those cases which usually drop out of 

the court process anyhow than to test the victim's cormnitrnc>--nt to the prose

cution at the very beginning! If the victim will not go to the courthouse 

to request an arrest warrant when he/she is at the peak of his/her emotional 

response to hav'ing been victimized, there is little likelihocd of his/her 

sticking with the prosecution of the case through the rigors of court hearings 

and trial. 

Tne net effect of this policy is unclear. We have no data by which to 

Il'\'='.ASure it. One might speculate that it would result in fewer caSt=>-s being 

referred to court beC'..ause research has shown that victims and vli tnesses do 
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lose interest in their cases (Cannavale and Falcon, 1976 i Brosi, 1979). But 

Davidson county "night court" suggest that it may have the opposite effect. 

The citizens of Davidson County see.l1l to be aware of their power to get arrest 

w-arrants and they do so in a steady stream. If anything, the policy probably 

results in about as much work overall for the police and the courts. 

Beyond what happens on the street there is virtually no additional 

screening by the police. The police case Preparation Unit does not perfonn 

a screening function. If a case appears to be weak, the mast the Unit might 

do is to casually recOll'll:l¥"Jrl to the assistant district attorney general (ADAG) 

that it be dismissed. Similarly there is virtually no screening done by the 

judicial officer known as the "cormnissioner" who issues arrest warrants. 

It is the preliminfuy hearing that serves as the major screening mechan-

ism. This is where some of the v.neat is separated from some of the chaff. 

Many of the cases which were initiated by citizeJ1.s obtaining 'I;'iarrants vlill 

be dismissed for want of prosecution. other cases will also be dismissed or 

the charges mod.ified. Some felonies will be reduced. to misdemeanors sometimes 

in exchange 

Table 4.4 

case Dispositions for Selected :Burglary cases 
Court of General sessions, Nashville, January 1 1984 

Charges Dispositions 

o Burglary Dismissed, pIS ill no show 

o Burgla.ry from auto T/R 6 mas 'liS + C 
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o Burglary,broke 3 
windows while st=>.a""ching 

o Burg/malicious mischief 

o Burg, derrDlished houses 

o Burg, forced entry 

o Burg, observed tarrpering 
with a screen, fled 

o Burg, photographed pass
ingcheck stolen 
in burglary 

o Burg, master key , 
unlocked, asked where 
office, left 

o Burg, 2nd deg, 
fingerprints 

o Burg, steal tv from 
motel 

o Burg, forced entry, 
caught inside business 

o Burg, witness saw def 
leave vic's home w/tv 
set, vic didn't .. 
total $1500 goods 

o Burg, safe, vault 
confessed he broke in 
at night 
& took tv etc 

FL"1e & Costs 

Offered 4 m~s, retire, plea 
ba...-rgain 

60 days suspended/$140 restitution
used to live together - broke 
up 

$1000 

Probation 

Nolle, do not present to GJ 

Amend to passing, nolle and 
present to Grand Jury 

Amend AGr 

Bound over 

continued. 

Cons~ to burg I all but 
90 days 

Retire, no vic, 3rd time 

Bound over 

for guilty pleas. A look at what happens in this process to a sample of 

burglary cases is presented in Table 4.4. 
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cases that are bound over to the grand jury are sent to the District 

Attornev General's Office where they are prepared and revj ewed before submi s

sion to the grand ju..,,)'. This work consists of three parts. A clerk gathers 

tcgether all the information on each case. This involves contacting the 

Police case Preparation Unit and requesting that all police rep::>rts be for

warded. It also involves obtaining prior records, a resp::>nsibility that the 

prosecutor not the p::>lice assumes. 

Ne.>..t the cases are. divided among the trial teams and reviewed by an 

ADAG on each team using a checklist (see sample case Preparation Evaluation 

fonn) to assure the case readiness. Finally, the ADAG submits the case 

along with a recorrnnended charge(s) to the District Attorney General for 

ultimate approval. 

This grand jury preparation process is not used as a major 

filterin3" device. cases as rarely screened out. ADAGs can recommend that a 

case be put into the pretrial diversion prcgram or that a warrant be dismis

sed. But they rarely do the latter. Their case acceptance standard is what 

Jacoby (1977) would call Illegal sufficiency'." If there is probable cause, 

then the case is accepted. If the evidenc..e is weak, plea negotiations will 

be used to obtain a guilty plea. As one ADAG explained, "if you kno-w you've 

got the guilty guy, you'll just have to gut it out. Weak cases will fall 

through on pleas bargaining. You'll make sweet deals they can't refuse." 

In surnrna:ry, despite the physical proximity between the police departm:=>-nt 

and the prosecutor's office in Nashville, there is no face-to-face pre-indict-
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rnent prosecutorial screening in which prosecutors have the opportunity to 

review cases with the relevant. pc> 1 irP nffi C'pn=; nr t.hp vi r.t i mc:~/"ri tnp.c::c::I?C::. 

Nashville continue..c:: to rely on the de facto screening that results from the 

independent decisions of a variety of actors in the process: victims I wi tness

es, police officers, commissioners, judges and assistant prosecutors. 

Nashville has tried to solve the case-related communication problem 

between police and prosecutors primarily by improving the quality of its 

written-dc:cument rnethoo of cormnunication. This was done through the estab

lishment of the case Preparation Unit. 

C. Plea Negotiations 

Plea negotiations in Davidson County involve mnu.o-rous options including 

both sentences and charges. Prosecutors may agree to reduce the defendant's 

sentencing expJsure from being a "Range2 offender" to a "Rangel offender". 

Or, the negotiation may be within either range. The sentl"l-nce must be specific 

so prosa..-utors may agree to support a sentence at the "lower end of the 

range." Or, they may agree to not charge the offender with aggravating factors 

(which would invoke a higher mandatory minimum sentence). Or, they may 

reconrrrl""...nd or oppose probation or reduce the charges. 

Charge negotiations in burglary cases most frequently involves a reduc

tion of the felony-level charge to a misdeI'[!O...aI1or charge. This is usually 

done by reducing the charge from burglary to "attempt to commit a felony" 

(ACF) (see Table 4.5). The ACF charge is used rather than petty larceny 
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Table 4.5 

Differences Between Initial Charge and Charge at Conviction By Court 
Davidson County, TN, 1984-85* 

Charge at 
conviction was: 

Burglary, 1st degree 

I. General Sessions (lower) Court 

Police or Commissioner charged the case as: 

BUl"g'lary I 
1st degree 

1 

Burglary, 
2nd degree 

Burglary, 
3rd degree 

Burglary, 
unspecified 

Other type 
burglary 

Burglary r 2nd degree 2 --.-- --,------

Burg lary, 3 rd degree 4 ~- ---,--------

Burglary, unspecified 4 10 ,--,-------

Malicious ~ischief/destru2tion 1 4 19 ----4---

Trespassing / 1 13 18 ---------

Concealing stolen property 

Petty larceny 

Grand larceny 

Attempt to commit a felony 3 6 13 40 '--5---

Crime not specified 2 2 5 24 --_.- 4 



- - - - - _ .. _ .. ' - .. - - - - - -"--
Table 4.5 (cont'd) 

II. Criminal (felony) Court 

Police or Cooonissioner charged the case as: 

Burglary, 
3rd degree 

Burglary, 
unspecified 

---~------

Other type 
burglary 

1 llY----' 

104 9-1------- 2----

11 84 

r"'---
.- - ---------- --~. ---- ----, 

c 1 9 ----- .---'- -.--, ---------

2 7 ------.----., .. -.--, 

----... _-- -------
~ 4 J 

15 25 

21 --- ----- --- 1 T ----

... ~-----

* Source: Unpublished data, Office of the Clerk of the Criminal Court. 
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because under 'I'ennessee law all larcenies even petty ones are felonies with 

n mandotory minimnm spnrpnrp nf nnp yp~.r 

Examining the charge reduction pattern for burglaries in the criminal 

court (see Table 4.5) one notices a remarkable degree of charge stability. 

Most of the cases are convicted of the original police charges. "What exactly 

this means is problematic. The only unequivocal inference that can be drawn 

is that plea negot.iations in burglary cases at the criminal court level must 

rely heavily on sentence considerations rather than charge reductions. 

Other inferences might be drawn but they are more problematic. One 

might conclude that the initial charging by the police (or the judicial 

commissioner) is fairly accurate or that the preliminary hearing serves as a 

fairly good screening mechanism which only allows the accurately charged 

cases to proceed on to the criminal court. 

III. The Quality of case Preparation 

A. Background 

According contemporary and knowledgeable sources, prior to 1976 the 

gUali ~ of case-related communications between police and prosecutors in 

Nashville were seriously wanting. In the early 1960's the Police Deparbno-..nt 

lacked any systematic method for recording the details of criminal cases and. 

preparing them for prosecution. The Depart:rno...nt's record keeping was the 

barebones mininnnn. 
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~nich contained almost none of the details needed to investigate or prosecute 

the crime. significantly, the fonn used to report arrests was called an 

arrest "slip", not an arrest "report". It merely recorded the defendant f s 

name, date of arrest, the charge and a few other lTlCl.tters. The incident 

report fonn was also minilTlCl.l. Officers were not required to systelTlCl.tically 

dOClllTleI1t such crucial details as how the officer carne to have probable cause 

to arrest and search; who the witnesses were and what they could testify to; 

and. what evidence was recovered. 

The officer would make a few notes on his notepad and would call in his 

"report" to t.l}e Central Rero~rds Office of the Police Cepartrnent where a 

clerk would type up the notes. Central Rero~rds would then distribute a 

"dope sheet" to all officers and a copy to the detectives. 

If an arrest were made, the case would proceed. to the la-wer court based 

solely upon the arrest slip. If the case were bound over to the grand jury, 

the police officer involved would meet with the assistant prosecutor or the 

prosecutor's investigators to "review" the case and fill out the indictment. 

However, there was no paperworkjdOCLIITl"'Jltary back-up to the police case. 

Tnis changed in 1968 when a new system of general police reports was 

introduced. Tne system was brought in through the International Association 

of Chiefs of Police. It included a set of three fonus which were designed 

specifically as police reports to the prosecutor. These fonus have been 
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:modified. and enhanced somewhat over time, but they are substantially the 

same as the fonns currentlv referred to as "Case Preparatjon Re:rort. Fonnc; 211 

AlP/C. 

In 1973 the system for case-related co:mmunications between police and 

prosecutors was further enhanced. A police sergeant from Washington, D.C., 

helped Nashville establish a police-prosecutor liaison unit. A Nashville 

police sergeant vlaS assigned. to the prosecutor's office for the purpose of 

improving case-related. corrnmmications. He developed the practice of taking 

all cases which were bound over to the grand jury and checking back with the 

Police Depart:rt¥=>....nt to make sure that all the paperwork in them had been done 

and transmitted to the prosecutor's office. 

Even with the new IACP fonns th8re had continued. to be serious breakdowns 

in the case-related. communications between police and prosecutors. In those 

days the prevailing police opinion was that police reports were not linportant 

and that the police responsibility for a case ended. with arrest. 

When sergeants were told that their officers were not competing and 

transmitting their reports, the sergeants' response was to defend and make 

excuses for them. Disciplinary actions were not used. to enforce the officer's 

responsibility for filing timely reports. It was not uncommon for weeks or 

months to go by before the officer v;rote his report. 

In addition to this attitudinal problem there was a so:uctural one. In 

order to file a cOITg;llete report , it was necessary to go to as many as eleven 
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different places within the police building in order to gather all the pieces 

tcx:rether includ.ing: ~.::he 9eneral repent: the supplemental reports: the prose-

cution repor-i-S; copies of the warrants; defendant's prior records and mug 

shots; transcriptions or 'V,ritness statements; fonns with descriptions of phys-

ical evidence collected, line-ups and photographic identifications and other 

documents. 2 

In 1976 it was decided to seek a grant from the Law Enforcement Assist

ance Administration .co develop a better system of case-related communication. 3 

This system became t-he case Preparation unit which continues to operate 

today. 

B. The case Preparation unit 

The purpose of the case Preparation Unit was to sol,;e the remaining 

obstacles to good quality case-related communications. 

It would solve the problem of delay by re-JUiring that all officers file 

their reports before the end of their shifts on the day in which the incidents 

occurred. It would make it easier to complete the prosecution reports (the 

211 AlB/C's) by having the police dictate those reports. It would improve 

the quality of what the police put in the reports by developing a series of 

crime-specific interrogatories addressing the legal elemo....nts required for 

specific cr:i.rno...s. 

2. This problem of coordinating and ensuring the transfer to 
the prosecutor of the nlJIIlO--XOUS documents involved in cases is 
universal. 

3. Grant Number 76-A47R43010 
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'Ihese inte....·'·:r:-c:gatories were used by para-legals (law students, originally) 

who debri efro thp. rp.nort ina noli ('"F nff i r.p~ wi th t.hem. TThrlt is. i.11 C'JJrLT1l?CtioI! _ ..J'- .a.. , 

wi th the open-el'}d.ed narrative se....--tion of the prosecution report (211 C), the 

police officer would be guided and/or prompted by the para-legal to address 

each of the questions relevant to the specific crime. For instance, the case 

elemo--nts for burglary in Tennessee are (1) breaking and (2) entering a build-

ing (3) belonging to someone else (4 ) with intent to cornmi t a felony. Time 

of day and type of building determines the degree of burglary. 

The officer was instructed to dictate a chronological account of the 

Lncident; the police actions in investigating it; 

the arrests and seara."1es made; and the nature of the evidence. The para

legals would ask questions to clarify or expand the account. 

~Jl unusually rigorous evaluation of the initial case Preparation unit 

found that the project had significant positive linpacts on all the goals it 

set out to accomplish (Domash et al., 1981). Compared to the traditional 

methcxl of case preparation, the case Preparation Unit's rnethcxi had the fol

Io-wing benefits: it reduced the delay between the arrest and the report 

completion; officers appeared to spend less time preparing reports i all 

officers preferred the case Prep methcxi to the old rnethcxi; the assistant 

district attorneys rated the cases as significantly better along all eight 

of the dirnoJ1Sions used in the evaluation; and the do:::;umo..Jltation of the case 

elemo--nts in the written reports improved significantly. 
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since it began the case Preparation unit's operation has undergone some 

chanqes. In 1980 it was decided that officers would not prepare the prose

cu::ion re;:or+--s (2::"1 h./B/C) at the time he booked the arrestee. Instead 

cases would not be prepared using the case Preparation Unit's input until 

and. unless the District Attorney General's Office requested it. (Of course, 

the nonnal manually produced general and arrest reports would be written. 

Only the special reports for the prosecutor, the 211 A!B/C's, would await 

the prosecutor's request.) This policy was designed to avoid wasting resour

ces on those cases which would drop out of the system without being referred 

to the Grand Jury. It is only the latter cases for which the District At

torney General's Office requests police reports. 

other changes are that the case Preparation unit has cut back its opera

tion from 24 hours-a-day to 19, although it still operates seven days a 

week. Also, the para-legals have been replaced by police officers who have 

earned. law degrees. Thus the current operation of the case Preparation unit 

represents an unusual concentration of resources that could not be afforded 

by most smaller deparbnents. The unit consists of one lieutenant a sergeant 

and two typists one each for two and a half shifts i and several of these 

officers are lawyers. 

Today police officers did-lA.te their reports under the guidance of the 

unit's supervising Officers/lawyers. As before, if the supervisor hears 

something that he wants clarified, he will interrupt the dictation and ask 

the question. Both the question and the answer will be transcribed and 

become part of the report. 
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An example of such a question and answer from an actual report is pre-

sented beleM". Cle...arly the questions asked in these exchanges do a lot to 

strengthen the documented record of the case. Notice in the example below 

how the supervisor gets the reporti.rg officer to nail down irrportant details 

necessary for successful prosecution, such as establishing the linkage between 

suspect JFB and the house where stolen articles and drugs had been found. 

Q. There is a third suspect that you have not arrested. 

What is his name? 

A. JFB, date of birth 12-12-46, white male. Officers had him 
stopped earlier, before I got over there to execute the search 
warrant. 

Q. Did anybcdy see him come out of the house prior to 
you serving the search warrant? 

A. I'm not sure if they did or not. When he was stopped, he was 
with Mr. K. 

Q. Which officers stopped him? 

A. Officer B and Officer F. Officer B wrote Mr. K a citation. 

Q. That was just a few minutes before you served the search warrant? 

A. Yes, and if I'm not mistaken, it was either Officer RB or Offi
cer M that saw Mr. K and Mr. B get into Mr. K's car and drive 
away from the residence right before I executed the search 
warrant. 

Q. I need information from one of the officers saying the 
watched him leave the house. We need to link him to the house 
also. 4 

4 later the supervisor checks on the stre..lgth of the 
case in two ways. He inquires about the victims' corrrrni'brJo-nt to 
prosecuting the case and he checks for possible incriminating 
statements. These are the kinds of details that prosecutors in 
many jurisdictions complain that they need but do not get from 
the police (McDonald et al., 1981). 
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Q. They (the vict.ims) are ",'illilY:3 to p!:'osecute aren't they? 

h.. They \dll prosa.--ute if they have to. 

Q. You're prosecuting at this time and they are ""Tilling to come 
bad: to court if necessary? 

A. They say they are, yes. 
, 

Q. Did either one of your two suspects that you arrested, S or K, 
did they incriminate this third suspect? Did they say anything 
about him? 

The case Preparation Unit should not be mistaken for a true screening 

process. The unit does not e.xercise an independent judgment. as to whether 

to proceed with the case or terminate it. The unit does not meet with victims-

jwitnesses to assess their credibility or corrrrnitrnent to prosecuting the 

case. The Unit's contribution to the preparation of a case consists of 

assisting the officer in the preparation of the prosecution re:p::>rts and in 

assembly the other related dC>Cl.lID"'...nts and coordinating case infonnation re-

quests received from the DAG's Office. 

Tne unit will sornetw...s indicate to the :p::>lice officer in charge of 

the case the need for further investigation and may occasionally send the 

officer back for more evidence. For instance I Tennessee law provides that 

codefendants can not be convicted on each other's testimony. Some corrobor-

ating evidence is necessary. The unit's officers say they are e.specially 

alert to this need. 
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CHAPI'ER 5 

THE SOFIWARE DESIGN AND DEVEIDFMENT 

I. THE SYSTEM DESIGN 

A. C-eneral considerations 

In designing our computer-assisted case preparation software system, 

several factors were considered including: the tasks the system was intended 

to accomplish; the hardware required to operate the software; the abilities 

of the people who would interact with the prcx;JTIlll1S; whether d.'langes t.o the 

software would be required and, if so, who would make them; whether the 

software should operate in batch mode or in "real time"; the speed with 

which the software must operate; and the quantity of data which would be 

generated and! or operated up::>n. The answers to these questions in turn 

influenced the selection of a development language (the software used to 

write the applications software, i.e. the end-product software) . 

B. The Software r s Purposes 

The primary purpose of this software waS to assist p::>lice officers in 

writing case rep::>rts that were more comprehensive, legible, consistent and 

complete from the p::>int of view of the prosecutor, and easily comprehendible 

than the typical manually produced rep::>rt. It was to try to approximate the 
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kind of detailed report that can usually be produced. only by an interview 

between an experienced prosecutor and the reportinq police officer(s) . 

Exploiting the computer's capacity to branch and probe, the software 

would lead the reporting officer through a series of questions that would 

elicit the details of the case. certain sequences of questions would be 

asked only if they were relevant (for example, questions about witnesses 

would be asked only if witnesses were involved in the case). 

In addition the software was supposed to assist the police in selecting 

the appropriate c;harges in the case and to provide them with immediate feed

back regarding what, if any, addi tional investigative actions needed to be 

taken. 

'Ihe software was to be developed only for the four felonies involved in 

the most frequent arrests in the field site, not the entire penal code. 

This was a compromise between assuring that enough cases for an adequate 

evaluation would be generated by the proj ect and conserving proj ect resources. 

If the software was demonstrably valuable, then the rest of the penal code 

could be added to the software in the future by some unspecified interested 

parties possibly with government funding. 

Because of delays and other matters described below the tasks to be 

achieved by the software were reduced. Instead of four crimes, only one 

crime (burglary) was included; and the two "expert system", "artificial 
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intelligence" features whereby the software was supposed to help select 

C. Target System Cnaracteristics 

It was intended that this prototype software should be designed on a 

system with the maximum possible future application to other police depart-

ments of varying sizes and degrees of financial resources. The entire system 

(software and hardware) would have to be ine>..p='.J1Sive to purchase, operate 

and modify. This was to ensure that small and med.ium-size deparbnents would 

be able to afford the system. Therefore, it was decided to build the system 

to operate on a microcomputer-based system. 

Minimizing the cost of the system was a major factor in the design. It 

meant that we not only excluded from consideration the possibility of writing 

a pr~ that would run on large main-frame computers or on the med.ium-

sized mini -corrputers; but even among the micro-computers i.'le chose the most 

inexpensive and also the most limiting model, the dual floppy disk model (as 

opposed to models with hard drives) . In retrospect, this emphasis on roini-

mizing costs was shortsighted and unnecessary r see discussion below. 

To reach the widest possible aUdience, we stayed within the confines of 

the MS-OOS/PC-OOS opo-rating system, a widely used system. Based upon our 

experience, we believed that most of the microprcr...essor-based computer systems 

in use in small law enforcemo....nt agencies are rudiJno....ntary. Unless they were 

acquired rer---8.'1tly, they may lack a hard disk; be unable to exploit the ICYIUS-

lINTEL extended l'ftO...lliOry protocol i and not have the present OOS rnaYJ.mum of 
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640K RAM. ThUS, it was decided to develop software that would require no 

more than two floppy disks Pro MOR lTlP.mnry.1; 2 

The software was developed for a system with a color monitor because of 

the value of color in assisting the unfamiliar user in gaining experierr--e 

and productivity. Differentiating the functions of screen areas and portions 

of text through the use of con"L.-asting colors, for example, seemed important 

in light of the number of users who would not be experienced in the use of 

cOITIputers. 3 ,4 

1 'Ibis would mean, in the worst case, the addition of a 
single floppy disk drive (under $100) and some memory (384K or 
less in the majority of cases: alx>ut $150 for the board plus 
alx>ut 15 cents per K) . 

2. While some e.x.i..sting systems may not be expandable to 
640K, this fact had to be set against the cost of developing 
pr~ which would run in, say, 256K. The user would spend an 
inordinate amou.'1t of time changing diskettes, or would be obliged 
to store data on his/her program diskette. Not only is this 
inconvenient , it increases the risk of error. 

3 For systems without a color capability, it would be a 
simple matter to delete the references to color in the source 
code using a word processor, then recompile the code one time. 
'!his would produce a monochrome version of the software. We would 
expect this version to be significantly less readily learned and 
used by officers unfamiliar with computers, but the quality of 
the end product should not be affected in any way. 

4 Since we made these decisions, there has appeared a 
prc.xiuct which obviates two of our concerns. At a cost of alx>ut 
$350, one can now obtain a 1 megabyte RAM disk board. One 
megabyte is almost the equivalent of three floppy disk drives, 
but access to it is at nearly the speed of mo...mory. The entire 
software package and the data for a case could easily reside in 
this space, pennitting very fast execution and subsequent 
one-time copy of the data files to a sir.gle floppy disk. We have 
not altered our program design in consequence of this 
development, but its impact upon the imp1.ementation of such 
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~~~~~- ~--~------~-~~.---------

D. User Characteristic_<=; 

There are two types of users of our software. Tne police are the input

users who enter the data; and the prosecutors are the report readers who 

consume the infonnation. Of the two it was our perceptions of police abili

ties, motivations and limitations that had the more significont influence on 

crucial design decisions. 

Our assumptions were that the police users could not be expected to be 

reasonably competent typists and that in most police deparbnents there would 

be very lit:tle or no special training' in the use of the pr~. Therefore, 

our software was going to have to be rmremely user-friendly and would require 

the maxinrunl in user-guidan~ to be present on the screen at all tilne. Achiev

ing the latter meant using both the conventional error-trapping approaches 

and also restricting the nature of the input to which the system will react 

at any part.icular point. (In certain situations, for example, all keyboard 

activity is intercepted and evaluated, and only permissible keys generate a 

response.) 

Solving the poor typist probl€>.iTt was a somewhat thornier matter. At 

the time, we thought it would be unreasonable for us to ass\.llne that all 

future police officers should be required to achieve a moderate degree of 

typing ability as a standard police skill. (We have since change:i our minds, 

see belrrw.) Consequently, we placed extreme emphasis on minimizing the 

software needs to be recognized. 
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amount of typing the officer would dc. Tnil:? was done by the e>...tensive use of 

"pop-up screens" and by trying to minimize the amount of typinc::r thi'lt th<=> 

officer would have to do in the open narrative sa..--tion of the rep::>rt by 

asldng in the fonn of closed-choice questions much of the info:rma.tion that 

might go into the narrative. Tnis was a fundamental design error. 

E. Characteristics of the Applications Software 

Even before design of the applications package was l..rrdertaken I certain 

requirements seemed clear. 

1. Compactness 

'!he compactness required is a two-faceted issue. First, the pro-

grams must be sufficiently compact to leave one of the two floppy disks free 

on the system for data storage. Wnile it would be technically feasible to 

prompt the user to change diskettes when required, this was would contribute 

to unsatisfactory operation, accidental loss of data or programs I user 

dissatisfaction, and would add to training requirements. Hence we concluded 

that at least a two-dri ve system was the minimal hardware practical for this 

application. 

Ser'--Ond, each module of the system had to operate well within the avail-

able Jl1OJnOry, i. e. enough less than 640K (the upper ros limit) to leave ample 

Loom for data. 5, 6 

5 Most systems to which the software is targeted would not 
have any fonn of virtual memory rnanagerno..nt, and the sacrifice in 
speed associated with moving modules fram dis};: to memory was 
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our applications software was going to be "user-response intensive". 

When the software is running, a large proportion of the total time is abc'orbed 

by the user reading a prompt; determining in his or her own mind what the 

re.9J.ponse ought to be; and striking the appropriate key or typing the required 

entry at the keyboard. Therefore, it was thought that the software would not 

have to operate very quickly in order to stay up with the expected slow 

speed of the user. 

3. Maintainability 

Given that most police agencies are snaIl, it seemed. that the ability 

of those agencies to maintain and/or mod.ify software vlith little or no ass is-

tance from its developo....rs would be an irnptJrtant consideration. 

While many police de~-l1ts with a computer system have no in-house 

person who qualifies as a progra:rner, many others do. With computers prolifer-

ating among the general public , it seemed. reasonable that those agencies 

which do have such a person available will become the majority in the near 

detennined to be acceptable. 

6. 'Ihe minimum system contemplated here assumed the 
availability of more than a bare-bones operating system. In 
particular, the use of a RAM-disk was assumed. Many of the files 
to which the system would make frequent reference are copied to 
the RAM-disk at start-up, thereby freeing space on the disk 
drives and accelerating the access to those files during program 
operation. 
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future. In any event, the ready availability of such services will rapidly 

It was therefore considered practical to build software which could be 

maintained and mo::1ified in the field by the using agency, either bv its own 

personnel or by others obtained locally. This implied that the de: :lopment 

language should have a widely Jrnown granunar and syntax (such as BASIC, see 

below) . 

4. User-friendliness 

Given our asstnnption that the police-users could not be expected 

to be typists every effort was made to develop a program which keeps the 

use:c apprised of where he or she is in the process of preparing the case, 

provides copious prompts and messages indicating what is wanted and how to 

perfonn it I fuld is tolerant of keystroke errors. 

F. The Development Language 

The language to be used in developing our applications software was 

BetterBASIC. The following factors were considered in selecting this lang

uage. 

1. Grannnar and syntax 

Assuming the future need among police departments to be able to 

maintain our sofu-vare or derivative products in the field influenced us to 

choose a BASIC-like progranrrning language. This was to ensure that the police 

agencies who adopted our software would be able to make any necessary mo::1ifi-
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~~~~----------------.,.. .•.. -----.-.. __ . 

cations to the code with either their ClVYl1 police personnel "Who were familiar 

v.rith the lancruaoe calleCl BASIC or with readiJv oVoilabJe JOC"..al n:roarammers. - - ~.... -

BASIC (Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) is the most 

widely knClVYl1 computer language in existence. There are several versions of 

BASIC. Each differs slightly from the others; butwe thought that a carrpet

ent prcgrarrnner would experience little difficulty in maJr,ing the required 

transition from one to another. This asst.m1ption was only partly right. 

2. Incremental Compiler 

The original BASICS were interpreters. After the code had been 

written, BASIC "interpreted" each line sequentially. The lines were converted 

to hundreds of computer instructions "Which were then executed. When certain 

lines of the program were repeated many times, this became very inefficient 

due to the need to reinterpret each line of code each time it was executed. 

F..asily learned graITII!lar and syntax were achieved at the cost of run-time 

performance . 

This problem was solved by the advent of BASIC compilers. These software 

tools operate on lines of BASIC code to produce a relatively compact and 

fast machine-like code. The BASIC compiler solved a problem for the user 

(size and speed of the program), but it created one for the developer of the 

soft:ware. Specifically, any change in a program, however minor, neces?-itated 

a recompilati.on of the entire program. If the program was small, this was 

acceptable. A very large program, hmvever, might require considerable time 
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to recompile. D-lring periods when changes are being made with great regularity 

(as oc:curs durj"g ROft-v.Jnrp Op\Tp) 0pment) t this C'.ou.la represent a :major proble..l!l, 

Also I ccx:ling errors were often discovered only toward the end of a lengthy 

recornpilation. Tnis required the process to be started from the begbming 

after correction of the errors. The incremental compiler, such as the one 

provided by BetterBASIC, solves this problem. 7 

BetterBASIC's incremental compiler has most or all of the advantages 

of both BASIC inteJ.:preters and BASIC compilers, with few of the disadvantages. 

It permits the writing of relatively fast and compact cede in a language 

which is familiar to many progranrrners, and is suited for use by novices. 

3. Moo.ularity 

The need to be able to bring small pieces of a large program into 

memory one at a time for exev--ution makes mc:dulari ty impor-L.ant. This feature 

of a prograrmning language pennits creating independent but related "piecesll 

of a program, each of which, upon completion of its task, causes another to 

be loaded and executed. 

7 It compiles each line of code as soon as the pr~...x 
enters it, a process which requires from less than one to a 
maximum of two or three seconds. If the line contains errors, 
the pr~r is so infonned at that point, and can immediately 
correct and recompile the line. In b'1.is respect the behavior of 
the incremental compiler is hardly distinguishable from that of 
an interpreter. But when the progranrrno...x· has finished writing the 
cede, it is already fully compiled. He or she may run the 
partially completed program to test portions of it, then proceed 
to add more lines. Further, when changes are required, only the 
affected lines need to be recompiled. 
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A related attribute of the development language has to do with the 

ability to convert frequently-used ccrle segments into in.":lependent Bnt:it-.JE'_C:; 

which can be incorporated into the !rain program by reference without repeating 

the ccxie itself at each point where it is utilized. BetterBASIC dCY-"-s this 

well. 

4. Run-Time Machine 

A characteristic of most BASICs is that the prograrmning language 

itself must retllain memory resident when BASIC programs are to be run. This 

impacts adversely upon the compactness of the total system, since :It adds 

to "moJIlOiy oVerheadll • Worse, it also means that any agency which sought to 

use our software would have to purchase a copy of the prograrmning language. 

A feature of Better Basic solves this problem. It is called a "run-time 

mod.ule." It converts BASIC programs created with the incremental compiler 

into IIst.a.~-alone" code in the fonn of what is known to MS-OOSjPC-OOS users 

as an ". EXE file". An. EXE file is an executable program which requires 

only that ros be present in memory. 

Tnis feature assured that it would eventually be possible to distribute 

copies of our software to any police agency which had an MS-OOS/PC-OOS compu-

ter. There would be no need for that agency to own or purchase any other 

soft\>Jare. 

5. Cost 
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'!he cost of the programming language was a consideration for two 

reason~. 'JhE'" fi~t t.r.=l~ thE' !'!'?C'essity to C'~lete t.~e develop!UO......!"!t p::::-oje.:;t 

y,Tithin the available budget. 

Of equal importance, however, was to allow for :,future field maintenance. 

It is not p::>ssible to modify .EXE files created with the run-time module. 

To irrple:rnt='...nt any change, it is necessary to have: (1) the original program 

created with the incremental compiler; (2) a compatible incremental compiler 

with which to recompile the code following modification of the program; and 

(3 the run-time module with which to recreate the .EXE file from the newly 

modified code. 

Inasmuch as it is to be placed in the public domain, our software itself 

would be available to all agencies. Assuming that the requisite programming 

expertise were available, then, an agency would need only the development 

software (incremental compiler and run-time module) in order to make any 

desired modifications to the programs. If the developIIl""...nt software were too 

costly I deparbnents would be unable to maintain the programs even if they 

had access to the required programming expertise. 'rhus it was thought that 

the retail cost of the programming language to be used by us should be kept 

low and hence within the resources of virtually all p::>lice deparbnents includ

ing small ones. 

6. state of the Art vs. Tried And True Technologies 

A crucial decision in selecting a programming language (and, for 

that matter, all the technology involved including the hardware) is the 
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choice between using the latest I most advanced technolo:w available or an 

remove "bugs" or to improve perfo:rma.nce. 

'!he conservative choice is to go with a proven product. But I :in a 

rapidly developing field such as computer technolo:w that may mean building 

onefs system on a product that may be outdated before you complete your 

fieldtest. It also means foregoing the advantages of new features :in the 

more recently issued products. It means constra:ining yourself technologically 

and building :in early obsolescence. 

However, it also means that you reduce the risk of working with newer 

vendors who may not have learned how to support their users and the risk of 

relYLl19' on a product that may have unforseen flaws :in it. Obviously, the 

alternative to is go the route with the higher risk and the higher payoff. 

We chose the higher-rlb route but not without disagreement among our

selves. Yet, even now :in the wake of the disastrous problems we experienced 

with BetterBASIC, we cont:inue to disagree as to what the better strategy is. 

'!here is no simple or sure answer. 

Choosing the state-of-the-art technolo:w involved. a higher risk that :in 

fact went against us. But,:in retrospect we do not think our choice was 

reckless. We consulted a review :in a leading trade magaz:ine and we obta:ined 

and tested a review copy of the language before commit.ting ourselves to it. 
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'Ibe review of BetterBASIC in )PC WORlD (George, 1985;161) was quite favor

able. 8 ,9 

8. T.he review compared BetterBASIC and another new BASIC 
language against the current "standard" in the world of FCs, 
IPM's Advanced BASIC (BASICA). '!he reviewer wrote: 

"BetterBASIC is an elaborate exte';,)Sion of BASICA, with many 
restrictions removed and a vast tlumber of language 
extensions added. 

"BetterBasic is a highly modular system .... [It] enables you 
to add your own modules t,o the load list and actually create 
you own custom version of the BetterBASIC language. 

"While producing clear advantages, surnmi t Software's 
decision to model BetterBASIC on BASICA had resulted in some 
trade-offs. 'Ibe most serious is that BetterBASIC still 
requires line mnnbers. 'Ibis restriction is somewhat 
mitigated by the availability of a range of structured 
constructs such as JX)-END-DJ, JX)-REPEAT, and IX)-IF-REPEAT. 

"On the positive side, Better:BASSIC supports a rich set of 
data types. 

"Both [the other BASIC reviewed] and Better:BASIC languages 
have been designed for ease in coding separate routines or 
procedures, and both allow procedures to be invoked simply. 
'Ibe support the passing of data to and from the procedures 
as parameters. BetterBASIC is more sophisticated in this 
respect, allowing a greater degree of control over the 
process. 

"The BetterBASIC manual is huge (over 700 pages), sprawling, 
not well organized, and unremittingly technical--on the 
whole, it's poor. 

"Because of its modular nature" BetterBASIC is the more 
flexible of the two pr~ .... 

"BetterBASIC is slightly more powerful than [the other 
program revieWed] but it is also more complicated. [It] 
clearly excels in flexibility and extendability." 
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II. The Design Of The case Preparation Software 

A. The Approach 

The !Pain software design problem was to develop a program that would 

ask all the questions necessary about a criminal incident but to do so within 

the limits of the pr~ language. In addition, the software had to 

have user-friendly and user-guidance features mentioned above. It also had 

to generate and format reports for the prosecutor and its access needed to be 

guarded against unauthorized use. 

our approach was to develop questions about the criminal incident that 

were universal so that they would be applicable to any and all criminal 

incidents. These were divided into three mutually exclusive mcx:iules in the 

program. '!he IlPersons" mcx:iule contains all the questions about all the 

persons involved in the incident. '!he "Event" module contains questions 

about cer-~in things related to the crime and arrest, such as time and date. 

'!he "Premises" module contains questions about the place where the crime 

occurred and questions about vehicles that may have been involved. (See 

9. When the problems with .BetterEASIC became debilitating 
for us 1 we consulted another BetterBASIC user to see if he had 
similar problems. He was using .BetterBASIC in what he described 
as a fairly complex application in defense work for the nLtlitary. 
But he had no problems with it. Evidently, his application did 
not require the use of certain features or approach certain 
limits of BetterBASIC as our does. 

We also read the (open) letters from other Be.tterBASIC users 
on the electronic bulletin board operated by sunrrnit Software 
Teclmolcgy (the vendor) for its customers. '!here we found that 
we were not alone. Tnere were many highly frustrated, angry 
users complaining about problems with the software and with 
SUmmit's customer service. 
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I 
I Figure 5. 1 for a description of the software I s components. See Technical 

I 
I Thus, no ma.tter 'What the crime is the program ast-:s the same basic ques-

I 
tions. It first asks about all the people involved. Then it asy..s about the 

circumstances of the crime, the arrest and any searches. T'nen it asks about 

I the premises where the crime occurred. (see sample screens f Figure 5. 2) . 

[> , 

I Within each of these modules there are sets, subsets, subsubsets and 

I 
subsubsubset:s of questions which probe for additional information contingent 

upon answers to earlier questions. For example, in the Persons module the 

I user is asked. to enter the name of a person involved in the incident. 'Inen 

he is asked. whether the person named is: a defendant, a victim, a witness or 

I a police officer. If the person is a police officer ( then a set of questions 

I 
relevant to police officers only is asked, such as their badge numbers, 

assign:rno-nts, and roles in the case. 

I 
If there are no persons of a certain type (e.g. witnesses) involved. in 

I the case, the questions relevant to that type are never asked.. After the 

I 
user responds to all the questions in one module, the program proceeds to the 

nat module and asks the questions in it. (Tnis modular structure in the 

.': I software was necessitated. by the limits of BetterBASIC's data definition 

(moJnOry) are':l., discussed. further below.) 

I 
The specific items of information asked about in the modules were se 

) I 
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Sample Introductory Screens 
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1.0:;: en th: ;[rE~n. Or. 30,= ,ew c1cic~= :.a; ~'r~:r :~ ~~E r~~'~~ 

)Ilr~:);. In .ithef cr=~. lhe =t~.:n "II! inc::.\; >.;.,,: !~ltrr.~t::m i; 
t;ir,~ as}ed fer. 

ir; ~'J!tr ~itU5tit~;, l!lEr:! ~~l t~ !~J"e :~,~1:=:; ll:~~ 't:ilt Ii. ir! ~re 

~:r-~r windoM. 1: viE~ the t~E~ net in l~E Mlntt~. I=~ t~f FA~E-UF 

,fid ;:A':E u!l:m ~~/=. If ~hEre g~ C';:!(,,5 a';))I? :~ ':2~:;; ~!>o :r:"3 't:'~ 
~2~ EE2, \~Ei will tC~E intr ~:E~. :1 ~~~! ~ ':FC: ~-ll t~ h~~~d. 
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Sample Introductory Screens 

-------- ------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CilSE FREFMifli Wil : ~UF.GlflF.Y 

ThJs j; a ~ri2f introduction to the pregral that haijjl~5 d3ta E~try 
for Burglary (as opposed to other crime;l. 

The entry Df data lor this burglary is dividej i&to three cat2;~rje5: 
lhe FEOFLE involyed, 
the FfiEHI5ES bUf1iari[ed, 

and lhe EVEnT of the bur~lary. 

First you will enter the name; Gf 3nyonE a55~:ialed with thl; ca~e. 
Then ent2r all inicrmalion about lhe burglarized ~re~i;== a~~ I:s 
surrrundings. Finally. you Nill be asked specific que;ti~o; db~ut 
l~! facts of the cri~e and witness lestilony. 

I 
-~-------------------------------------------------------------_______________ J 

Hit any Ley to rentinu! 

-----------------~ 

/ ------. -- --- " 

FE~EC::5 

ITtis is a~ lrtr2~u:li~~ i~j 153U ft r g~~hEr;~~ r";=ral i~IDrm~ticn.1 
I. Y:u ar2 tJ eDt2r ~he na:2~ an~ ;ril~~1 r=!~1 c: ~l~ ;2=rle involved 

i~ thiE caEE. D~ this ~i ~~JO;in~ ~A~ -- t: ~~: C~~~ ~ar~, 
£. iheo, Each rersc3 :houl~ := u~jatE: t: E1~~~ =:'~::i~ i".f:-l~tion about 

l~Eir pirti[i~a~i~~ !n ~~:5 [a~E. rJ thi: 11 c~:[;ir~ (u- -- ~c urdale 
~ich perSDn. Eath ;Er5~~ !5 up~a~Ej :n!j =r; tll~' 

- Finally. altEr all nalES ~;VE tE2~ fGtEr~~ a:~ C;d3~E~. [~:?5P (J) _. 

tJ ~J en t~ the n2.t sErti:n. 
---------------------------------------¥---~---- ---.--------------~---

II Ent2r ~I} F2r~i=i;a~t~ flr~~. ~Ei['F \r~ .~~a~E ;'iC~E II 

r~:G:n~il[~ ~FGUi fEJfL~ 

====~:====z==:=~=~=:===~ 

A -- A:~ a n2~ ~2r;J~·S ri:? ,- :~; filE 

II -- l~:.:r~ a:i E. 1:tl-'; ;~r=:,~ rE:::-~ 

G -- ~~I~ anj ;r :~ tJ ~~= E.E~: 

ErlEr [h::; :~: 4. ~. c- J 
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lected base::i up:m our review of the infonnation that is currently asked on 

the police reports used in Nashvi 1) e: j nt.6rvi ews wi t.h Nnshv:i]] f? proSE'CUtors 

about thE critical i terns of infonnation that are often abso..J1t or incomplete 

in reports; and. upon our own experience. 

B. User-Friendliness and Guidance 

The pr:i.nary method of trying to make the system user-friendly was through 

the a.tensivc use of the "pop-up screen" facility of BetterBASIC. Whenever 

questions were askoo that could be answered by selecting words or short 

phrases from a list, a pop-up screen was created. It is a rectangular screen 

containing the list of possible answers. It partially overlays (in a different 

color) the screen with the original questions. The user then moves the 

cursor to the correct choice and strikes the RETURN key. The choice is 

automatically printed in the appropriate answer space. 

In addition, user-friendliness was sought by using the graphics and 

color coding facilities to highlight instructions and choices for the user, 

and by providing an extensive set of i. '1Structions and prompts to guide the 

user. Further user guidance was achieved by an error-trapping method. At the 

f5rd :::;:f each screen the user is asked if the information he/she bas entered on 

that particular screen is correct. If not f the screen is erasoo and the 

user re-enters the data. 

Another feature is that for certain i terns of information entered by the 

user (e.g. the names of all the persons and the descriptions of all the 

vehicles involvoo in the case) the computer automatically compiles lists 
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which become pop-up screens thernsel ves. 'Thus I at those points in the program 

wherE' thp u~r is rlskPC'l snr.h th:\rryc:: riC:: t-1h0 'W'RC:: present CIt the f:l:!arc..11 or t'!)e 

a...."Test I the list of all the names of the po-rsons in the case pops up and the 

user TIP-rely points to the relevant names rather than having to retype them. 

C. 'The Prosecution Report 

The main design question regarding the prosecution report generated by 

the software was its fonnat. The key choice was between condensed or eh.tended 

fonnats. Condensed reports would have omitted any sections of the report 

for which there was no infonnation and would have butted each separate section 

up against the preceding one so as to conserve space. 

The extended fonnat prints all sections and begins each new section on 

a new page. The expected advantage was that this would allow prosecutors to 

know exactly where to look for certain infonnation once they became familiar 

with the report fonnat. The disadvantage is that it constrrnes enonnous amounts 

of paper and spreads the report across several pages. 

III. A Chronology Of The Proj ect 

A. Tne Sched.ule 

This project was scheduled for 18 months but took 32. By the end of 

the first six months we had hoped to be field testing the software for the 

first crime. By the end of the ninth month we had hoped to have software 

that included all four crimes being tested. The next nine months were for 
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collecting cases prepared by the software, evaluating them and writing the 

report, 

In truth our pro};X)sed schedule was a broad estimate. OUr system designer 

and our chief programmer had installed some comparatively simple programs in 

some law offices before but had not had experience with an undertaking as 

massive as our project. We based our estimates on their experience and on 

assurances from knowledgeable people that what we were attempting to do was 

relatively easy and would be able to take advantage of programming languages 

that have features directly related to our purposes. 

B. Early Delay 

As a general rule it seems that substantial delays occur at every };X)int 

in a project where progress depends upon the actions of people outside the 

project staff. This is not say that project staff are always as efficient 

as might be. Rather the point is that in distilling our own experience a 

general pattern worth noting emerges. Researchers and funding agencies 

seeking criteria for judging the feasibility of project schedules, should know 

that project dependency on outsiders is a critical dimension to be wary of. 

Delays in our project began immediately. We did not begin with computer 

and programming software in hand. Obtaining them was not a simple matter of 

a trip to the local computer store. Obtaining the computer was delayed 

because IR1 discovered a flaw in the malei we ordered and after several 

weeJr-s's delay notified customers that it was stopp:i.ng shipment on that rncx1el 

(the AT) indefinitely. We then ordered an alternative mcdel (the Xl') . 
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The software was selected after vie,,>lina a} ternat:i va reckaaes and nrete..c:;.t-_ .....J,&,. 

in:j Better.E.ASIC. The design of the lcgic of the Pro:jICU11 began in the second 

month but proceeded slowly. By the end of the first six months it was ap

parent that the job was more difficult than had been anticipated. This was 

in part due to difficulty of using Better.E.ASIC, 'Ihis in turn was due not 

only to the fact that Better:B.ASIC uses some different strucL-ures than are 

found in standard BASIC but also because of the incredible inadequacy of its 

manual- 10 

It is hard to explain to someone who had never written even a simple 

prcgram how time-constnning and tedious programming can be under the best of 

cirClUIlStances ,11 It is impossible to convey the frustration, exhaustion and 

self-doubt created. when one is using a manual that frequently gives you 

wrong infonnation or emits telling you some essential infonnation, It can 

be as simple as forgetting to indicate that a It/It is needed at the end of a 

line; or telling you to use a "/" when it was sup]?C)sed. to be a "\", 

SUch errors cause enormous delays. Tney are not easy to detect. 'Ihe 

nonnal tendency of the prcgrammer is to assume that the manual is correct 

and the error is in something he or she did. one IX>urs over one's code 

trying to find the error and only belatedly decides that it might be in the 

10. BetterBASIC's manual was criticized. in the review we had 
seen (see footnote above) . But this warning dOt"--s nothing to 
prepare one for the kind of egregious errors and mistakes in the 
BetterBASIC manual. 

11. For a look at the complexity of code see the hard copy 
of the code for our sofurcrre in Technical Appendix, Volume I. 
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manual's instructions. A phone call to the helpline may take several tries 

v:ith the problem himself or check with his superiors. 

By tl.1& end of the sixth month the software for the first crime had not 

yet been v.'Titten and was not e.>.pected to be ready for several months. Tnere-

fore, we requested and were granted a revision in the project plan. Instead 

of writing a program that would include four crimes, we would write one for 

one crime. The reasoning was that if it worked for one crime then its value 

would have been established in principle, which is all the project was intend-

ed to do anyhow. 

B. Disaster strikes 

In the eleventh month when the design work was virtually completed; 

much of the coding was done and we thought we were about to begin the field 

test, BetterBASIC began refusing to perform certain functions. Much time 

was spent rer.Jlecking our coding and the BetterBASIC manual and consulting 

with the BetterBASIC helpline at summit Teclmology. Eventually we determined 

on our (fwn that our program had gotten so large that it was exceeding the 

available data definition area of BetterBASIC (memory area) . (The area is 

limited to 64K.)12 

By then we had lost confidence in summit Teclmology's helpline and 

decided to try to solve the problem ourselves. OUr solution was to divide 

12. '!his discovery was by trial and error. Tne summit 
TerJmology helpline consultants were not aware of it and it was 
not specified in the manual. 
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our one big program into several programs each contained in a separate rncd.ule. 

'"rillS wor1{P(') )-.pr."u= p;;'Ir:'h ~~~te pr~.!!1 r:'0'.lld be kept \·!it..'l'}.iT1 t..'l'}.e 54¥. lin>.it 

and lJer-.....ause of a special feature in BetterBDSIC that allowed you to string 

several of these modules together. When all of the space in one module was 

filled, that module \..Jould "call" the ne:>..t module. This happens so quickly 

that the user is not even aware of it. In effect it allows you to get around 

the 64K limit of each mcxiule but not vlithout a serious cost to the robustness 

and flexibility of the overall software. 

In particular it lTP....ant that the features in BetterBASIC that allowed it 

to be used to partially mimic the capacity of a data-base manager and an 

expert system, were for the most part lost. Although BetterBASIC is not 

considered a language for use in building expert systems, in our pretest of 

it we foill1d that it could be programmed to do internal cross-checking of 

answers to earlier questions addressed by the user. 

Thus in adopting BetterBASIC we had not excluded the possibility of 

creating the expert systems functions we had intended to create. But, this 

in effect was one of the consequences of our solution to the limits of Better

BASIC's data definition area. In order to do the e:>..pert-systems-type func

tions (of picking charges and feeding back directions for further investiga

tion) we had planned to use large data arrays. But once the program had to 

be broken into several modules these large arrays were no longer possible. 

Another maj or consequence for the software of this patchwork was to 

make the program less user-friendly. There are many questions in our final 
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program that as}~ repeatedly for the same basic infonnation such as the time 

and date when sornethinq occurred. ThOse questions could have been made much 

• +-eaSler ~o answer. :!:f O'.lr module solution had not had to be used, the computer 

could have taken the taken t.l-J.e user's first answer and used it as the prestnnp-

tive answer at every subsequent query. The user could take the presumptive 

answer as the default answer rather than typing the same information in 

repeatedly as now must be done. 

still another drastic consequence of our module solution was that it 

nP-ant starting all the coding of the program over from scratch! The existing 

ccrle could not simply be cut into separate modules. This meant that instead 

of being ready for the field in a few weeks the program would not be ready 

for an additional several months. 

c. Miscorrnnunication 

At this point one might have considered several alternative courses of 

action including switching to a different pr~ language; switching to 

a different pr~ team or even terminating the proja-~. However, 

such alternatives were not discussed at that time among the three principal 

staff members because the system designer evidently felt that the chief 

pr~.x/s estinlates of how long it would take to do the recoding were 

excessive and also thought it best to encourage the project director to 

believe that the end was at hand. 

He persuaded the chief programmer (his fonner associate who was awarded 

this pr~ subcontract because of her prior pr~ work with him) 
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to join him in this strategy. Tne project director was told that a problem 

with BetterEASIC had developed but was not appraised of its seriousness or 

its implications for the project schedule or the qJ.ality of the software. He 

was not until over a year later when the proj ect was over and the final 

rep:Jrt being prepared that the scope of the problem was clearly explained to 

him. 

Unable to make an independent judgment aOOut the progress of the coding f 

anxious aOOut the serious delays and operating under the assurance that the 

prcgra:m should be rurming by the end of the thirteenth month (December) f the 

proj ect director decided to place the computer equipInent in the field just 

before the CD.risbnas vacation began. Under the impression that the software 

would be ready to use by the first week in January f he did not want to lose 

any start-up time in shipping and setting up the equipment. He also thought 

that this drastic step of putting the equipment in the field would motivate 

the staff to finish the final coding as quicJrJ.y as possible. 13 

D. The long Wait 

At the end of the first week in January the program had still not arrived 

but it was going to be there Ilearly next week". The folIo-wing WeP-k it did 

not arrive but was just about ready. Then it was reported that a new problem 

with BetterEASIC had bet=>-n discovered. For the next couple of weeks the 

report from our system designer was that stmlIlli t Tedmolcgy was trying to 

13. The chief progrannner had her own personal identical 
computer equipment at her office in Florida. So she could 
continue programming even after we placed the proj e...--t' s coroputer 
in Nashville. 
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fix the new problem. Eventually, the system designer went to summit Tech

nology headquarters in Massachusetts and. spoke to President about getting a 

solution to our problerr. and bet.ter support from them on the helpline. 

A week or so passed while we waited for summit Technology to send us a 

special fix they had prepared just for us. When it arrived it solved one 

problem but created new ones that had not been problems before. When the 

new problems were reported to Summit, they told us that release 2.0 of Better

B'ZISIC was about to be issued; that it solved all the of the problems in the 

1. 0 versions and that we should wait for it. 

'The announceJ:'['P...nt of the pending release of version 2.0 of BetterBASIC 

came in February. OUr chief programmer did not receive a copy of it until 

March. Meanwhile she had continued her solution to the original problem of 

the lllnited data definition area. Using the original version of BetterB'ZlSIC 

5..'1e continued to recode the originally coded naterial into mcx:lules and also 

to write new code for those parts of the prCXjrffill that had not been coded when 

the original problem had been found. 

She had proceeded on the reasonable assumption that version 2.0 of 

BetterBASIC would permit upward compatibility with the earlier version that 

she W"'a8 using. However, when version 2.0 arrived the crucial feature that 

her solution depended upon, namely the ability of one module to call another 

module, had been eliminated.. Moreover, version 2.0 did not solve the problem 

of the lllnited data definition area (the limit was still 64K) i and, the new 

manual was as nightmarish as the original. It was loaded wi"b.'1 errors and 
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omissions. Commands had been changed.. It was like usi.nq a ne\\! pr~ 

language. Tni.nqs that had worked. in the oriqinal version did not work any-

more. 'YI'Then she triEd ::'0 convert all of the code she had written into version 

2.0 , everything collapsed. 

F.rustrated and dishea...-rtened not only with BetterBASIC but also with the 

fact that her professional judgmc'...J1ts had been overruled to the detriment of 

the proj ect, she ~an rewriting evelything in version 2. O. She indicated 

to the system designer that she wanted to terminate her relationship to the 

project. He in turn reported to the project director that it seemed we had 

better get a new programmer. 

E. 'lbe Dilemma of Proceeding 

'lbe project director was finally able to have a quasi-candid discussion 

with the programmer about the problems with the proj ect. The questions he 

addressed were whether to go any further wit..'1. BetterBASIC, whether to switch 

to a new language and start over, to switch to a new team, or to terminate 

the project. He contacted several private software development finns that 

~vere interested in doing the work, but they wanted substantial consulting fees 

just to review the work that had already been done. 14 

'lbere was not enough money to start over (or to be worth terminating) 

and the programmer reported that if she could be given help with the coding 

14 Tneir fees were Ilsubstantial ll only in the relative 
sense of eating up a large proportion of the proj ect I S remaining 
budget. Tnis would have prevented using that money for yet 
another alternative, the one that was eventually taken, namely to 
hire an additional coder. 
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she thought she could get the software 'Ih'ri tten by the May target date that 

we were now discussi.n? So she was allowoo. to hire an assistant programmer. 

'Ibe ccxiing prcx::eeded comparatively rapidly. Modules were creatoo.. 

However, since version 2.0 did not provide for a way to chain the m::rlules 

t09'ether yet another solution to this new problem had to be found. 'Ibis 

solution also degraded the perfonnance of the software. It causes short 

waits at the points in the program 'Where the mcxlule has to be written to disk. 

'Ihe new target date was intendoo. to allow for at least a month of field 

testing, training and refining to be done by the system designer before the 

project funds expired and he left the field. 15 However, delays continued to 

occur partly because of the difficulties for the new progrannner in learning 

the new language and also because of the problems of carnmunicating and ship

ping materials betweo-n three different cities in two different states and 

ber...ause of differences of opinion between the system designer and the chief 

programmer over details of the code. 

F. 'Ibe Changing of the Guard 

By the last weekend of the system designer on the proj ect we were still 

waiting for a complete version of the program to run altogether for the 

first time. It did not arrive. 

15. At one point we consideroo. moving the proj ect to the 
system designer's hometown so that he would be able to continue 
to work on the proj ect after the funds were exp:>.J1ded. However , 
the hometown police department was not receptive to the idea and, 
upon reflection, the project director that such an arrangement 
vlould not have been in the interests of the proj ect. 
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'llle new plan was for the prol ect director to qO to Nashville when the 

program was ready; install it; train the police in its use; ancl leave it 

there for several months to collect data. 16 At that point the prcgrarrrmer 

called to say that her physician had advised her that the stress of the 

project was seriously jeopardizing her health and that she had to have time 

away fram the computer. 

G. Pyrrhic Victory 

Finally I in August she was able to return to work. A first draft of 

the total program (except the report generator) was finished and shipped to 

Nashville. At 11:23 am on August 23, 1987 our program actually lighted up 

the color monitor and blinked its way across the pages of law enforcement 

history. 

We were euphoric. 'llle program looked good. on the screen. Training of 

police officers began immediately. 'The police officers who were trained on 

it liked it and were not reluctant to learn how to use it. 'llley seemed to 

learn the basic logic of moving through the screens fairly quickly (within a 

30 to 60 nUnute training session) . 

However , it was obvious that our plan to install the computer in the 

case Preparation Unit's offices and to have those sUp='JVising officers train 

all incoming officers in the use of our computer was not feasible. The 

16 
not fly. 

The chief programmer could not do this because she does 
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training was best done on a one-to-one basis. It took at least 30 to 60 

mlnutes to get a general sense of how to work tte program. A neophyte at 

typing an:5. ,:::omputers would n~ even more timE: to practice. Tne supervisors 

could not afford that }d.nd of time and they pointed out that the officers 

themselves would not be able to devote that much time just to being trained, 

much less type in their reports. 

The new plan was to leave the computer in the Burglary Division's space 

and just have the burglary detectives use it. So the computer was set up in 

a general purpose room near the Division and we began training the burglary 

detectives. We trained lO officers and one of the.m was given the responsi

bility of training the rest of the Division. The captain of the Division 

assured us that he would have his detectives use the computer. 

Two days after the project director returned to Washington, D,C" he 

received a call saying that the program had gone into a loop and vJould not 

respond. The system had to be shut down until he could return to Nashville 

to repair it two weeks later. 

H. Delay in the Field Use 

Tnree weeks later the project director was back in Nashville to install 

the final component of the program, namely the report generator (the 12 

program modules that take the infonnation that the user bas entered in a 

case and produce a fonnatted report) i to demonstrate the software at the 

Annual Meeting of the International Association of Chiefs of Police; and to 

get the detectives to use the computer more. 
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In his telephone checks with the captain of the Burqlary unit he had 

lea..."11e::1 that very fey,' cases were bE:ing entered. The explanation for the 

non-use was unc:lear. '!he captain of the Division had said that he had ordered 

the officers to use the pr~ and was under the impression that they had 

been doing so. But the captain was also concerned that until t.hen the com

puter had not produced any hard-copy rep<:)rts (because until then the report 

generator modules had not been programme:i and installed). When he saw the 

reports that were produced by the newly installed report generator he was so 

pleased that he said he wanted to continue using the computer after the 

proj ect was over even though it would only prod.uce burglary reports. 

We did not leave the report generator activated in Nashville when we 

left. '!hat is, detectives who used the program would have enter reports 

without being able to obtain hard-copy versions of them. In retrospect this 

was a mistake. It contributed to some extent to the ul tilnate non-use of the 

program. We should have beo...n more sensitive to the officers' need to get 

something for contributing their tiJne and effort to entering cases for us. 

Tne report generator was not left activated because it would have added 

a small but significant complication to the use of our program. We did not 

have time to integrate the report generator modules into the existing overall 

program. '!herefore, instead of operating off of the JnO...nu in the program (as 

originally planned and where one of the options is "print report"), the 

report generator is o]?""...rated by a separate command that is given outside the 

program. To anyone with elemental knowl edge of the computer this is not a 
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problem if they are forewarned. But, for a computer program that was going 

to be used by people who were going to be trained by people who were novices 

themsel ve.s I it seemed too m'.lch to ask. 

Moreover I there was no plan to actually use the reports that might have 

been produced by our pr~ as actual reports to be included in thE:; files 

sent to the prosecutors. (The planned use was for our evaluation purposes 

only. ) As far as we could imagine, if the report generator had been left 

activated and some set of directions left on how to use it, the reports it 

printed would have simply been for the interest of the detectives. This was 

weighed against the risk of them accidentally giving the wrong command and 

disabling the system. 

Between October 1986 and January 1987 the captain continued to report 

that he was telling his officers to use the computer but that usage was very 

light. our target was 50 cases. He estimated that there were less than 

ten. He suggested that the low usage was due to the fact that the Nashville 

Police Depa.rb'rP-nt had served as host to the IACP meeting, to the holiday 

leave-time being taken and to the unusually heavy demands of the detectives' 

time. But, he felt that things should get better soon. We were told we 

could check with a sergeant who c::>Q...~pied the same office where the computer 

was set up and who had been given the responsibility of training new users 

on it. In late January the sergeant reported that use of the computer was 

be;rinning to increase. By the end of February he reported that more than 30 

cases (our revised target number) had been entered. 
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I. 'Ibe Next Set Back 

ruring the spring semester break in early March the prolev""'t director 

went. to Nashville expe:=ting t.o finally print the experimental cases and 

deliver them to the prosecutor's office for the evaluation. Given the record 

so far r he should have been prepared for the next disappoinbnent. The 30 

cases that had been entered were unusable. In any event most of them had 

been entered by the sergeant in a well-intended gesture to help out the 

project. A few had been entered by other officers but parts of the report 

had been omitted or improperly recorded. 

There had been virtually no traL" ng of detectives beyon:: the ones 

originally trained by us. The program had been virtually ignored and there 

was no hope that things would get better if the program were left in Nashville 

for another six years. OUr hosts had been p:>li te and tolerant and patient 

with our project for over a year. It was unlikely that had we appt='-aled to 

the chief to o:r:der even greater cooperation that we would have met with much 

sympathy. 

We notified the National Institute of Justice of the situation and got 

approval to reduce to the evaluation to the interviews and observations that 

we were able to do and to our greatly scaled down version of the quasi -experi -

mental design t.hat we have described earlier. 

J. Delay with the Prosecutors 

We then produced experimental and cont.,:",ol case files for three cases 

that we entered into the COIT[puter ourselves using existing files from the 
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Burglary Division. Twenty sets of these three cases (10 eh'}?erimental and 10 

controls) were distributed to prosecutors for their evaluation in mid-March. 

In the first week of June the project director went to Nashville to 

collect the evaluated case files and interview the prosecutors who had used 

the reports generated by our program. At that time only half of the prose

cutors had returned their completed evaluations. OUr liaison person promised 

get the rest of the prosecutors to complete the evaluations and to send them 

to us the week following our return. As of July 28 and dozens of phone 

calls later, two prosecutors had still not completed their evaluations and 

none of the additional evaluations that were done had been forwarded to us. 

Finally, on August 4 the remaining evaluations arrived and the data 

transfer and analysis began. 
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CHAPI'ER 6 

THE EVAllJATION 

I. Process and Impact 

This evalua.tion consists of both a process and an impact evaluation. The 

process evaluation is based on our experience in all aspects of this project 

from designing and staffing it to selecting, implementing and evaluating the 

tec1mology . Its pUl:"fXJse is to give an account of what happened on this 

project not only to place the impact analysis in a larger c~ntext but also 

to identify and critique the underlying assumptions and the decisions taken 

regarding the overall pUl:"fXJse and implementation of the project. The value 

of the process analysis lies in its contribution to the knowledge-base re-

garding proj ects such as this involving microcomputers applications in law 

enforce:mo...nt .l 

l. Microcomputers are coming to law enforcerno...nt at a rapid 
pace. In the recent round of research propqsals submitted to the 
National Institute of Justice I s Apprehension and Prosecution 
initiative three of twenty proposals involved the use of 
microcomputers and expert systems or database managers. OVer 20 
companies are currently selling microcomputer products to law 
enforce:mo...nt agencies. Other products are being produced by 
individual police officers using their knowledge from home 
computers to solve job related problems. NIJ has funded other 
microcomputer applications in law enforcement. One notable one 
with which we are directly :t:f!miliar is the st. Petersburg Police 
Department's project. in which all patrol officers have been given 
lap held computers programmed to take the initial information in 
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It may be that microcomputers v,Till equal the telephone and the automobile 

in their revolutiona....j' impact on law enforcemoJItj but, before that can happen 

a turd of experience v,rill have to accumulate. Some blind alleys may be 

taken. BUt, hopefully many can be avoided by consolidating VJhat we lecun 

from early experiences. 

Most of our experience with attempting to improve law enforcement v,7ith 

a microcomputer application has been based on the software VJhich we developed 

and tested. In addition we had direct albeit brief looks at four other 

computer applications: the st. Petersburg Police Depa.rtJno..nt I slap-held corn-

puters; the Garland Texas Police Deparbnent I S mainframe computer; and the 

Rockville, (N.Y.) Police Deparbnent's ALECS program in which the police 

enter their reports directly on the computer j and, Coastal Computer System IS 

untested expert system for sela..""ting criminal charges (to be. used in tandem 

with the FLECS system which was written by Coastal and which o~....rates on a 

minico:mputer) . 

a general police report. 

The International Association of Chiefs of Police supplied 
t'I-J.e following partial listing of vendors: Mark Systems, Redwood, 
CA..; JNSIAW, Washington [ D.C.; DataSystems Northwest, Bremerton, 
WA.; Micro-Base Corp., Dayton, OH.; Syntax, Kent, WA.; Command 
Data Systems, D-1blin, CA.; Automation Counselors, Frederick, MD. i 
IPIM Jacksonville, FL.; CISCO, Pasadena, MD.; Provincial Systems, 
Huntington Beach, CA.; Designer Software Consultants, Ft. Worth, 
'IX.; Applied Manageffii='JIt Corp., Helena, MI'.; Cogebec, Montreal, 
Quebec; Enforth Corp., Cambridge, MA.; Law Enforcement Data 
Systems, PeQria, IL.; SCANTRAK Corp. I North Haledon, N.J. i NCSI 
Rockville, MD.; CSTI Wauwatosa, WI.; Public Safety Systems, 
Gaithersburg, MD.; Foresight systems, Lawrence, KS.; OBC Public 
Safety Division, Dayton, OH.; and Coastal Computer Systems, Long 
Beach, N.Y. 
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'!he underlying assumptions of our software decisions and a chronolc:gy 

of project events ~ere pres8.t'1ted in Chapter 5. The evaluation bela",' is a 

critique of those assumptions and decisions in search of guidance for future 

efforts of this kind. Also presented is the evaluation of the impact of the 

software on the intended users. 

II. '!he Process 

A. Cost 

Tne emphasis in the present proj ect on prcXiucing an inexpensive software 

system was misplaced at"lCl self-defeating. It influenced the choice of the 

hardware and the software and in so doing placed unnecessary constraints on 

the options available. 

Producing high quality prosecution reports is a vital function of the 

police and it should be funded at a level corrrrnensurate with its importance 

as are other important functions such as patrolling in squad cars. 

B. rryping/Computer-User Skills 

'!he assumption that the police should not be e>.-pected to be reasonably 

proficient typists wrongly accepted the status quo and perpetuates the classic 

mismatch between police tasks and police skills. The police are in the 
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infonnation collection and transmission business and they should be expected 

to have the skills and technolcX3Y appropriate to that task. Tney are reguirecl 

to }a1QV,T hcy~.' to handlE firearms which they rarely used. But they are not 

required to }mow haw to handle a typewriter although they write 20 reports a 

week. 

The assrnnption also wrongly underestimated the willingness and ability 

of the police to learn this skill (and the e.>.tent to which rncmy of them have 

already developed some facility at it). 

The police in Nashville, st. Petersburg, Lynbrook and Rockville, New 

York2 wi'l,ingly accepted the challenge of learning to type on computer key

boards. The Nashville detectives were already familiar with using computer 

terminals to do record checks. 

The assrnnption that the police could not be expected to type led to two 

drastic design flaws: the over use of pop-up screens and the attempt to 

virtually eliminate the need for a narrative section of the report by the 

extensive use of short-answer questions. Both mo....asures made the program 

extremely teclious and unfriendly; and, in the end it was impossible to dis-

pt='-l1Se with the unstructured narrative section which the officer had to type 

by him,lherself. 

1.. The Pop-up Screens 

2. 'Ihe New York cites are -v,7J:lere the ALEC'S progrmn is 
crperating (Unnarned., 1986; l'Iattura, 1986). 
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Instead of designing screens as simple templates into which the 

respondent woulatype the required infonnation in the space provided, we 

attempted to minimize typing by the use of "pop-up screens". For instance, 

when our sof~e asks for an address t the police officer does not have to 

type in the word, "Nashville". Instead, a screen pops up containing the 

names of Nashville and all the other surrounding towns within the juris

diction. 4 

'!he police officer only has to move the flashing arrow (cursor) on the 

screen to the correct choice and hit the ENTER key. '!he name will be auto

matically entered into the report. '!his not only saves the trouble of typing 

but also assures that the word will be correctly spelled. 

'!his seemed like a perfect solution to the problems of typing and spell

ing. It seemed to anticipate the most "obvious" objection to the use of our 

software. If anyone claimed it would not work because some police officers 

cannot type or spell, we would be able to retort that the marvels of o.::m1puter

ization had antiquated the need for such primitive skills. An officer would 

not need to do anything much more than "point and click". 

It sounded so wonderful in theory; but in practice the hidden problems 

emerged and have convinced us of the wisdom of approaching all computer 

solutions and their advocates with a great deal TIK)re skepticism than we did. 
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'Ihere are many unseen costs and pitfa.lls in computer solutions. For 

instance, it may be true that police officers do not have to be excellent 

typists in order to use the computer. But it is certainly not true that 

the need for a m:inimum degree of typing skill and familiarity with the key

board can be circumvented. by clever prc:graruming. All computer solutions 

that require manual (typed) input (as opposed to the voice-activatec1 systems 

of the future) will require some minimal skill at using ke}1YJal-US. 

Instead of using our pop-up files it often would have been faster, 

easier, and less confusing overall, if we had simply allowec1 users to type 

many short items directly into the report. Some pop-files require more key-

strokes to insert an answer than would have been required to type it in 

directly. 

For example, one pop-file lists the words: "Street"; "Avenue"; "Highv,ra.y"; 

"Pike" i etc. In most cases the officer could have typed in the answer in 

three strokes, e.g. "st." But using the pop-up file may not only require 

that he/she use five or six strokes to get to the correct choice, but also 

requires that hel she use the cursor keypad. 'Ihis means lifting one's hand 

away from the main keyboard area and then having to relocate your fingers on 

the correct keys when you return to the main keyboard area. All of this is 

not only less than efficient f it is outright annoying. 

Some of these inefficiencies might have been remedied. if we had more 

time to field test and revise our software. But there was a limit to the 

increase in user-friendliness that such revisions would have achievec1. More 
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importantly, if we had eviscerated all of the marginally efficient pop-up 

files, we would have defeated one of the main reasons for choosing Better 

Basic as our programming language. 

We would have :been far more successful if we had tried to be less helpful 

to the user and just created elev~ronic templates of the basic police report 

fonus and had the police type in the infonnation and type a narrative at the 

end. '!his in fact is how the AmCS system operates and the police in Lynbrook 

and Rock'Ville, New York have found no difficulty in typing the missing inform

ation and the narrative. 3 

We considered this approach but rejected it not only because of our 

assumptions about the need to help the police type their reports but also 

because it did not go beyond the existing police report fonn. It did not 

branch and probe with contingent questions as would a live prosecutor. 

2. '!he Narrative 

'!here are two components to police reports: the analytic and the 

synthetic. '!he analytic component refers to all of those sections of the 

various documents that consist of answers to specific questions I such as 

time and date of arrest; age, sex, race of defendant; etc. '!he synthetic 

component refers to those narrative sections of the reports that giv~ an 

account of what happened, usually in chronological order. 

3. We do not know whether the AmCS system has increased the 
amount of infonnation transmitted by the police to the 
prosecutor; and we did not interview pro5ev--utors for their 
opinion of AmCS. But we did speak to the police and they are 
quite pleased by the system. 
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Both types of infonnation are critical to have but each performs dj ffer

ent functi ons. Prosecutors tend to regard the narrative as the primary 

source of infonnation about the case. A quick review of the narrative gives 

them a sense of the whole and a sense of the credibility of the account. 

The narrative sections are even more crucial in jurisdictions like Nashville 

where there are prosecutorial screening operations and case-related communica

tions between police and prosecutor.:- are virtually entirely based on the 

case reports. 

We attempted to minimize what would have to be typed in the narrative 

section of the report by maximizing what was asked about in the question

and-answer section of the report. The prosecutors who used reports produced 

by our program were happy to have the more thorough short-answer section and 

did not think it was unreasonable to ask the police to respond to all those 

short answer questions (which far exceeded the number of questions asked on 

a usual police report and which we ourselves now think are too e>..tensive). 

But prosecutors were unanimous in the importance they place on the open 

narrative section of a report. 

3. User Friendliness 

Achieving a high degree of user friendliness in any software appli

cation is an important goal which most users would probably say you can not 

get enough of. However, it is possible to go for more user friendliness 

than is necessary. We made this mistake because of our underestimation of 

the police capacity for typing. In contrast; the ALECS prcgram which did 
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not assume the police could not type I has vi...'>"t.ually none of the fancy color 

coded screens and boXe::1 materials that O'.1r program has. Yet r t-.he pol j ('Eo 

have no problem usin? ALECS. 

C. state of the Art v. Proven Teclmology 

Although we disagree among ourselves, two of the three of our principal 

staff members believe that it is a mistake in projects such as ours to adopt 

the latest teclmology rather than going with proven materials. The problems 

of developing, field testing and evaluating software are great enough without 

adding additional risk and delay associated with unproven technology. 

Even if the new technology performs flawlessly its use imposes substantial 

start-up costs involved in learning its use and in solving all problems 

oneself. 

D. start-up Time 

Purchasi."1g, assembling, and configuring the hardware and learning the 

new software (BetterBASIC) delayed this project far more than was expected. 

Future projects of our kin6 whose schedules are dependent on access to com

puters should have tl:}e equipment in place at the outset and should only use 

software that the staff has already learned. 

E. staff Qualifications 

COl.Tputer applications to substantive areas such as law enforcement 

require the blending of different sets of expertise. Tne staff necessarily 

has to combine the technical expertise of the software developer and the 
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technical expertise of the law enforcer. But someone has to be ultimately 

in charqe. 

OUr project gives no clear guidance as to whet.'1er it is tetter that the 

person in charge be the one Wl. th the corrputer expertise or the substantive 

(law enforcement) expertise; nor, does it give clear guidance as to the 

requisite prior experience of the staff. However, prior experience in soft

ware development of the magnitude involved in this proj ect might have led to 

more conservative judgments about the design and language choices. 

Also , it is essential that proj e<..."ts developing software have some im

partial aternal software development consultant review the proj ect plans, 

schedule and. prCXjress for the purpose of providing both the senior proj ect 

staff and the funding agency with an independent judgment alx>ut the feasible, 

prCXjress and. quality of the software. Writing software is not like building 

a wall where the layman is not dependent upon the bricklayer for a judgment 

as to whether things are going as planned. 

F. T'ne Field Test 

Tne cooperation that this project received from the Nashville Police 

Department and the District Attorney General's Office can only be described 

as excellent. Both organizations welcomed the study and agreed to full 

cooperation. They both made time, personnel and space available to us. 

We do not want to seem unappreciative or unreasonable. However I at one 

level cooperation viaS hard to obtain. It lJer'....ame impossible to get the detec-
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ti yes to use the computer; and it took months to get the prosecLltors to 

return their evaluations of the cases. 

From interviews with detectives it appeared that five conditions dis-

couraged their cooperation. They were not trained on the equipment and 

feare:i causing it to break down. Those who used it found that the software 

was tediously demanding and time-consuming. To do a complete report took us 

about two hours even after we had developed some facility with using the 

program. Manually produced reports can be produced in about one hour. 

The two hours or so that detectives would have had to spend entering a 

case on our machine would have been time out of their daily schedule for 

'Which they had nothing to show. They could not get: a hard copy of the report 

they entered because we did not supply them with the necessary command to 

print the report. 4 They pointed out that if a computer program to assist in 

case preparation is ever to be successful it must not duplicate the report 

writing of the police. They also noted that our computer had been located 

in a high traffic area where it was hard to concentrate. 

The fact that we did not have a staff TflO....l1'll:Jt:>--1.· on location to respond to 

these concerns clearly contributed to the failure of the field test. 

4. Originally the software program was to include a simple 
optional co.rnrnand that would have printed a report. However, when 
the report generating programs were finally added to overall 
prog.ram we had no time to integrate them into the mn.i.n menu as 
planned. They have to be run off of separate comrnand. which we 
decided not to give the police because of the possible confusion 
it might create. 
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The Impact 

A. Metho:iolo:;:JY 

Because of the project difficulties and the minimal use of our software 

by the police, the design of o~ impact analysis had to be compromised. In 

its revised form it consists of three parts: a qu:~si-e.xperi.Jn.::.J1tal design 

which measures the impact of the computer-assisted case report on prosecutors 

estimates of the quality of the case report and the likely disposition of the 

case; interviews with police and prosecutors regarding their assessments of 

the value of the reports produced with the help of the computer; mJO. our 

judgm:>J1ts based on field observations regarding the merits of our software 

and the principle behind this project. 

The general hypotheses were the follo\ying: that case reports which were 

enhanced by the presence of the computer-assisted reports (in addition to 

the usual manually produced reports) would be rated as being more informative 

and likely to result in a more severe disposition than the non-enhanced 

reports; that police would find our software easy to use and would prefer 

using it rather than writing reports by hand: and that prosecutors would 

find the computer-assisted reports clear and easy to use as well as more 

helpful for prosecution p~~ses than the traditional manually produced 

report. 
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B. The Quasi-Experimental Design 

1. The Experimental Variable 

'1\<10 sets of three bUr'::'glary cases were prepare:3.. The "control" set 

consiste:3. of the original manually-produced };X)lice case re};X)rts. Tne "experi-

lIP-I1tal" set consisted of the exact same documents plus for each case a special 

report prcx.:1uced with the assistance of our software. Each of the three 

cases involved burglary charges and each had been originally v.rritten by 

different police detectives. 5 

It must be pointed out that under the revised design the nature of the 

potential impact of the computer-assisted case report is limited to the 

impact of the fonn of the report rather than to any possible increase in 

infonnation content. That is I the experimental case reports contained no 

more information in them than was contained in the original manual reports 

from which they were copied! This is because the computer-assisted reports 

used in this part of our evaluation l-Jere prepared by us and not by the police 

officers who reported the cases. This compromise was necessary because the 

case reports that police officers produced with the assistance of the coIqPuter 

were not usable. 

5 Neither set of case re};X)rts contained the special report 
forms prepared by Nashville Police Department's case Preparation 
Unit. A comparison against that standard would not have beP...n 
appropriate for our purposes. 

Tnat is, we wanted to compare our sofuvare' s case reports 
with the kind of manual case reports that one usually finds in 
most other police depB.-rtrnents I the kind of departrnents that were 
to be the beneficiaries of our software. The question to be 
answered vJaS I "How much better would a COITg?uter-assisted case 
report be compared to the manually produced reports that are done 
in most jurisdictions?" 
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2. A Confoundinq Variable: case Fact-pattern 

}.J. though thE: three cases were all CJ.~arged as "burglaries" in the 

p:Jlice rep:Jrts, they differed. substantially in their fact-patterns and, 

hence I their evidentiary s~ength, In the original impact design these 

differences among the cases were to be controlled sta'Cisticall y so that the 

impact of the experimental variable could be measured. However, that design 

assmned there would be a total of 100 cases for analysis (50 "before's" and 

50 "after's" from the same police officers). With only three cases we were 

unable to adequately control for differences between the cases (although 

some limited controls were used in the analysis). Consequently I type of 

case became the main explanato:ry factor in the analysis I as shown below. 

Presented below are the narrative sections of the primary dOClllll"".Jlts in 

each of the three cases. The na:rt1P-s and dates have been altered. but everything 

else including misspellings and most of the formatting is virtually identical 

to the original except that it is typed as op};X)sed to handwritten. 

Case ¥ 1 

Supplemental Rep:Jrt from· Det. X.: 

On 10-6-85 at 13: 35 Sgt. CI' broadcast that he was behind a 
vehicle heading south on 1-75 and was attempting to stop vehicle 
for registration violation. Vehicle pulled off 1-75 at W. Finity 
Ave exit. Vehicle was stopped near Brook Church Pike. Registration 
came back to a Lincoln. Auto was a 1975 Pontiac, color blue, TN 
Lic. [mnnberl. Vehicle was occupied by two 1>ffi's. "As I arriVed, I 
noticed the trunk was open to Pontiac and the two ME's were separ
ated into police cars. 

In the trunk, I noticed an RCA Color T. v., a shotgun, and a 
rifle with a scope. LD. Wf3.S called. I did not ask any incrimin-
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ating questions to either ME, other t..han their names. One ME 
stated his name was Abe Haurence. Tnis later proved a lie. His 
real name is Joh.T1 C. Brov.n. D.O.B. rdeleted1. an escanee from the 
TN state Prison [prisoner number] (~ince 1977). He ~s later 
booked as an escapee. 

Fhotos and prints lifted by 1. D.. Inside trunk of vehicle was 
also located a stolen TN Lic. Plate [nt.rrnber]. Vehicle towed. 
Both charged with concealing stolen property. On 10-6-85 at 15: 00, 
car 77e, Off. XG was called to a residential burglary at the horne 
of SI I [address]. I heard the call & asked Off. XG to advise me 
of the property taken from victim I shouse. Shortly, Off. XG stated 
that victim was missing an RCA Color t. v ., an antique shotgun with 
burns or the stock and a rifle with a scope. All property 1. D. by 
victim as his in rear of C. H. Q. warrants issued for 2nd Deg. 
Burglary on each ME. Defendant KMQ also had variou.s traffic w(IT
rants outstanding. 

General Report from Officer XG: 

[Victim's name and address]. victim states that he retUl'Tled 
from working in the fields to find his house broken into. There 
was no witness'. 1.D. was called to the scene. victim will prose
cute. Taken was (1) one Remington 20 gauge shotgun with scorch 
marks on stock. (2) one Winchester 30/30 rifle with scope. (3) RCA 
19" portable T. V. color. ( 4 0) mise. jewelry. 

Affidavit in support of the burglary warrant sworn to by Sgt. CT: 

This subject was driving a blue em veh that Det. WI had advised 
me to watch out for involved in home burglaries. I stopped this 
vehicle and it had t. v. $ guns in it. Further investigation re
vealec1 victim and he is signing warrants. victim asked me to fill 
in this fonn. [signec1 sgt. CT] 

case #. 2 

General Report from Officer UX: 

[Victim's name & address etc. ] VictliTi states that as he was 
pulling into the driveway he saw a small white care backing out of 
drive. The white car was being driven by a mjw app ;1.8-21 yrs of 
age. Victim states that when they meet in drive the suspect eh cut 
through the grass and went around him. :ID not notified because of 
lac]\: of physical evidence. Victim states that he will prosecute. 
Items ta1<:en to be called in. 
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SUpplemental RejX)rt frorr. Officer SX: 

8-4 -85 1400 I talked to MY Vv"X after having made several 
atte.rrIPts to reach him and he stated that his home was entered 
around 1700 on 7-29-85 by a MW who was driving a late rrodel small 
.... 'hite car. Mr X could not give an accurate description of suspect 
but did say he was MW app 21 yrs old. He could not obtain a lic 
number. 

missing 
1 RCA video tape recorder 

model VPP92s 
ser 4353355 

1 Rc..~ video tape recorder 
mod vctt500 
ser unknown 

Supplemental Report from Det. XFC: 

9-2-85 This date I shOWed a photoline up to a Mr. WX. He 
had seen the suspect as he drove out of his driveway. The victim 
piCked out suspect HFE. The photo line up consisted of the follow
ing photos. (name, ID numbers and dates of six defendants]. 

I obtained a warrant on D and seJ:Ved it on him along with 
Det. G. 

Warrant # [number] (2nd Degree Burglary) 

Photograph Identification Fonn from Det. XFC: 

[Identifies photos in array, date, time, signaturo of person 
making identification, i. e. the victim Mr. WX] Pointed to #5 
[photo of defendant HFEJ and stated that's him. 6 

.Arrest Report Fonn from Det. XI: 

6. Note that at the time of the crime the victim had 
reported that the suspect was approximately 18-21 years old but 
defendant HFE was 35 years old. 
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[Name, address etc. of defendant]. SUspect was picked out of 
a photo line up by vict:irr. '\I-.'X.7 

case # 3 

supplemental Report from D=t. ES: 

On 7-1-84 ( about 4: OOam, the dispatcher called me at home and 
advised me that a suspect was caught in a building at [address] 
and patrol requested a detective. I arrived on the scene about 
4:30am. Offs. L and Q and Sgt. X were at the scene. Officer Q was 
the first car at the scene and she arrived at 3: 38am. Richard Roe, 
church development director, [address and phone], was also at the 
scene. One of the plate glass windows, facing Haple st, was broken. 
I was advised by Off. L that the suspect broke this windml on the 
way out. A plexiglass window, beside the broken window was damaged 
from the outside. This is the window that had been replaced since 
the burglary last week. On the opposite side of the building, by 
the parking lot, a plate glass window was broken and a window 
inside the reception area was also broken with a large roc:k. 

On the sidewalk f on Maple st, near the broken window, was a 
brown leather Platt suit case containing a General Electric cassette 
recorder, NCR calculator, Unimark Digital cloc:k radio and an Ambas
sador leather shaving kit. 

The suspect told Officer L that he was staying at [address]. 

ID Officer G came to the scene and photographed the entire 
area. He also dusted, the items in the suit case, for prints. 

Hr EM showed me where each item came from. The suitcase was 
in Hr HE' office and the suspect. emptied the conte...YJ.ts on the floor. 
He then loaded up a cloc:k radio and the shaving y,i t from Mr EM's 
office. The tape recorder came from another officer and the calcul
ator was in the reception are.a. 

I then went to the Booking Room and talked with Officer z. 
Officer Z discovered that the suspect's real name is GMD. At 
5: 40am, I read Hr D his rights and he signed a waiver of rights 

7. Note that one has to infer from all of the papers in this 
case that defendant HFR was already in custody for some other 
unrelated crime at the time of the serving of the warrant this 
case. This inference has to be made on the basis of item # 19 on 
the arrest form where the location of the arrest is given as the 
Criminal Justice Center (where the loc:k-up is located). 
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fonn. He stated that he had not been drinki.ng or taking drugs but 
he was high on life. He admitted breaking the window. He also 
stated that he made a mistake but he needed the money for his 
kids. He stated that he should have broken into his wife's. he 
then state that he would not answer any :fu:r"-....her questions. He 
just wanted to sleep. 

supplemental Report from Officer z: 

On 7-1-84 at 0344 I was dispatch:':>;d to [address] on a burglar 
alann. When I arrived [pa.trol cars] 75ce & 77ce had already checked 
on the scene. I pulled around to the south side of the buildi.ng. 
When I got out of the car I heard glass breaking on the other side 
of the building. I ran to the north side and found 75ce had caught 
a male black coming out of the building. The subj ect was carrying 
a large brown suitcase. The subj ect did not resist when he was 
put under arrest. 

I searched the building with 71ce & 77ce. We found the offices 
on the second floor had been open~ and searched. The items taken 
from these offices are unknown at. this time. 

Tne subj ect caught coming out the window was advised of his 
right immediately after being put under arrest [date & time], by 
Officer XZ 75ce. 

General Report from Officer Q: 

on 7-1-84 at 0330hrs suspect DE threw a large rock thru 
plate glass window'S at [address]. Sonitrol reported alann at 
0338hrs and I arrived at 0340hrs. covering the south end of build
ing. Off. Z covered the nor-ill side of building. At this time 
suspect kicked out plate glass window on north end of building and 
exited carrying a brown bag containing an adding machine, a tape 
recorder, a radio and a smaller brown bag. Suspect placed under 
arrest by Off. Z as he exited building. ID notified. 

3. Control Variables 

:Below is a listing of the other variables that were ccxied for each 

of the three cases: 

A. Characteristics of Prosecutors Who Evaluated the cases: 

ID 
Age 
Years prosecuting exp=rience 
Sex 
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Number of burglaries disposed of 
Attitudes: agree/disagreement wit..'1 follovdng: 

scx:::iety has to worry ill:)re alx>ut tlle erosion of consti tu
tional protections and civil liberties then about crime 
in the street. 

Crime in this corrrrnunity could be controlled oore effect
i vel y if the police provided prosecutors with better
prepared cases. 

The prim:rry responsibility of prosecutors is to ensure 
that serious criminals are punished. 

If a prosecutor believes a defendants is guilty but also 
believes that the crucial levidence is not admissible I 
he/she should seek conviction through plea negotiations. 

Generally spo--aJr-ing, in Davidson county Criminal Court, 
the state gets more thc:m i t gives in plea negotiations. 

B. Characteristics of the case: 

Number of non-police witnesses 
Was physical evidence recovered 
Value of property stolen/damaged 
Type premises 
Victim-offender relationship 
Was someone on the premises when burglarized 
Someone injured 
Number ccdefendants 
Race of defendant 
Age of defendant 
~fendant confessed 
~fendant staterno....nts other than confession 
Was lawful owner of premises identified 
ID unit called 
ID Unit results arE! reported 
Crime cx:::curred "at night" 
~fendant carried gun 
Number officers who prepared the report 
Defendant carried weap::>n other than gun 
Fingerprints matched 
Point of entry described 
Arrest was via service of a warrant 
Positive ID of defendant, defendant in premises 
Positive ID of defendant, defendant nea:r:by with stolen propo-rty 
Positive ID of defendant, defendant nearby without stolen property 

within 1 hour 
Person who knew defendant place hilry'her in/near premises within 1 hour 
car license mmiber linked to defendant 
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Defendant's car matched description 
Tiremarks, shoeprints, clothing or "other" of deferrlant matches descrip-

tion of witness 
Photos taken at scene 
Burglary tools impounded 
Defendant posSt".....ssed stolen property when arreste::l near scene within 1 

hour 
Defendant possessed stolen property when arrested later than 1 hour 
Intent clear, e.g. stashed property 
Informant implicated defendant 
Co-defendant implicated defendant 
Defendant admitted being at scene 
Crime discovered in progress by police 
Crime discovered in progress by victim/witness 
Crime discovered later I afte..r deferrlant left 
other factors link defendant 
Police officer who primarily prepared this report was detective, patrol 

or other 
Warrant was obtained by police, victim or other. 
Prosecutor's estimate of the amount of hann done 

4. Dependent Variables 

All prosecutors were asked to rate the cases along the dirno...nsions 

of quality of case preparation and estimated disposition as originally plan-

ned. For each case they were given a fom marked, "CASE PREPARATION EVAIDA-

TION FORM," with the following instructions: 

Please assume that the cases had been bound over from General 
Sessions Court and assigned to you for disposition. Review the 
entire file. Then respond to the questions below. Our interest 
is in knrrwing how well or how poorly this report provides you with 
iriformation needed to make a. sound decision about each of the pos
sible legal issues below. We are not asking you to evaluate the 
quality of the police investigation itself. our interest is in 
knowing whether the police have 'written a report that anticipates 
the information needs of the prosecutor. How fully have they 
reported what they know about the case so that you the prosecutor 
can make an indeoendent judgment about what the appropriate disposi
tion should be? 

To what extent does the report provide you with information required 
to reach a sound judgmcJlt about each of the following legal/factual 
issues: 

whether defendant (s) had an intent to cormni t a felony 
within the premises (""ariable = intent) 
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whether an actual breaJdng aJld entering OCC':tted (variable 
= brea}~) 

y,nether defendant was unlawfully upon the premises (vari
able "'" up7:em) 

report establishes sufficiency of Miranda warnings (vari
able = miran) 

report establishes the legality of any searches (variable 
= searchj 

report establishes eyewitness testimony linking defendant 
to the crime (variable = witn) 

report establishes physical evidence linking defendant 
to the crime (variable = evid) 

Taking into account all the dimensions of a case about which a 
prosecutor need info:ma.tion in order to decide what the proper 
disposition should be, how well or poorly has this case report 
been prepared? (variable = overal) 

'Ihe above questions were rated on a seven p::>int scale ( 1 = very 

poorly, 7 = very well). TWo other questions (belCTw) were rated 

on a similar scale. 

If you could speak to the police officer who prepared this report, 
how much additional info:ma.tion or clarification would you seek? 
(0 = none, 7 = a lot) 
(variable = addinfo) 

How likely is it that if you got the infonration ... this case 
would came to a different disposition than it is likely to receive 
without it? (1 = very unlikely, 7 = very likely) (variable = dif
dispo) 

Also, an Osgoc:x:i semantic Differential-type scale (OSgoc:x:i et al., 1957) 

was used. Prosecutors were asked to rate the police reports along four 

dimensions .'Ihe dimensions and their anchor points for ratings of 1 to 6 

are as follows: min:i.nlal to comprehensive; weak. to strong; trivial to serious; 

confusing to understandable (variable na:J1lO....5 I respectively, = comp, weak, 

serious, confus). 'Ihey were also asked the following: to estimate the pro-
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bable disp:>sition of the case (variable = dispo); to estiJnate what the most 

probability (0% to 100%) of conviction (variable"" convict); and to give the 

degree of their confidence (0% to 100%) in their assesSIi"f"....nt of the probability 

of conviction (variable = confid). 

5. Analysis 

The data from the quasi-exper:i.Jno....nt were analyzed using the general 

linear model (GIM) procedure for unbalanced analysis of variance (ANOVA). 

The GIM-ANOVA procedure is reconrrnended over the ANOVA procedure in most 

unbalanced situations, i.e. where there are unequal numbers of observations 

for the different combinations of ClASS variables specified in the model 

staten¥"....nts (SAS Institute, 1985), as was the case with our data. 

C. Interviews 

Interviews were conducted with prosecutors after they had used the 

computer-assisted case report and had completed the structured evaluation 

fonn. The interviews were semi-structured. Also, the police officers and 

supervisors who used our computer program or were trained on it or had it 

demonstrated to them were interviewed. A few who had entered cases using 

our program also completed an eValuation forn, that was specifically directed 

at their opinion of the value of our software8 . 

D. Results 

8. See Nashville Police Opinion Survey Regarding The 
Computer-Assisted Bul:gla...ry case Preparation Program fonn in the 
Appendix. 
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The presence or absence of the canputer-assisted case reports in the 

case file had a significant impact on the prosecutors' evaluation of the 

quality of the case preparation and the probable case disposition under 

certain conditions but not under all conditions. 

The presence or absence of the computer enhancement did not have a 

significant independent effect on the prosecutors' evaluations; but it did 

have significant effects in interaction with two of the three cr:int:i.l'1al inci

dent fact-patterns used in the evaluation. These interaction effects were 

in opposite directi.ons. In one case the presence of the computer-assisted 

report led prosecutors to evaluate the case as being stronger and better 

prepared. In the other case it led them to evaluate the case as being weaker 

and not as well prepared. 

We had expected that the presence of the computer-assisted report would 

have a significant independ~,t effect on all cases in the direction of improv

ing the perceived quality of the preparation and the case strength. However, 

we also reccxjl1ized the theoretical possibility that by improving the clarity 

of reports some reports may be discovered to be weaker than they might other

wise have seemed. In theory, information by itself is neutral. Thus our 

mixed results are neither entirely una'peCi:ed nor do they represent a negative 

finding. They do not mo....an that the computer-assisted reports make no differ

ence in the prosecutors' evaluation a case. 

1. Main Effects 
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In 16 of 18 comparisons between the tradition manually preXiucea 

re'j;X)rts and those supple.mented. vd th the special reJY.)rt qenerated by our 

software, there were no significant differences. In the two cases where 

significant differences did occur9 , they were in the "wrong" direction. The 

reports without the computer-assisted supplemo...nts were rated better. 

Not surprisingly, the three cases differed significantly among themselves 

on 9 of the 18 comparisons 10 . "As expev--ted, one of the dimo...nsions along 

which they significantly varied was the prosecutors' estimates of the respec-

tive probabilities of conviction. However, the :pattern of variability was 

surprising (see Table 6.1). 

Table 6.1 

Prosecutors' Estimated Probability of Conviction By case 

case .u 
"It N Mean StdDev st Err Vari- Caef. of 

of ance variation 
Mean 

1 17 75.5 19.3 4.8 393.3 26.2 
2 17 79.6 21.9 5.3 480.2 27.5 
3 17 62.0 31.2 7.5 975.1 50.3 

9. Ho-w well the report allowed the prosecutor to detennine 
whether a breaking had occurred and how much confidence the 
prosecutor had in hisjher estimate of the probability of 
conviction. 

10. Significant differences (at the .05 level) occurred 
among the three cases for the following variables: uprern; mirani 
search; witn; evid: overal; serious; addinfo; difdisp. 
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case 3 where the defendant was caught by the police exiting a building 

that he had burglarized and which therefore seemed -to be a "deadbanqll (hiqh 

probability of conviction) case, got the lowest average (mean) rating (62.0% 

on scale of O%-~~O%) .11 It was statistically significantly lower than the 

other two cases. 

one of them (case 2) had seemed to be legally problematic. It relied 

on a witness who reported. that he had not gotten a gcx:x:1 view of the defendant 

and whose description of the defendant (approximately 18-21 years of age) 

did not fit the person he picked. out of a photo line-up (age 35). Yet, case 

2 received. the highest mo...an probability of conviction score of all three cases 

(79.6% as against 75.6% for case 1). (cases 1 and 2 did not differ from 

each other significantly regarding the estimated probability of conviction.) 

These findings suggest that prosecutorial estimates of case strength are 

more problematic than the literature indicates (Jacoby, 1980; Mather r 1979; 

McDonald et al., 1979)12. 

Interactior. Effects 

Although the presence or absence of the computer-assisted rerx>rt 

did not have a significant "main effect" (Le., an independent effect) I it 

did have a significant effect when it interacted with the differences among 

11. Evidently, there vJaS considerable disagroomo...nt among the 
prosecutors regarding the strt:mgth of case 3. Notice that its 
coefficient of variability is twice that of the other two cases 
(55.4 compared. to 27.5 and 26.2, see Table 6.1). 

12 The relevance of this t.o the present proj ect is that it 
suggests some of the difficulty to be faced. by any future effort 
to evaluate the quality of case preparation by using prosecutors 
to rate cases. 
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the three cases. In 16 of 18 measures of quality of case preparation or 

probabJe case. disposition: t-J1E> 1nt.eroctjon!'; l:x=>twl?Bn thE> two variables were 

significant. See, for example, Table 6.2 'Which presents the data for the 

variable I prosecutors / estimates of the probability of conviction. 
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Table 6.2 

PrnhAhi 1 1T'\' n~ rnnvir*inn t:TM_lINrI,n 
----- .... ------ ... .J. -- -- ..... ------. -- .. --.-~ ..... 

Dependent Variable: Probability of conviction 

Source DF SS MS F Significant level 
of 

Variation 

Mcxlel 5 20892.8 4l78.5 16.25 yes 0.0001 
Error 45 11571.6 257.1 
Total 50 32464.5 

R-sguare = 0.643 

Source 

case 2 914.1 1. 78 no 0.1807 

Method 1 442.5 1. 72 no 0.1962 
of Prep-
aration 

Interac- 2 17566.7 34.16 yes 0.0001 
tion: case* 
Methcd. 

Ordinarily, if the variable of interest (such as the presence or absence 

of the computer-assisted case report) does not have a significant main effect, 

then there is little reason to examine any effect it might have in interaction 

with another variable. Under any circumstances one must be cautious about 

attributing inappropriate :tnP.....aning to interaction tenns. 13 

13 Blalock (1979:366) warns against the danger of 
attributing substantive meaning to statistical tenns like 
"interaction tenns". With regard to interactions he writes: 
"[P] e:rhaps the most cautious approach is to realize that whenever 
one finds statistical interactions of substantial magnitude, this 
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attention to t...'1e fact that in L'1teractions \dth one other variable l namely; 

the case fact-pattern, our variable of interest (the presence or absPJ1ce of 

the COJTputer-assisted case report) was significantly related to 16 of the 18 

measures of quality of case preparation and probable disposition. Moreover I 

the pattern of the interaction was consistent across the 16 items. 

Taken as a whole this tends to support the conclusion that our software 

has a significant effect on the prosecutor's estimate of the case and its 

prdJable dispJsition but only under certain conditions I namely, the conditions 

presented by surne criminal cases but not by others. 

This conclusion can be understood more clearly with a closer look at 

the interaction tenn for one of the i terns I such as the probability of convic-

tion. As shawn in Figure 6.1, the presence of the computer-assisted case 

repJrt has virtually no impact on the IIP....aJ1 estimated probability of conviction 

in case :# 1 (the traffic stop with stolen property found in the trunk) (75.5% 

compared to 75.7% for the manually produced reports) . 

In the other two cases the computer report dues have an impact but in 

means that two or more variables have joint effects on some 
dependent variable that are too complex to be adequately 
described by a sirrple additive model. The presence of 
statistical interaction therefore constitutes a clue that 
relationships are more complex than might. have been thought I but 
by itself interaction should not be treated as though it were 
something apart from the "main" effects of the variables under 
consideration. II 
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Figure 6.1 

Probability of Conviction 
f3y C~ase &. tv1ethod of Preparatic)rl 

: -----------1 
Case 1 
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I : oJ' ,I -I j I · i : ! 'I I ~ " .. I /1, I. I 

, ~ ~! ~:, f ~ 1 : :, • • 
• I, ':' .'., ;0.' 

_________ ~ ____ • __________ L __ -_____ , ___ ~ _____________ ,_L _________ _ 

o 20 40 60 80 100 

ProtJability of Conviction 

E Computer- ~ ~,~8nuElI 

each case it is in the opposite direction. Tnus the two cases cancel each 

other out and thereby suppress the impact of the experimental variable (Le. r 

the presence or absence of the corrputer-assisted. case report) . 

In case # 2 (where the victim picks a defel'"¥'lant out of a photo-array 

although he does not match the victim's admit'Ldlly uncertain description of 

him), the presence of the corrputer report is associated. with a much lower 

estimate of the probability of conviction (57.8% cOl'npared to 94.9%). By 

contrast, in case # 3 (where the defendant is caught coming out of the build-
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ing he burglarized) the computer report greatly increased the estimated 

probability of ("'.onviction (Q4.?!l: r.()~.rA') tn 1Q, c:;%) 

In other words, case # 2 which on the face of it seemed legally problem

atic was more likely to be seen as problematic by prosecutors who got the 

COIT!Puter enhance:rftl='.J1t than by those who did not; and, case # 3 which seemed 

to us to be a dead-bang case was more likely to be SE',,'m that way by prosecu

tors who got the file with the COIT!Puter enhancement than those who did not. 

In short, this suggests that the computer program did what one would hope it 

would do, namely, make a weak. case appear weak and a strong case appear 

strong. Remember that information is neutral. More infonra.tion in a case 

report will sometimes mean that cases that would otherwise have appeared 

strong will now appear weaker and vice versa. 

This same general pattern of the computer report having an opposite 

impact in cases 2 and 3, and no impact in case 1 also occurs in 15 of the 18 

items. Moreover, the impact is always in the same "direction", i.e., the 

computer-assisted report makes the item being rated score "worse" in case # 

2 and "better" in case # 3. 

For example, prosecutors were asked to take all dimensions of the case 

into account and then state how well the case report supplied them vlith the 

information needed to decide what the proper. disposition should be. Tne 

case files containing the computer-assisted reports were rated substantially 

lower (tllan the files with just the manual reports) for case # 2; but were 

rated substantially higher for case # 3 (see Figure 6.2). 
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Similarly, when prosa...~tors were asked how much more infonnatj on they 

would want to :knov.' ab:r,Jt the case if they had a chance to talk to the report

ing officer, the file with the computer enhancement were rated as needing a 

lot more infonnation than the manual file for case =Ii- 2; but the reverse was 

true for case # 3 (see Figure 6.3). 

In contrast, when prosecutors were asked about the likelihood that the 

case would reac..'1 a different disposition (than the one they had predicted) 

if they could talk to the reporting officer, the cases with the computer 

enhance:rno-nt were rated more likely to reach a different disposition for case 

# 2; and less likely for case # 3 (see Figure 6.4). 

In summary, for case # 2 compared to those vIDO received the traditional 

manual file I the prosecutors who got the file containing the computer-assisted 

repo:tt vlere more likely to say that the quality of the infonnation in the 

case report was insufficient ~ that if they had a chance to speak to the 

reporting officer they would seek a lot of additional infonnationi and that 

it was very likely that infonnation could lead to a different disposition. 

The pattern was reversed for case =# 3. 

3. Prosecutor Interviews 

Tne response among prosecutors to the sample case reports produced 

with the assistance of our software was strongly positive but vlith important 

gualifications. 
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with absolutely no training in the use of our rep.')rtc:;: prof'.E'>..'-!lJtors wflrp 

able to read them and understa.rd therri immediately. Tney liked numerous 

particular features of the computer-assisted case reJ;X)rt including its legi

bility; its level of detail; its consistency (among different authors of 

reports); its summary of the roles enacted. by everyone in the case; its 

format; and its COlTprehensiveness. 

The prosecutors said that the computer-assisted reports made it easier 

for them to quickly review the highlights of the case, an i.nlp:Jrtant advantage 

when one has to dispose of a large daily caseload without much time for 

thorough preparation. 

But, prosecutors also pointed out some limitations of the COlTputer

assisted reports. The most critical limitation is that the program can not 

eliminate the need for a free-form, narrative section to the police report. 

It is to the narrative that the prosecutors ultimately go in order to deter

mine how all the parts of the puzzle fit together. 

Only by reading the narrative of the incident as a whole can one answer 

(or f at least draw inferences about) certain questions which can not be 

reliably answered with short-answer-type items. For example, our softw-are 

asy-s the officer to state the legal grounds for any searches. It then prompts 

hinYher with a menu of answers to select from (such as "probable cause") . 

But prosecutors were suspicious of those answers and had to read the narrative 

to try to guess what really happened. They doubted that computerization 
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could ever solve the problem of the officer whose repJrts can not be truste1 

no matter how they are produced. 

Pros~~tors had other concerns about the camputer-assisted report. One 

speculated that camputerizing the police reporting process could actually 

have the opposite effect than the one intended. If the computer replaced. 

the manually-produced report, it might weaken the prosecutor's case. There 

might be typ:::g-raphical errors (for exarrple, on dates or numbers) which 

could not be as easily corrected; police memories about the cases may not be 

as vivid if they did not have their own handwritten reports to review; more 

infonnation might be left of the computer-assisted version than the hand

written version. 

Although our quasi-experilnental analysis indicates that the presence of 

t:!:le computer-assisted case report made a difference in the prosecutors I 

estimates of the case in two out of three of the fact-patterns, the prose

cutors themselves were unable to pre1ict this finding. They were unsure 

whether having the computer reports had influenced their decision-making. 

But most of them in:iicated that even if the camputer-assisted report did not 

make a difference in the case disposition, they would prefer to have the 

computeriZed reports. 

4. Police Intl2rViews 

Although the police made very little use of our software, it was 

not because they were opposed to the idea behind. it. Indeed virtually all 

detectives familiar 'Ylith our software were in favor of the idea behind it; 
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hoped. tt\at further work would be done to develop it; and indicated that they 

,.,oUld prefer to use such a pro:::rram rather than write reports manually (assum-

ing the software met cer-..ain conditions discussOO below) . 

They felt that if prosecutors had to choose between manually produced 

reports and ones produced with the assistance of a software application such 

as ours, the prosecutors would prefer the computer-assisted reports because 

of their greater legibility, clearer organization and because the computer 

method seemed to help the police include more infonnation relevant to proving 

the case. 14 

Moreover, even though they found it slow and difficult to use our soft-

ware, they believed that with practice they would be able to produce reports 

as fast as by hand. 

on the other hand, 'When asked to compare the value of the reports pro-

duced with our software to the special prosecution reports produced by Nash

ville Police Deparbnent's case Preparation Unit, most of the detectives 

believed that prosecutors would find the latter more useful. 

There are four conditions that the detectives regarded as essential 

before they would use such softw-dTe: (1) the software must be highly user-

14 One dissenting view was expressed by a detective 'Who is 
notorious among prosecutors for filing poor case repo~s. He 
believed that prosecutors would prefer manually produced reports 
because in court handwritten reports might "seem more affective 
rather than 'just a computer number'''. 
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frien..iJ.Yi (2) the police would have to be adequately traine::l on it; (3) the 

rep::>rt that they would type on the computer must not duplicate any other 

rep::>rt that they would have to give; and, (4) hard-copies of the reports 

must be readily available if wanted. (None of these conditions were met by 

5. An Alternative Model: AlECS 

AJ.though our particular software design proved too curribersorne for 

the police to use, we have reviewed an alternative design that holds promise. 

It is one that we considered and. rej ected because it is more mo:::iest than 

what our project attempted. Nevertheless, its comparative simplicity seems 

to be the key to its success. 

The design is the one that underlies the proprietary progrdm called 

AlECS by Coastal Computer Systems. It is currently fully operational and 

being used by two police depa.rbnt=>....nts who give it high praise. 15 

This software does not atte.rnpt to simulate an interview with a prosecutor 

(as ours does) and it does not assume that police officers can not type (as 

01L..">'"'S does). Officers sit at a terminal and are prompted to fill in the 

15. The system was produced by Coastal computer Systems, 
Inc., Long Beach l New York. Its development was initiated by Lt. 
Joseph Lauriano of the Lynbrook (New York) Police Deparbnent. It 
operates on a mirricornputer and can be configured to support as 
many as 150 terminals at one time. It does on-line booking and 
arrest processing and preparation of the prosecution report. rot 
also perfonns other functions. 
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italTlS on the screen which is just an electronic version of the usual police 

report. fo:rrn,. 

event as one would do on existing police fonns. 

.... ---,,~+-": .... -
U J.JU-:;.l..U~..L"t:: 

---_ .... -"'- _& ~\..,.-
o.\..A...V1vU J. \.to V.L. w.J.C 

Also being prepared. for optional use y.ri th AIECS is an expert system 

that selects charges based. on a few questions that the computer asks the 

officer. The lim:L ted prototype model of this a-pert system that we reviewed 

demonstrates the technical feasibility of using an expert system to assist 

in waking this limited. decision. But the desirability of the use of an 

expert system for this purpose is far more problematic than the use of the 

rest of the system. 

The ALECS system has not been evaluated systematically. It is not 

known whether it has altered the pattern of case attrition in the local 

jurisdiction. The expert system component has not even been field tested 

yet. ,mat is known is that the police in those cities have not had any 

problem learning to type and enter their cases on a computer terminal and 

that they are quite pleased. with the system. 

6. Expert Systems 

l-Jhat can be anticipated. is that the use of an exp=>Jt system to 

select charges in cases will sharply highlight the nonnative and political 

problems surrounding the question of "proper charging". The prototype model 

that we reviewed is based on a literal reading of the penal code. It sele....--ts 

all charges that are legally relevant given the facts of the case. 
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It produces what some stan.iard-setti.n9 professional groups would call 

its ~~arge selectio~ b~~ doing so would reqJir~ L~at the local pro~~tor 

take the political risk of clearly specifying the criteria for not accepting 

or downgrading charges in certain types of cases. 

~\lhen we suggested to the police executives in the deparbno...J1ts that were 

using AmCS that the expert system could be added and used to screen out 

cases they were strorgly opposed to that use of such a system. On the other 

hand, they were all in favor of using the system to locate every and all 

relevant charges in a case. 

IV. Conclusions 

Tne results of this proj ect can only be described as mixed. Tne con

clusions to be dravm must be regarded as tentative and in need of additional 

confinuation. We may be overgeneralizing somewhat from our limited exper

ience. Nevertheless, we believe that it is a reasonable working hypothesis 

to conclude that it is feasible to have police produce their case reports by 

interacting with a computer and that such reports will affect the pattern of 

case disposition. However, there is a crucial limit to the way in which 

software can improve the quality of police reports. 
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Small-computer-based interactive software can improve the legibility, 

reproducjbilitYr orgnni7.ntinn nn~ ~lj~Y-r~n0nh)]jty 0f poli~~ reports. It 

can also in8rease tc 2.imited extent the particular items of information 

asked in a typical rep:::>rt. But it can not eliminate the need for the police 

to be able to use a keyboard with reasonable efficiency. It can not proouce 

a narrative account of the criminal event; nor can it begin to approximate 

the kind of interactive supervision of the giving of a narrative as occurs 

in case preparation units where prosecution-knowledgeable supervisors guide 

officers through a dictated narrative rep:::>rt. 

There are two sections to police reports. One consists of discreet, 

short-answer items of information (such as the name, address, age etc. of 

the defendant). The other is the free-style narrative which gives a chrono

logical account of the incident. 

It is possible to create software that simulates the kind of interaction 

that occurs between a police officer and a prosecutor during a case screening 

session. 'Ibe computer can be programmed to ask branching questions contin

gent upon answers to earlier questions. 'Ibis capc.city can be used to either 

create an electronic version of existing police report fonus or to go beyond. 

that and ask additional questions. However, the number of addit.ional ques

tions must be kept to a minimum to avoid oppressing the user. 

'Ibe problem is that v..fuile the computer is excellent at analyzing a case 

into discreet, short-answer-type questions, it can not synthesize that 
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infonnation into a coherent narrative account of the case. For the foresee

able future the narratiVE" must hP giveli frp.p-~t-yJp. 

'Ihe micrcx::!OITlputer can not simulate the yJ.nd of guided narrati ve-gi ving 

done by case preparation units 'Where the reporting officer dictates his/her 

report under the direction of a person e),.'perienced in the information needs 

of the prosecutor. 'Ihe rna.in advantage of using the computer as a way of 

increasing the amount of information in a case report lies in increasing the 

information in the short-answer section of the reports. 

Prose...--utors use both sections of police reports but in different ways. 

'Ihey tend to go to the narrative first and may rely upon it entirely in same 

cases. 'Ihe short-answer section is used either for specific de.tails (tele

phone number of a witness) or to make inferences about the. accuracy and 

veracity of the nan-ative. 'Ihe latter is always a selective telling of the 

events that represents the police officer's reconstruction of the social 

reality of the incident. '!he short-answer section is used by prosecutors to 

try to decide how much of that reconstl.-uction is to be taken at face value. 

For instance, items such as dates or timo-s or place of arrest that are listed 

in the short-answer section can raise doubts or help make inferences about 

parts of the story covered in or omitted from the narrative. 

Same aspects of the case that are of crucial i.:rrportance to the prosecutor 

(such as the legality of the arrest and search) can not usefully be reduced 

to a short-answer, yes-or-no-type questions. Such rna.tters call for profes

sional judgments. Prosecutors would not accept the judgments of the police 
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officer(s) involved. They would want to make their independent judgments 

and to do so they w(")\)lc'l r.nns1l1t- "thp nrt]-r;;'ltjvl='. 

Thus the marginal increment in the amount of information obtained from 

the police by use of an interactive software application is limited mostly 

to the additional questions that can be added to the short-answer section of 

police reports. This can not be too ex.tensi ve without discouraging users 

and possibly defeating the program. 

On the other hand, our field evaluation suggests that even if a software 

application did not add more information to the fund of information in re

ports, if it merely resulted in a clearer, cleaner, better-organized, more 

legible report than the traditional manual report, it could have an ilnpact 

on the dispositions of cases. At a minimum, prosecutors would welcome the 

improveIrP....nt in this dimension of the quality of the documents which are the 

main basis for their decision-making. They even believe that it would make 

them somewhat more efficient. 

Police officers are not only willing to use interactive computer programs 

to type their own reports, they favor the idea and are able to develop some 

facility at using the keyl:x:>ard even without special training. However, 

there are at le;;J.st four conditions that such software should meet. It should 

be user-friendly. Some training on the use of the computer should be given. 

The reports typed on the computer should not duplicate reports that must be 

given by hand. Hard copies of the report should be readily available if the 

officer needs a copy. 
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wjth :regnm to u~r-frjpn"'ll inl?ss, it is lX'ssible to haue too muc..h. of a 

good thing. A fatal mistake in the development of our software was in trying 

to give the police-user too much help. It was wrong to assume that law 

enforcement software appli cations must minimize the amount of typing to be 

done by the police. Special features such as "pop-up" screens, which were 

intended to reduce the officer's typing load by allowing many questions to be 

answered by sele.---ting choices from lists, created typing loads of their own. 

In the end they were unnecessary and self-defeating. 'Ihe police are able to 

do an adequate job of typing when left on their owni and, more importantly, 

it is apparent to us now that typing skills should be among the require.l1'P-nts 

of today' s professio] lal policing. 

'Ihe use of the computer for "artificial intelligence" or "expert systems" 

applications was not directly tested by the present project. However, our 

e.xperience and our review of a prototype exp=>Jt system that selects police 

cr..arges in criminal cases suggest some tentative conclusions about this 

grawing area of interest in law enforCe.l1'P-nt. 

Computer-based decision-guiding systems are more likely to succeed as 

useful tools for law enforCe.l1'P-nt if t."'1ey are operated as pert of a larger 

system where police officers are already experienced with using a computer 

keyboard i where the number of questions asked by the expert system and the 

number of files it requires the user to consult d(Y::>....5 not exceed the user's 

estimate of the value of the prcgra:mi and where there is ready and conven-

ient access to the c..omputer. Expert system applications to some topics, 
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such as the selection of charges I have the potential for creating severe 

c..ontroversj(?_t; nn:'l pol itk...,J risKs fnr thF p;'lrt)PC; jnvn]vp,:'J (?jther }:~cau...~ 

implicit policies an: made explicit or because existing policies may be 

changed. 
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